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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
 
This is the final report for the "Study to Investigate and Evaluate
 
Means of Optimizing the Ku-Band Communication Function for the Space
 
Shuttle." The objective of the study was to carry out a number of advanced
 
analytical and design tasks for the purpose of optimizing the configuration
 
and the performance of the Ku-band communication system for the Space
 
Shuttle. The communication system is a part of the Ku-Band Integrated
 
Radar and Communication Equipment.
 
The forward link of the overall communication system consists of
 
the ground-TDRS-Orbiter communication path. Because the last segment of
 
this link is directed towards a relatively low orbiting Shuttle, methods
 
must be provided to reduce the signal spectral density impinging on the
 
earth's surface. Spreading the relatively narrowband data spectrum (32
 
to 216 kbps) by addition of a pseudo-noise (PN) code is considered to be
 
the simplest method for reducing the spectral density of the forward link.
 
The use of a PN code, however, requires code acquisition and tracking
 
functions to be incorporated into the Orbiter's Ku-band receiver.
 
The driving parameters for the return link, which consists of the
 
Orbiter-TDRS-ground communication path, include: (1)multiplexing of three
 
independent data streams and (2)the capability to handle the symbol rates
 
of up to 100 Msps, the latter originating from rate 1/2 encoding of data
 
streams of up to 50 Mbps. As the result of previous work, Axiomatix has
 
demonstrated the feasibility of simultaneously combining all three channels
 
by phase multiplexing. One of the analytical tasks included in this report
 
was the optimization of this three-channel multiplexing technique.
 
Both the forward link receiver and the return link transmitter
 
share a 36-inch diameter parabolic dish antenna. The receive frequency
 
for the Shuttle Ku-band equipment is 13.775 MHz. The return link trans­
mitter operates on 15.0034 GHz and the nominal power supplied by the trans­
mitter tube to the antenna is 50 watts.
 
The first step in establishing the TDRS/Shuttle Ku-band communica­
tion link is the alignment of the antenna directivity patterns along a
 
,common line-of-sight (LOS). The alignment of the TDRS antenna is aided
 
by the "wide beam" horn radiator mounted on the Shuttle's high gain antenna.
 
The alignment of the Shuttle antenna with the LOS to TDRS must be performed
 
by scanning the Shuttle antenna across the residual uncertainty volume,
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which may be as wide as a 200 cone. For best scan efficiency, a spiral
 
pattern isused to search out the uncertainty volume. Furthermore, in
 
order not to limit the rate at which the uncertainty volume is scanned
 
spatially, the energy detection isused to declare TDRS intercept by the
 
main beam ofthe Shuttle antenna. Other phases of TDRS signal acquisition
 
include PN code acquisition, carrier search and acquisition, and bit syn­
chronization. After the acquisition phases of all receiver subunits are
 
completed, the system goes into a track mode.
 
Because the initial acquisition of the TDRS signal requires fre­
quency search with a Costas loop, which also serves as a data demodulator,
 
the probability of false lock on data rate spectral lines must be kept to
 
a minimum. If special design criteria are not met, the false lock acqui­
sition can present a serious problem, particularly at high signal-to-noise
 
ratios at the Costas loop. Consequently, one of the major analytical tasks
 
of this program was to define the Costas design parameters which result in
 
adequate suppression of the false lock sidebands. The results of this
 
analytical task are not only of extreme value to the specific case of
 
Shuttle communication, but are general enough to be considered a signifi­
cant contribution to the communication technology. Section 2.0 of this
 
report presents the analysis of the false lock performance of the Costas'
 
receivers.
 
InSection 3.0, the modulation and multiplexing formats are con­
sidered for both the forward and return links. Of particular importance
 
to the return link isthe analysis of the phase multiplexing technique
 
which permits simultaneous transmission of three independent data streams
 
on a single digitally phase-modulated carrier. The detailed analysis of
 
the three-channel multiplexer design is rather unique and can be considered
 
as another contribution to the communication technology.
 
The design considerations pertaining to angular search, acquisition
 
and tracking of the TDRS are presented inSection 4.0. Section 5.0 con­
tains analytical examination of the effects of long- and short-term
 
oscillator instabilities on Ku-band system performance.
 
Section 6.0 presents the estimate of the range of TORS signal
 
level fluctuations and provides analytical interpretation of the effects
 
of these variations on the Shuttle Ku-band receiver performance.
 
Signal distortion effects are analyzed inSection 7.0. Particular
 
emphasis is placed on determining the effect of NRZ bit asymmetry on return
 
3 
link performance at 100 Msps. Conclusions are presented inSection 8.0.
 
Appendixes A through F contain supporting analysis for Section 2.0.
 
Appendix G presents the analysis of the optimum-three-c hannel multiplexing
 
technique;
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2.0 	 FALSE LOCK PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
 
ORBITER COSTAS LOOP RECEIVERS
 
2.1 	 Motivation and Technical Approach
 
The ability of a Costas loop to lock up on a data sideband (false
 
lock is a phenomenon which has been of major concern in evaluation of the
 
S-band communicationsystem design. Likewise, in the design of the Ku-band
 
communication system, this false lock problem will need to be considered
 
and dealt with. This section presents recent theoretical results on the
 
false lock behavior of a Costas loop and compares them with measured
 
results obtained by TRW in testing the S-band transponder. Since both
 
random and periodic data sequences are of interest, the latter correspond­
ing to the idle patterns of the delta modulators in the S-band transponder,
 
results are presented for both cases. Consideration is then given to the
 
problem of reducing the false 'lock tendency of the,Costas loop. Several
 
modifications of the conventional Costas 'loop design are suggested and the
 
theoretical false lock performance of each is presented'. To aid 'the system
 
design inmaking the necessary tradeoffs between false lock improvement
 
and true lock degradation, these new configurations arealso analyzed from
 
the standpoint of true lock tracking and acquisition in the presence of
 
frequency uncertainty. Finally, since both false lock and true lock are
 
phenomena associated with the existence of a dc voltage at the lock detec­
tor output and since, when carrier sweeping is used as an acquisition aid,
 
this voltage is necessary to kill the sweep, the discussion is completed
 
by presenting an analysis of the lock detector performance.
 
2.2 	 Summary of Results
 
Consider the Costas loop and associated lock detector illustrated
 
in Figure 1. The input signal s[t,e(t)] is assumed to be a bi-phase modu­
lated carrier with average power S, nominal carrier frequency w0, and
 
received carrier phase O(t)=e 0 +P0t. The modulation on this carrier,
 
denoted 	by m(t), is binary (a ±1 digital waveform.) and has a data (symbol)
 
rate Rs = l/T. The total received signal x(t) is then the sum of s[t,e(t)]
 
and ni(t), where ni(t) is the additive channel noise which can be expressed
 
in the form of a narrowband process about the actual .frequency mO + 0 of the
 
observed data. Such a representation generates an equivalent pair of quad­
rature low-pass white Gaussian noise processes Nc(t) and Ns(t) with single­
sided noise spectral density NO w/Hz and single-sided bandwidth.BH<WO/2.
 
n(t)C(t)
 
slt,e(t)3 ± x(t) r 
900 
r S')Lowpass 
--
SS(t) 
F 
I 
~Filter 
G(s) 
0 
I)+-0 
z s(t ) 
L 
)2 
( 
+ d 
(
T Thesol 
Comparison To search 
controlled 
algorithm 
for killin 
sweep 
Figure 1. Costas Loop and Associated Lock Detector 
U., 
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When the loop is truly locked, the in-phase and quadrature refer­
ence signals rs (t)and rc(t), respectively, are expressed as sine and
 
cosine functions of w0t+ 6(1), where 6(t) is the VCO's estimate of 0(t).
 
When the loop is in a false 'lock mode, then these same reference signals
 
are now sine and cosine functions of (w0-wf)t+ 6(t), where wf is the
 
.false lock radian frequency relative to the carrier frequency.
 
The in-phase and quadrature phase detector outputs, s(t) and eCt),
 
respectively, have signal and noise components proportional to sine and
 
cosine of wft+ t(t), amplitude modulated by the baseband data modulation
 
m(t) and the low pass noise processes Nc(t) and Ns(t). The process
 
Mt) (t)- 6(t) in the above is the loop phase error. After low pass 
filtering with thein'phase and quadrature arm filters G(s), one obtains 
the signals zs(t) and Zc(t) which, respectively, have signal components 
rn(t;wf,t) and Js(t;wf,), and noise components Nss-(t;wfo), Ncc(t;Wf,O) 
and gsc(t;mf,), Ncs(t;wf,). The "hat" is-used to denote the filtering 
by G(s) while the arguments flf and 4 indicate the dependence of these fil­
tered signals and noises on the false lock.frequency and the phase error. 
The loop error signal z0(t) is formed from the product of Zs(t)and zc(t),. 
while the.lock detector signal is obtained by squaring zc (t)and zs(t) and 
differencing these quantities. In either case, a signal is formed which 
contains a dc component, Vdc, when the frequency difference wf/2; between 
the incoming carrier and the local VCO is othe than zero. This is con­
trary to the usual conclusion that neither the loop error signal nor the 
lock detector signal contain a dc signal unless w = 0,which is valid 
onlyunderthe assumption that the arm filter distortions can be neglected. 
Such an assumption is itself valid only in the limit as the bandwidth of 
these filters becomes very wide with respect to the data rate. A more 
specific discussion on how wide these-filters can be chosen relatiye to. 
the effect of this choice on tracking threshold will be giVen shortly. 
When the input modulation m(t) is characterized by random data, 
then in addition to a dc term, both the loop error signal and thelock 
detector signal contain higher harmonics occurring at multiples of the 
data rate (f.e., nRs; n= 1,2,...) when the false lock frequency difference 
Jf/2w is at multiples of half the data rate (i.e., nRs/2; n=l,2 ...). 
Alternately, when the input modulation is characterized by a periodic 
data sequence with period p, then-the false lock frequencies are at mul­
tiples of Rs/2p away from the carrier (i.e., wf/27r=nR s/2 p; n= I,2,...). 
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In either the random or periodic data case, the set of-dc signal components
 
which occur at the false lock frequencies have the same relative magnitudes
 
for both the loop error signal and the lock detector output. The only dif­
ference between the two isthat the set of dc components inthe loop error
 
signal has a sine deiendence on' the loop phase error, while those at the
 
lock detector output have a cosine dependence. This statement isalso true
 
relative to the dc component which exists when the loop is truly locked.
 
As an example of the type of results obtained for periodic data
 
sequences, consider the-four cases corresponding to the idle patterns in
 
the S-band transponder. The periodic sequences selected are the -following: 
Number 
(A) 
(B) -
Data Sequence 
--1, 
I-,-I,I,l 
Period (p) 
2 
4 
(C) -l,-l,-l,-l,l ,l 6 
Sequence (A) is clearly the alternating sequence, while sequence (B)- also
 
alternates,'but at half the rate. Sequences (C),and (D)are actually the
 
rate 1/2 convolutionally encoded sequences of (A)and (B). For a single­
pole Butterworth (RC) filter with 3 dB radian cutoff frequency wC and Man­
chester coded data symbols, the set of dc signal component magnitudes­
{IVdc l= ivni; n= 1,2,3,...), which occur at the false lock frequencies 
Wf/2 T=nRs/2P; n = 1,2,3,..., are only functions of the single parameter 
fcT w For fcT= 1.4 (the value corresponding to minimum phaseWcT/27r. 

tracking jitter at low symbol signal-to-noise ratio), lVnI (indB) is
 
plotted versus (fT/27T=n/2p for n =O-,l,2,... in Figure 2. The case n=C
 
corresponds to the true lock condition. We observe from Figure 2 for
 
sequence (A), the alternating data case, that the strength of the false
 
lock components falls away monotonically as a function of increasing
 
false lock frequency. This observation can be verified from the specific
 
theoretical results given inAppendix B. Furthermore, as the period-of.
 
the sequences increases, the strong false lock components which remain
 
occur at multiples of half the data rate. In the limit as the period goes
 
to infinity, only these components would remain and.would correspond in
 
magnitude to those obtained for a random data sequence (see Appendix A).
 
As a final word of clarification, Figure 2 is not to be interpreted as
 
--10 
(A) Data =-II Period = 2 8 
(I Pole RC Filter,.fcT = 1.4) 
-15­
rn 
-20 
0 0.5 
(B) Data = 
1.0 
-I,-1,II 
.15 
Period = 4 
1-:n/4
2.0 
-104 
-15­
-20 
0 5 I 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 n/8 
C­
=i 
-20 
0F 
-
~ 
li 
0 
~()Data- = PerI,,I-I-,i, Id Peid6. 
tI I + ._ _ 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
(D)Data-= -1111-,-,1-,1111 Period 
_n/16 
1.2 
-10­
-20 
0 0.5 
Al A,, 
1.0 
I I 
1.5 
I I I,.f II. 
2.0 
3a n/24 
Figure 2. Amplitude of DC Component in Costas Error Signal (or Lock Detector Signal)
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a line frequency spectrum and thus should not be confused with the actual
 
line frequency spectrum-of the error signal which, coincidentally, has
 
contributions at the same set of frequencies. In Figure 2, each line cor­
responds, for a given data sequence, to the amplitude of the dc component
 
magnitude in the Costas loop error signal or lock detector output'signal
 
at a particular false lock frequency. Since the Costas loop false locks
 
to only one of these frequencies at any given time, then only the particular
 
dc amplitude corresponding to that false lock frequency has any meaning at
 
that time.
 
Periodic PN sequences of periods 7 and 31 have also been investi­
gated as to their tendency-to produce false locks. The resulting sets of
 
dc components in the Costas loop error signal are illustrated in Figure 3
 
for the same value of f T-as in Figure Z. Here again, notice that, as the
 
c
 
PN code period gets larger, the dominant false lock frequencies occur at,
 
multiples of the data rate and in the limit as the period goes to infinity,
 
we again get the results for a random data sequence [see Figure 3(c)].
 
From this figure and the theoretical results given in Appendix A, we observe
 
thai, for the random data case, the set of amplitudes at odd multiples of
 
the half data.rate and likewise the set at even multiples of the half'data
 
rate are monotonically decreasing with the two sets interleaved in ampli­
tude. Thus, the largest false lock spur occurs at the data rate: This
 
spur is about 4.6 dB below the true lock dc magnitude at wf= 0. The S-band
 
transponder test results showed that:false lock occurred at the data rate
 
(96 kbps) when the carrier-to-noise ratio (CN0 ) was increased by 3 dB
 
above true lock acquisition threshold (see line 2 of Table 1). The false
 
lock spur at one half the data rate as shown in Figure 3(c) is 8 dB below
 
the true lock point and this was verified by the S-band transponder test
 
(see line 1 of Table 1).
 
Widening the arm filter bandwidth beyond fcT = 1.4 increases the
 
separation between the true lock voltage 1VoI and the false lock voltages.
 
Figure 4 plots the false lock voltages IVkI for the false lock frequencies
 
at k/2T; k=1,2,3,4 versus fcT for altern&ting data [sequence (A)].
 
Figure 5 illustrates the corresponding behavior of the false lock voltages
 
which, for random data, also occur at k/2T, k= 1,2..... Note that, for
 
the alternating data case, the worst false lock point is at one half the
 
data rate where the false lock voltage IV11 is only 5.83 dB below the true
 
__ 
0 	 10
 
(A) PN, Period = 7 
-5­
_-15 1 1" ti 	 ju i 
-20 	 M I IIIiFIl lb In/62 
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
-10 A 
(B) PN, Period u31
 
-5 
-1C n/ 
-20 I ii -,,,,,-,. n/62l l l 	 U,, .. . 
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
 
(C) Real Random Sequence
 
•-5
 
-I!
 
,-n/2

-20 

00.5 	 1.0 1.5 2.0 
(Assumed: 1 Pole RC Filter, fcT = 1.4) 
Figure 3. -Amplitude of DC Component in Costas Error Signal (or Lock Detector Signal)
 
Table 1. PSK M6dulated Data False Lock Test Results
 
Ratio of 
Static False Lock True Lock to 
Arm Filter Doppler Acquisition Offset From False Lock False Lock 
Bandwidth Shift Data Rate Threshold True Lock C/Nn Threshold 
(kHz) (kHz) (kbps) C/N0 (dB) (kHz) (dB? (dB) 
134 0 96 47.6 ±48 55.6 8 
134 -60 96 47.6* +96 50.6 3 
308 -60 96 48.0* +96 54.6 6.6 
308 0 216 49.0 None ---­
308 -60 216 49.0* +108 55.6 6.6 
J34 0 72 45.6 -72 50.6 4 
308 0 72 47.0 -72, 55.6 8.6 
303 0 32 47.0* ±32 64.6 17.6 
Not actually measured. 
12
 
-2
 
-4
 
.3 1 
-10-
Iv41 
-12 
-14" 
-16 
0 1 2 
Figure 4. Alternating Data -
3 4 5 
fcT 
Manchester Code, RC Filter 
6 7 
]Vo[ (true lock)
 
-z 
-4 
* Figure 5. True Lock and False Lock Signal 
Componcnts'vs. the Ratio of 3 dB Cutoff 
Frequency to Symbol Data Rate; Manchester 
Code, RC Filter 
-6 
-8 v21 
-10" 
IV41 
-16 
0 3 4 5 6 7 
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lock voltage IV01 at fT=.4. For fGT=7, all the false lock voltages
 
are about 13 dB below IV0j. For the random data case, the worst false
 
lock point occurs at the data rate (k= 2). With fcT= 1.4, IV is 4.6 dB
 
below IV01. As fcT is increased to 7, IV21 decreases to about 11 dB below
 
IV01. Thus, by continuing to widen the arm filter bandwidth beyond the
 
optimum value which yields minimum tracking threshold loss, the separation
 
,between IV01 and the false lock values continues to increase. This property
 
is desirable from the standpoint of distinguishing false lock from true
 
lock. However, widening the arm filter bandwidth also allows more noise
 
to pass through, thus degrading the tracking threshold.
 
In order to determine how wide the arm filters can be made to
 
decrease the chance of false lock, the effect on tracking threshold must
 
be assessed.. The variance of the phase error is given by.
 
22 4 ', 
where p is the equivalent signal-to-noise ratio in the loop bandwidth of
 
a linear loop and SL is the squaring loss (i.e., a factor less than 1)
 
-incurred in the Costas loop relative to a linear loop, e.g., a phase-locked
 
loop. Therefore, to minimize the phase error variance, SL must be maximized.
 
Figure 6 presents the ratio of optimum arm filter two-sided noise bandwidth
 
to the symbol rate (Bi/R) versus the signal-to-noise ratio (Rd) in the
 
symbol rate bandwidth (Rs lIT). Note that, for a one-pole filter, the
 
.value of BiIRS 4.4 for low values of Rd. For a one-pole filter, note
 
also that the two-sided noise bandwidth can be expressed interms of the
 
3 dB cutoff frequency by Bi =rfC, Therefore, the optimum value of
 
fc= 1.4 Rs or fcT = 1.4, as has been previously mentioned.
 
The variation in squaring loss and hence tracking threshold versus
 
Bi/R s is presented in Figure 7. Except at very low values of Rd, the
 
variation inSL is very small for reasonably large changes in Bi/RS. Thus,
 
the arm filter bandwidths can be increased significantly without having
 
much effect on the tracking'threshold. The test results of the S-band
 
transponder shown in Table 1 bear out this conclusion. Note that, for the 
.96 kbps case, by changing from fcT 1.4 (fc =134 kHz) to fcT=3.2 (fc = 
308 kHz), the worst false lock amplitude was decreased by 3.6 dB, while
 
-the acquisition threshold was only increased by 0.4 dB. Similarly, for
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1Z kbps, by changing from f cT=1.94 (fc =134 kHz) to fcT= 4 .28 (fc 308tkHz),
 
the worst false lock amplitude was decreased by 4.6 dB, while the acquisi­
tion threshold only decreased by 0.4 6B. By decreasing the data rate to
 
32 kbps, fcT= 9.6 (fc =308 kHz), the worst false lock amplitude decreases
 
by another 11 dB with a 1 dB improvement in acquisition threshold. These
 
test results agree very closely with Figures 5 and 7. The possibility of
 
using wide arm filters in the Costas loop is being investigated for the
 
Ku-band uplink communication system.
 
Thus far, we have discussed the false lock behavior of a conven­
tional Costas loop in terms of its ability to produce a dc component in
 
the error signal or lock detector output when the frequency difference
 
between the incoming carrier and the local VC0 is other than zero. Based
 
upon observation of this dc component alone; we have demonstrated that its
 
magnitude can be significantly reduced by simultaneously increasing the
 
bandwidths of both arm filters at the expense of a small degradation in
 
tracking threshold,- The emphasis here has been on a means-of reducing the
 
false lock tendency of the loop, rather than detecting its presence.
 
A method for detecting a false lock condition is based upon the
 
fact that, for random data, there exist strong periodic components (other
 
than the dc component) in the loop error signal when the loop is locked at
 
one of the possible false lock frequencies. These periodic components
 
which occur at integer multiples of the data rate also exist when the loop
 
is truly locked, but are much smaller in amplitude. Because-of this fact,
 
true lock and false lock can be differentiated by measuring the amplitudes
 
of these periodic components in the loop error signal using, for example,,
 
a bandpass filter centered at the false lock frequency followed by an
 
envelope detector and threshold device.
 
If one is willing to introduce modifications into the conventional
 
Costas loop design, then several methods are available which virtually
 
eliminate the false lock problem completely. These methods-are based upon
 
the principle of frequency discrimination and include augmenting the con­
ventional Costas loop with an automatic frequency control (AFC) loop or
 
modifying the conventional loop to act like an AFC during acquisition.
 
All of these methods have the additional advantage of improving the fre­
quency acquisition capability of the conventional Costas loop at the
 
expense of a degradation in tracking threshold. The exact theoretical
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tradeoffs among false lock improvement, acquisition performance improve­
ment, and tracking performance degradation are the subject of Appendices
 
C, D and E, and are briefly summarized here.
 
The simplest modification is achieved by merely removing the low
 
pass arm filter in the quadrature phase detector channel-(see Figure 8).
 
The resultant loop(called a modified Costas loop in [1]) has a frequency
 
restoring force approximately equivalent to that produced by half a balanced
 
frequency discriminator commonly used for AFC. The improved acquisition
 
performance obtained from this simple modification gives a pull-in from
 
initial frequency errors onthe order of the in-phase arm filter bandwidth
 
which, for optimum tracking performance design, is on the order-of the
 
data rate. Aside from the improvement in acquisition performance, we
 
anticipate from our previous'discussion a significant lessening of the
 
false lock tendency of the loop. This reduction in false lock tendency
 
comes about as follows. Removal of the quadrature channel arm filter pro­
duces, under false lock conditions, a dc voltage (independent of the loop
 
phase error) which, when added to the sinusoidal restoring force which is
 
normally present, reduces the stability (innoise) of these false lock
 
points. In the true lock condition, this additional phase error indepen­
dent dc voltage has zero value and thus the stability of the true phase
 
lock points is unaffected. Figure 9 clearly illustrates these points by
 
plotting the modified Costas loop S-curve together with that of the con­
ventional'Costas loop for random Manchester coded data, an RC in-phase
 
arm filter with 
*c
f T= 1.4,and a false lock frequency equal to half the
 
data rate. The corresponding results for alternating data are illustrated
 
in Figure 10.
 
Having concluded that the modified Costas loop offers superior
 
acquisition and false lock performance relative to the conventional Costas
 
loop, what remains is to assess the penalty paid in true lock tracking
 
performance. When the signal-to-noise ratio Pi in the Costas arm filter
 
bandwidth is small, such as in the S-band transponder (e.g., a C/N0 = 
47.6 dB and an arm filter bandwidth of 134 kHz (51.3 dB) given pi = 
-3.7 dB), then complete removal of the quadature RC arm filter results 
in approximately a 3 dB penalty in mean-square tracking jitter or equiva­
lently in tracking threshold (Appendix C). As pi is increased, the track­
ing performance difference between the modified'and conventional Costas 
loops diminishes.
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Acompromise solution to the 3 dB tracking threshQld penalty paid
 
at the expense of much improved acquisition and false lock performance is
 
to use a wideband quadrature arm filter as opposed to its complete removal.
 
By continuously varying the ratio of quadrature arm filter bandwidth to
 
in-phase arm filter bandwidth, one can achieve any desired degree of track­
ing versus false lock performance tradeoff between the two extremes corre­
sponding to the modified Costas loop of above and the conventional Costas
 
loop. One other possibility would be to leave the quadrature arm filter
 
wideband during acquisition and switqh its bandwidth during tracking to
 
the optimum bandwidth of the in-phase arm filter.
 
The next configuration studied was a composite AFC/Costas loop,
 
whose RC arm filters are shared incommon between the AFC and Costas loop
 
portions of the overall hybrid configuration. The first case considered
 
was that inwhich the loop filter was also shared incommon (see Figure 11).
 
The results of this study.(see Appendix D) reveal that the tracking and
 
false lock performances of this composite AFC/Costas loop are identical
 
to those of the modified Costas loop analyzed inAppendix C. The compo­
site AFC/Costas loop has the advantage, however, of being a balanced con­
figuration and, further, the degree of tradeoff between tracking perform­
ance degradation and. false lock performance improvement iscontinuously
 
variable depending on the relative gains of the two error signal components.
 
The second case considered was a composite AFC/Costas loop with
 
independent AFC and Costas loops inthe sense that each has.its own loop
 
filter (see Figure 12). By varying the ratio of the two loop bandwidths,
 
one now has an additional degree of freedom available for performing acqui­
sition and tracking tradeoffs. The results of these tradeoff studies are.
 
discussed indetail inAppendix E and are briefly summarized as follows.
 
The AFC discriminator (indicated by dashed lines on Figure 12) has
 
a characteristic (output signal amplitude versus input frequency) illu­
strateo in Figure 13. We note from this figure that both the equivalent
 
linear gain (slope of characteristic at zero frequency) and the approxi­
mate region of linearity are functions of the ratio of 3 dB cutoff fre­
quency to data rate. In fact, at the optimum arm filter design point
 
(.cT= 1.4), the normalized linear slope is0.3535 rather than the more
 
commonly assumed value of unity, which would'be the case inthe limit of
 
infinite arm filter bandwidth. This reduced value of equivalent linear
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gain comes about because of the arm filtering of the data modulation. Thus, 
in the neighborhood of zero frequency, the discriminator characteristic is 
given by f(u) = 0.3535 w/wc = 0.3535 wRC. 
The improved acquisition performance of the composite AFC/Costas
 
loop relative to that of a conventional Costas loop isillustrated in
 
Figures 14 and 15. Here, an upper bound on acquisition time TkCQ (normal­
ized to the Costas loop bandwidth BL) isplotted versus the ratio of
 
initial frequency offset Af to Costas loop bandwidth with the ratio of
 
AFC bandwidth BLF to Costas loop bandwidth as a parameter. The two curves
 
are distinguished from one another by the value of the ratio of Costas
 
loop bandwidth to data rate. Also illustrated on these same curves are
 
the corresponding acquisition time (not an upper bound) results for a
 
conventional Costas loop. Clearly, the addition of the AFC increases the
 
acquisition range and reduces the acquisition time. Such improvements,
 
however, do not come without cost. The corresponding degradations in
 
meanrsquare tracking jitter are illustrated in Figures 16 and 17 for the
 
same loop parameters. The total mean-square tracking jitter of the com­
posite loop isthe sum of the Costas jitter and the AFC jitter presented
 
in these figures.
 
In our discussion of false lock thus far, we have implicitly assumed
 
the presence of frequency uncertainties (due to Doppler shift or oscillator
 
instabilities) of such a magnitude as to cause the carrier acquisition
 
frequency rapge to include at least one of the false lock frequencies.
 
We have also alluded to the fact that the means by which false lock (or
 
for that matter, true lock) isdetected isthe presence of a dc voltage
 
at the lock detector output. This identification of the locked state dur­
ing the carrier acquisition process isthe primary purpose of the lock
 
detector associated with the Costas loop. Furthermore, since carrier
 
acquisition in the presence of large frequency uncertainties iscommonly
 
achieved by sweeping the carrier VCO (either discretely or continuously)
 
infrequency, a secondary function of the lock detector isto kill this
 
sweep once carrier lock has been detected. By doing this, the Costas loop
 
isnot required to track its own sweep, and thus the steady-state tracking
 
peformance is not degraded by the loop stress which would accompany the
 
sweep waveform. Also, killing the sweep serves to minimize the acquisition
 
time.
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Lock detection in a Costas loop ismost readily achieved by non­
linear processing the signals out of the in-phase and quadrature phase
 
channels, differencing the results, and comparing to a preset threshold.
 
The nonlinear processing iscustomarily accomplished using balanced square­
law devices, although an absolute-value type of nonlinearity (e.g., full­
wave rectifiers) has advantage when such effects as AGC gain variations,
 
phase detector dc offsets, and arm gain imbalance are other than small.
 
The threshold isfixed by the false alarm probability, i.e., the proba­
bility of deciding that the loop has achieved a locked state given that it
 
is in reality out of lock.
 
When the loop is far out of lock, a double frequency beat note
 
appears at the input to the integrate-and-dump. For a stepped sweep
 
acquisition, the beat note will remain constant in frequency over the
 
duration intime of a single step. As the sweep continues and the loop
 
approaches a locked condition (either true or false lock), a point is
 
reached where the beat note becomes within the pull-in range of the loop,
 
at which time the beat note disappears and a sync pulse whose amplitude
 
is proportional to the steady-state tracking loop jitter appears at the
 
input of the integrate-and-dump. As soon as the sync pulse issensed by
 
the lock detector, an action is taken to kill the sweep; however, until
 
such time, the sweep.continues to step along and, depending on the sweep
 
rate, the loop may break lock and resume beating. It is shown inAppen­
dix F that, for a fixed data rate, signal power to noise spectral density
 
ratio, and specified probabilities of false alarm and false detection, the
 
integration time of the integrate-and-dump isdetermined, and thus the
 
sweep rate isalso set by these same quantities. The results which char­
acterize this interrelationship are illustrated in Figure 18, where the
 
false detection probability 8 is plotted versus Rd= ST/N0 in dB for fixed
 
false alarm probability a and Ti/T varying between 50 and 500. The ratio 
Ti/T isthe number of symbol intervals inthe integration time of the
 
integrate-and-dump. The specific numerical results given inthis figure
 
are again for the case-of an RC arm filter with optimally designed-band­
width and Manchester coded data.
 
Inorder to explain the significance of the dotted curves which
 
also appear on Figure 18, we must first understand the significance of
 
the so-called "beat-note noise" and the effect of the beat note frequency
 
on the setting of the lock detector threshold.
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The total noise out of the integrate-and-dump consists of three
 
components: one due to the total signal x noise and noise x noise terms,
 
a second due to the self-noise of the modulation, and a third which, when
 
the loop isout of lock, is referred to as "beat-note noise" and, when the
 
loop is in lock, is proportional to the loop tracking jitter. The beat­
note noise iscaused by the lack of coherence between the beat note and
 
the integrate-and-dump timing instants. Ingeneral, this noise is a func­
tion of the beat note frequency. As the loop approaches true lock, the
 
beat note frequency becomes small with respect to the data rate and the
 
(sin x/x)2
 dependence of the beat note noise on this frequency behaves like a 

function.
 
As discussed above, when the loop isout of lock, the total noise
 
is a function of the beat note frequency. The question arises as to the
 
value of this frequency at which to set the lock detector threshold for a
 
given false alarm probability. If the threshold isset based upon the
 
total integrate-and-dump output noise when the loop is far out of lock,
 
i.e., the beat-note noise is neglected, then as the loop approaches lock,
 
the actual. integrate-and-dump output noise increases (due to the presence
 
of the beat-note noise) and the lock detector is likely to kill the sweep
 
before lock isfully achieved. Inpractice, a more reasonable compromise
 
would be to set the threshold based on a value of total integrate-and-dump
 
output noise corresponding to a beat note on the order of the radian pull-in
 
frequency of the loop. Since, for a conventional Costas loop, this pull-in
 
range istypically on the order of the loop bandwidth, the results illu­
strated as solid curves in Figure 18 were computed on the further assump­
tion that the beat note frequency was set equal to the loop bandwidth BL'
 
The dotted curves in Figure 18 correspond to selection of the lock detector
 
threshold based upon the loop being far out of lock. This is equivalent
 
to ignoring the beat-note noise and assuming that the total variance of
 
the integrate-and-dump output is identical both under lock and out-of-lock
 
conditions. Clearly, the significance of the beat-note noise diminishes
 
as the integration time Ti increases. This fact bears out on Figure 18 by
 
comparing the solid and dashed curves corresponding to the same value of
 
Ti/T. 
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2.3 Application to Ku-Band Costas Receiver
 
Earlier, we presented some false lock test results for the S-band
 
-transponder and compared them with the equivalent theoretical results
 
given inAppendix A. To conclude this summary, we discuss the applica­
tion of the theoretical results to the design of the 216 kbps Ku-band
 
forward link. This link must acquire the carrier over a frequency uncer­
tainty (due to local oscillator instabilities) range of ±150 kHz.
 
One consideration would be to demodulate the carrier before
 
despreading the 3 Mchip/sec PN sequence. Since this sequence has.a
 
period of 1023 chips, then from Figure 3,we observe that the first
 
false lock frequency which yields a significant dc component inthe
 
Costas error signal occurs at half the data rate, which inthis case,
 
would be approximately half the chip rate, viz., 1.5 MHz. Since this
 
false lock point isat a frequency which is a factor of 10 outside the
 
frequency range over which the loop must be acquired, we can safely say
 
that false lock to a data sideband would not occur. The disadvantage of
 
demodulating the carrier before despreading isthat the arm filter band­
width must be chosen relative to the bandwidth of the power spectrum of
 
the combined 216 kbps data stream and 3 Mchip/sec PN sequence, which is
 
approximately that of the PN sequence alone. Choosing an arm filter band­
width to accommodate the PN sequence, i.e., one on the order of 10 times
 
that which would be required ifthe PN were first.despread, approximately
 
introduces an additional 0.5 dB squaring loss or equivalent reduction in
 
tracking threshold. Since, however, the forward link isa strong link
 
(C/N0 > 66.3 dB-Hz at a bit error rate of 10-6) and since the single­
sided loop bandwidth BL ison the order of 3 kHz (34.8 dB-Hz), the loop
 
signal-to-noise ratio islarge enough that this additional squaring loss
 
degradation might well be tolerated.
 
The other alternative, which is the more common, isto despread
 
the PN sequence before reconstructing the carrier. Here, the first false
 
lock at half the data rate, i.e., 108 kHz, isclearly withjn the sweep
 
acquisition range of the loop. However, the next false lock at the data
 
rate (i.e., 216 kHz) iswell outside this range. Thus, we must examine
 
the false lock C/N0 at half the data rate over the complete range of true
 
lock C/N0 specified for this link. The zero link margin values of true
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-
lock C/N0 are 60.Z dB-Hz at a bit error rate of 10 2 and 66.3 dB-Hz at
 
-
a bit error rate of 106. Nominally, the link is required to operate
 
with a margin of 8.5 dB while the maximum value of C/N0 is another 5.5 dB
 
higher. Thus, if the lock detector threshold is-set based upon a true
 
=
lock C/N0 of 60.2-dB-Hz, then at the maximum value of C/N0 80.3 dB-Hz,
 
the loop will false lock unless the false lock dc component relative to
 
the true lock component is more than 20.1 dB down. By an extension of
 
Figure 5, one can show that; to achieve a separation between IVo1 and
 
1VY1 of about 20 dB, one must widen the arm filter bandwidth so that the
 
ratio of 3 dB cutoff frequency to data rate, fcT , is approximately nine.
 
This is only a factor of 9/1.4 = 6.4 greater than the optimum choice of
 
arm filter bandwidth and hence produces little additional squaring loss
 
degradation.
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3.0 	 MODULATION/MULTIPLEXING FORMAT CONSIDERATIONS
 
3.1 	 General
 
The forward link consists of the ground-TDRS-Orbiter communication
 
path. Because the last segment of this link is directed towards a rela­
tively low orbiting Shuttle, methods must be provided to reduce the
 
signal spectral density impinging on the earth's surface. Spreading the
 
relatively narrowband data spectrum (32 to 216 kbps) by addition of a
 
pseudo-noise (PN) code is considered to be the simplest method for reducing
 
the spectral density of the forward link. The use of a PN code, however,
 
requires code acquisition and tracking functions to be incorporated into
 
the Orbiter's Ku-band receiver. The performance characterizing these
 
functions is described in Section 3.3.2.-

The driving parameters for the return link, which consists of the
 
Orbiter-TDRS-ground.commun'ication path, include: (1)multiplexing of
 
three independent data streams and (2)the capability to handle the
 
symbol rates of up to 100 Msps, the latter originating from rate 1/2
 
encoding of data streams of up to 50 Mbps. As the result of previous
 
work, Axiomatix has demonstrated the feasibility of simultaneously com­
bining all three channels by phase multiplexing. In Section 3.2, we
 
summarize the salient features of this multiplexing method.
 
3.2 	 Return Link Implementation
 
3.2.1 	 Parameters Summary
 
The return link has to accommodate simultaneously three independent
 
data channels in two different modes. In Mode 1, all-three channels carry
 
digital data and the ultimate-output is a phase-modulated carrier. In
 
Mode 2, one of the three channels can be analog and thus the carrier is
 
frequency-modulated by the composite signal, consisting of the three
 
information inputs.
 
Table 2 presents the detailed summary of the return link data
 
parameters. It is important to point out that the channel numbering shown
 
in the table is consistent with the latest NASA and RI/SD convention.
 
According to this convention, the channels are numbered in the order of
 
the increasing data rates. Thus, because the 192 kbps channel rate is
 
the lowest, this channel is referred to as #1. In Appendix G of this
 
Table 2. Return Link Data Parameters Summary
 
Channel Model Mode 2 
Number Rates Modulation Type Rates Modulation Type 
192 kbps Bi-phase on Q-phase of 8.5 MHz 
(SeeI (Must alsohandle 96, 
288 and 
subcarrier Same as 
S"Mode l 
Same as Mode 1 
576 kbps) 
16 kbps Digital or equivalent analog. Same as
2 26bps toto Bi-phase-on I-component.of Mode'Same 	 as Mode
2 Mbps 8.4 MHz subcarrier
 
Rate.I/2 convolutionally Up to 4 Mbps Direct.FM modulation of carrier.
 
3 2 Mbps to encoded. Transmit rate of 'digital or
 
(See text) 50 Mbps 4 Mbps to 100 Mbps, bi-phase analog data
 
on carrier, 	 compatible
 
with 4.5 MHz
 
bandwidth
 
The 8.5 MHz subcarrier (composite of channels The 8.5 MHz subcarrier (composite of channels
 
Comments I and 2) and channel 3 modulation result in 1 and 2) and channel 3 are combined to FM
 
QPSK signal. modulate the carrier.
 
NOTE: 	 All return link data is superimposed on Orbiter transmitter
 
frequency ft 15.0034 GHz.
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report, however, we are using an arbitrarily selected notation which
 
reverses the numbering order of the channels. According to our notation,
 
the 192 kbps channel is No. 3 and the wideband (up to 50 Mbps) channel
 
is No. 1. This notation is a carry-over of our previous work and will
 
be rectified in the future.
 
3.2.2 Multiplexer/Modulator Implementation
 
The implementation of the multiplexer/modulator for both Mode I
 
and Mode 2 is shown in Figure 19. Note that, for both modes, data chan­
nels 1 and 2 are plated, respectively, on the Q and I components of an
 
8.5 MHz subcarrier. The power division between channel 1 and channel 2
 
is80% and 20%, respectively.
 
InMode 1, the quadriphase-modulated 8.5 MHz is superimposed on
 
the Q component of an L-band carrier. The modulation is bi-phase. Simul­
taneously, the convQlutionally-encoded channel 3 data is bi-phase modulated
 
on the I component of the L-band carrier. The modulated I and Q components
 
are then combined inthe ratio of 80% to 20%, respectively, thus forming
 
a quadriphase phase-shifted carrier (QPSK). The QPSK signal is then passed
 
through an amplitude limiter and isup-converted to the 15 GHz transmitter
 
frequency. The function of the amplitude limiter isto remove any RF
 
envelope fluctuations which may result from the simultaneous phase multi­
plexing of the data streams on the subcarrier and then multiplexing the
 
subcarrier with the channel 3 component.
 
The detailed analysis of the power allocation required to achieve
 
the specified ratio of 80/16/4 (by percent) between channels 3, 2, and 1,
 
respectively, is given inAppendix G. Included there isalso a supple­
mentary analysis which considers the case where the 8.5 MHz subcarrier is
 
a sinusoid instead of a square wave. The results of this analysis support
 
the empirical data [2] which indicates that the use of a sinusoidal sub­
carrier eliminates the 1.2 to 1.4 dB small signal suppression of the low
 
power channel (192 kbps) encountered with a square-wave subcarrier.
 
Referring to Figure 19, one can see that, whenMode 2 is activated,
 
channels 1 and 2 are still combined as a quadriphase modulation on the
 
8.5 MHz subcarrier. .Channel 3, however, is linearly summed with the sub­
carrier and the composite signal then modulates the frequency of an L-band
 
VCO. The L-band output of the VCO is then up-converted to the 15 GHz
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Digital or 
Equivalent Analog 
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Orbiter transmitter frequency. the magnitude of the composite signal
 
applied to the VCO isset at a level which limits the bandwidth of the­
modulated carrier to 50 MHz. This bandwidth is-well within the bandwidth
 
required to accommodate the 100 Msps rate 1/2 encoded channel 3 data in
 
Mode 1.
 
3.3 Forward Link Considerations 
3,3.1 Link Parameters and Performance Estimates 
The forward link carries the data from the ground, via TDRS, to 
the Orbiter. The salient parameters of this link are summaYrized in
 
Table 3. The primary operating mode isMode 1 which employs a 216 kbps
 
Bi-4-L encoded data stream composed of (a)72 kbps operational data, (b)
 
128 kbps scientific and instrument data, and (c)16 kbps overhead. Because
 
these data streams are time-division-multiplexed (TOM), a demultiplexer
 
isemployed at the Orbiter. The demultiplexer separates the 72 kbps data
 
stream and applies itto the Network Signal Processor (NSP), which is not
 
a part of the Ku-band equipment. The recovered 128 kbps stream may be
 
routed either to an attached payload or to other equipment onboard the
 
Orbiter.
 
InMode 2, a selectable data configuration isavailable. Because
 
no TDM isused, the demultiplexer is bypassed and any one of the data
 
streams (32 kbps or 72 kbps or 96 kbps or 216 kbps) are applied directly
 
to the NSP.
 
In both modes, the forward link data spectrum iswidened by super­
imposing a PN code on the data-modulated carrier. The clock rate of the
 
code is approximately 3.03 Mcps. The code length is 1023 chips.
 
The performance of the forward link can be estimated by considering
 
the C/N0 values available at the receiver output during the worst-case
 
condition. The worst-case condition will exist when the TDRS EIRP is at
 
its lowest point, i.e., 36.6 dBw, and the Orbiter's antenna has not fully
 
acquired (i.e., centered on) the TDRS. As shown inTable 4,the worst­
case condition may occur when the positioning of the antenna is performed
 
by the General Purpose Computer (GPC) and the TDRS is at theedge of the
 
3 dB beamwidth of the antenna. The estimated C/N0 at this point is
 
60.4 dB-Hz.
 
Table 3. Forward Link Data Parameter
 
Mode 1 Mode .2
 
Channel
 
Number. Rates. Modulation Type Rates Modulation Type
 
Single' 216 kbps o32 kbps or 
Channel (Composite, Bi-phase on carrier. Data 72 kbps or Bi.-phase on carrier. 
Only see Comments) format Bi-@-L 96 kbps or216 kbps 
I. 216 kbps is composed of: 1. PN code superimposed on carrier to reduce
 
72 kbps OPS data spectral density.
 
Comments 128 kbps scientific and instrument data
 
16 kbps overhead
 
All three are time-division-multi-plexed
 
(TDM).
 
2. PN code superimposed on carrier to reduce
 
spectral density.
 
NOTES:
 
1. Orbiter receives forward link data on carrier frequency of fRX ='13.77 5 GHz.
 
2. PN code clock = 3.028 Mcps, code length = 1023 chips.
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Table 4. Calculation of C/N0 for Worst Case iWRS Acquisition and for
 
Lowest Acceptable* Forward Link Performance
 
Part A - TDRS Acquisition 
Signal Calculation
 
TDRS EIRP + 36.6 dBW
 
Path Loss (Maximum) -208.5 dB 
Polarization Loss - 0.3 dB 
Antenna Gain + 38.9 dB 
C (exclusive of antenna -133.3 dBW
 
pointing loss, APL)
 
Noise Density Calculation
 
Boltzman Constant -228.6 dBW/°K/Hz
 
System Noise Temperature (Ts=15630K) + 31.9 dB-°K
 
N0 -196.7 dBW/Hz
 
Therefore,
 
C/N0 (scan)= -133.3 dBW -'0.6 dB - (-196.7 dBW/Hz) = 62.8 dB-Hz­
(APL).
 
C/N0 (GPC design) = -133.3 dBW - 3.0 dB - (-196..7 dBW/Hz) 60.4 dB-Hz
 
0 . (APL) 
Part B - Lowest Acceptable Link Performance
 
Eb/NO for BER=10 -2  + 4.4 dB 
(From standard BER curve)
 
Correlation and Sync Loss + 2.5 dB
 
Bi:t Rate Bandwidth (10 log 216 kbps) +53.3 dB-Hz
 
Required C/N0 60.2 dB-Hz
 
This definition is arbitrary and isused here only for identi­
fication purposes.
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The comparison of this value with C/N0= 60.2 dB-Hz, which is con­
sidered by NASA as the nominal forward link acquisition threshold, indicates
 
that the bit error rate (BER) should not be greater than 10-2 at C/N0 of
 
60.4 dB-Hz. This bit error rate will permit the delta-modulated voice
 
links (contained inthe 72 kbps rate) to be operational during the initial
 
phase of the TDRS acquisition.
 
When the TDRS EIRP isat its nominal value of 48 dBw and the antenna
 
is tracking the TDRS, the expected C/N0 will increase as follows:
 
C/N0 (nominal) = 62.8 dB-Hz + 0.3 dB (APL) + 11.4 dB (A EIRP) 
= 74.5'dB-Hz . (2) 
This value isfor the worst-case path loss of 208.5 dB and for residual
 
antenna trapking offset equivalent to 0.3 dB antenna pointing loss (APL).
 
For the nominal BER of 10-6 for the forward link, the margin is therefore
 
Forward Link Margin = C/N0 (nom) - Eb/No (10-6 ) dB
 
-

- Loss (correlation and bit sync) dB 10 log (216xl0 3)
 
= 74.5 dB-Hz - 10.5 dB - 2.5 dB - 53.3 dB-Hz
 
= 8.2 dB. (3) 
Consequently, one concludes that, with TDRS at its nominal value of 48 dBw,
 
an adequate margin exists for the forward data link. The variation of the
 
forward link margin as a function of TDRS EIRP isdiscussed inSection 6.0
 
of this report.
 
3.3.2 PN Code Acquisition and Tracking
 
The baseline configuration for the forward link was based on the
 
use of a 10.7 Mcps PN code [3] for reduction of spectral density of the
 
forward link. However, inorder to make the forward link PN code compatible
 
with the "standard" TDRS users, the code rate was modified accordingly.
 
Specifically, the users other than the Orbiter have the code rate related
 
to the carrier frequency by the following relationship:
 
31 x f
 
rrc c
96 x 1469 (4)
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where r is the code rate and fc isthe carrier frequency. Substituting
c
 
the forward link frequency of 13,775 MHz (13.775 GHz) into (4), we get
 
for the code rate:
 
rc= 31 96 x 1469 3.028 Mbps (5)x 13,775 (MHz) . 
Also, to reduce the PN code and carrier acquisition times, the code length
 
was changed from 2047 chips to 1023 chips, and the carrier shift* correc­
tion has been specified for the forward link. Without the correction, the
 
forward link carrier frequency uncertainty was estimated at ±I MHz. With
 
correction, the residual carrier uncertainty is estimated at ±7.5 kHz.
 
The corresponding residual uncertainty on the code clock frequency rc is
 
less than 2 Hz for a 3.03 Mcps clock rate. The residual uncertainty of
 
the code rate isthen due primarily to code clock VCO drift. The conser­
vative estimate for this drift is±100 Hz, i.e., less than 5xlO -5 ,which
 
istypical of a voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCOX) without an
 
oven over the OC to 500C temperature range. With no oven, the same sta­
bility or better can be achieved- over the specified temperature range for
 
the equipment.
 
The initial PN code search and acquisition isperformed after the
 
TDRS signal has been detected within the 3 dB beamwidth of the Orbiter's
 
antenna. Figure 20 shows the simplified block diagram for a PN code
 
search implementation. Briefly, the device shown operates inthe follow­
ing manner: The frequency of the code clock ischanged from its nominal
 
value of 3.03 MHz and thus the phase of the locally generated code is
 
stepped past the phase of the incoming code. The step increment isassumed
 
to be r/2, i.e., 1/2 chip width. The actual rate of stepping, or the
 
search rate, is determined by the code clock drift, but does not exceed
 
the lowpass filter bandwidth Bv. The stop search command isgenerated
 
when the DC value at the LPF output exceeds a predetermined threshold.
 
This increase inDC value isthe result of code phases stepping into
 
synchronism.
 
The important parameters are the IF bandwidth of the post corre­
lation filter B IF and the bandwidth of the post-detection low-pass filter
 
*The.shift includes doppler and carrier frequency drift.
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Co Circuit F .. rctRegister-Sit= 

Code S

Clock
 
Figure 20. Simplified Block Diagram for PN Code Search Implementation
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(LPF) Bv. The selection of BIF isdetermined by the forward link data spec­
trum and the residual local oscillator drift in the Orbiter receiver. The
 
current estimate for the residual frequency uncertainty at the Orbiter
 
receiver is ±150 kHz. Allowing twice the data rate bandwidth aperture
 
for passage of the Bi-@-L, 216 kbps signal, the bandwidth of the IFfilter
 
for the despread signal isestimated at:
 
BIF (despread) 2(jAfcI + 2 x Data Rate) (6) 
where Afc is the residual carrier uncertainty due to local oscillator drift
 
BIF 2(150xi03 + 2x216xl0 3) = 
of the Orbiter's receiver. Substituting the appropriate values into (6), 
we get 
1.16xl0 6 
or 1.2 MHz . (7)-
The selection of Bv isdetermined by such factors as
 
(1) specified acquisition time (less than 10 sec)
 
(2) probability of code lock (L0.99)
 
(3) code length (N= 1023 chips)
 
(4) residual code clock uncertainty (±100 Hz).
 
Cons-idering the code search at the nominal acquisition value of 60.2 dB-Hz,
 
it is shown [4] that, with Bv inthe range of 1.5 to 2.5 kHz, the PN code
 
search/acquisition time isbetween 5.0 and 5.5 seconds for probability
 
of lock of 0.99. These acquisition times are well within the specified
 
10 seconds PN code acquisition times.
 
Once the PN code is acquired, the code tracking loop takes over.
 
It then maintains the synchronism between the phases of the incoming and
 
the locally generated codes. Figure 21 shows the block diagram of the
 
delay lock PN code tracking loop. With this loop, the tracking error is
 
generated by comparing the outputs of the A-correlator (local code advanced
 
by T/4) and the D-correlator (local code delayed by 4/4). A difference
 
inthe amplitudes of the two outputs isused to control the frequency,
 
and hence the phase of the local PN code clock.
 
As shown in Figure 21, the outputs of the A and D correlators
 
are bandpass filtered and then square-law detected. The outputs of the
 
square-law detectors are then passed through zonal filters which pass
 
A-Correlator
 
Second IF Signa 
PN +Daa IF Filter 2 LPF 
BIF=1.2 MHz (Zonal) 
PN Code Code Clock F(s)
 
Generator VCO Loop Filter
 
.T/4
 
IF Filter 	 2 LPF
 
(Zonal)

I= 1.2 MHz

-Correlator 

Punctual Code
 
IF Filter _ To Data Demodulator 
BIF L 4 MHz* (Costas Loop) 
P-Correlator 
* 	 This bandwidth relationship is required to prevent 
false lock-up at 108 kHz (see Section 2.3) 
Figure 21. Delay Lock Type PN Code Tracking Loop (DLL)
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only the DC-centered components to the difference circuit. The output
 
of the differencer is then applied to the loop filter and finally to the
 
control circuit terminal of the code clock VCO. This closed loop config­
uration results in.an equivalent noise loop bandwidth (one-sided) of BL.
 
Figure 22 shows the relationship between the normalized RMS track­
ing error a and the tracking loop's one-sided noise bandwidth BL' The
 
data shown is for C/N0 =60.2 dB-Hz and the track spacing of T/2, where T
 
is the basic code chip length. A typical range of BL values for this type
 
of function is 100 to 500 Hz during the search and acquisition, with pos­
sible narrowing down to 10-20 Hz during tracking. However, if one assumes
 
a baseline value of BL = 300 Hz, the normalized tracking error as shown
 
by Figure 22 is about 1.35% or 0.0135. The corresponding power loss in
 
signal supplied at the output of the punctual correlator is given by [5':
 
LT (code) = 10 log (l-6 T
 
- 10 log [1 - (1.6)(0.0135)] 
- 0.09 dB. (8)
 
This is a relatively small loss due to tracking, considering the fact that'
 
it is obtained at the acquisition threshold of C/N0 = 60.2 dB-Hz. Reliable
 
tracking can be assumed at this and higher values of C/N0 without requiring
 
the change of code tracking loop bandwidth.
 
Tracking performance at lower values of C/N0 can be estimated
 
from the data shown in Figure 23. From this figure, one can see that, at
 
the nominal tracking-threshold value of-57 dB-Hz [4], the rms tracking
 
error for a 300 Hz loop is about 2.6% or 0.026. Applying equation (8),
 
we get the equivalent tracking loss of about 0.18 dB. This is not a sig­
nificant loss from the standpoint of an impact on the error rate. Conse­
quently, it appears that, at least from the standpoint of the effective
 
-signal loss at the tracking threshold, the narrowing of the DLL bandwidth
 
is not required.
 
3.4 Signal Filtering Considerations
 
The RF signal filtering considerations for an integrated Ku-band
 
Shuttle radar/communication system are determined primarily by the require­
ment for minimizing the transmitter-to-receiver interference during the'
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operation inthe communication mode. Inthis mode, the Shuttle transmitter
 
supplies about +47 dBm (50 watts) CW power to the antenna, while the TDRS
 
signal delivered by the antenna to the receiver-is inthe order of -110 dBm.
 
The approximate frequencies of the transmit and receive signals are 15 GHz
 
and 13.8 GHz, respectively. Therefore, the frequency separation of about
 
1.2 GHz provides a guard band across which the-required signal isolation
 
must be achieved.
 
Basically, there are two types of transmitter signal components
 
which are deleterious to receiver operation. These are:
 
(1) Transmitter output components which fall within the receiver
 
bandwidth, and
 
(?) Transmitter signal components which, although outside the
 
receive band, are of sufficient level to present a saturation threat to
 
the sum and delta channels of the receiver.
 
To show how these components can be kept under control, let us
 
consider the RF portion of the integrated radar and communication Ku-band
 
system proposed by the equipment contractor. Figure 24 gives the simpli­
fied block diagram for the RF portion of the Ku-band equipment as it is
 
described in [6]. As is shown in Figure 24, the communication transmitter
 
operates at its nominal frequency of about 15.0 GHz. Inthe radar mode,
 
however, the transmitter operates in the 13.8 GHz range which is compatible
 
with the communication receive bandpass. A common TWT amplifier of suffi­
cient bandwidth (1.2 to 1.5 GHz) is used to accommodate operation in either
 
of the two modes. The placement of the radar frequency inthe communica­
tion receive band is similar to the approach described in [7] and, there­
fore, the filtering criteria set in[7] can be applied to the equipment
 
configuration proposed by the Ku-band system contractor.
 
According to Figure 24, the 15 GHz communication transmit signal
 
passes through three diplexers on its way tothe high gain antenna. The
 
diplexers cQnsist of bandpassiband reject filters of multicavity Chebyshev
 
design. Thus, the 15 GHz filter passes the communication transmission
 
band and provides attenuation at the radar/communication receive frequency.
 
Adequate attenuation at the receive frequency is required to (1)
 
attenuate transmitter signal sidelobes and (2)attenuate transmitter tube
 
noise. Figure 25 shows graphically the attenuation requirements for the
 
transmitter components falling within the communication receive band.
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Figure 24. Simplified Block Diagram for the RF Portion of the Integrated Radar and Communication
 
Ku-Band Equipment
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Specifically, as shown in Figure 25, the communication transmitter
 
signal is centered at approximately 15 GHz and its maximum power level is
 
about +47-dBm or 50 watts. For a 50 Mbps rate transmission, rate 1/2
 
encoded, the effective NRZ symbol rate is 100 Mbps. Consequently, the
 
power spectrum has a (sin x/x)2 envelope with the first nulls at 100 MHz
 
on either side of the nominal 15 GHz carrier frequency. Because the
 
envelope pf this spectrum falls off only at a rate of 20 dB/decade, it
 
becomes clear that unless adequate filtering of the transmitter output
 
isprovided the sidelobes may cause considerable in-band interference to
 
the receive signal. As shown below, this interference is considerably
 
higher than that caused by the tube noise alone.
 
For a +47 dB signal and the effective NRZ symbol rate of 100 Mbps,
 
the maximum spectral density of the main lobe is
 
Dm(15) = +47 dBm - 20 dB (100 MHz) = +27 dBm/MHz. (9) 
According to the (sin x/x) 2 law, this density inthe region of the receive
 
band will be reduced by about 31 dB. Thus, the maximum possible interfer­
ence density inthe receive band is:
 
Dm(13.8) = +27 dBm/MHz - 31 dB = -4 dBm/MHz. (10)
 
In comparison, based on the assumptions that
 
GT = TWT gain = 50 dB at 13.8 GHz
 
NFT = TWT noise figure = 30 dB at13.8 GHz,
 
we estimate the tube noise density in this region at 
N (13.8) = N-+NF +GT = -114 dBm/MHz + 30 dB + 50 dB 0 1 T T
 
= -34 dBm/MHz. (11)
 
Cgnsequently, it is evident that, unless adequately filtered, the trans­
mitter sidelobe splatter atthe maximum transmission rate of 50 MbPs
 
(i.e., 100 Msps) is the primary threat to the communication receiver
 
channel.
 
Ifwe assume that the antenna terminal circulator provides 20 dB
 
isolation, we can estimate the filter attenuation required to keep the
 
trAnsmitter sidelobe splatter at, say, -124 dBm, which is 10 dB below
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the.basic noise floor of the receiver:
 
-4 dBm/MHz - A - 20 dB - 124 dBm/Hz (12)
 
or
 
A 2 100 dB-
This is a rather stringent requirement but, at least in principle, it
 
can be met with a 5-pole, 0.01 dB ripple Chebychev filter.
 
However, from the block diagram inFigure 24, it is evident-that
 
two bandpass filters are placed at the output ofthe TWTA (i.e., Diplexers
 
2 and 3) and one filter at the input of the tube. The input filter may
 
not necessarily be effective insuppressing the spectrum sidelobes, par­
ticularly ifthe TWTA operates inthe saturation mode. Thus, we conclude
 
that the attenuation characteristics of Diplexers 2 and 3 must be such
 
as to provide at least 100 dB attenuation (total) at the communication
 
receive frequency of 13.755 GHz. The overall bandwidth centered at 15.0
 
GHz must be at least 200 MHz to provide minimum attenuation of the wide­
band signal.
 
The-protection of the receiver is performed by a bandpass filter
 
placed at the input terminal of the receiver. Such a filter must provide
 
70 to 73 dB of 15.0 GHz signal attenuation [7] inorder to tolerate a
 
VSWR of 1.5:1 at the antenna port. The filter(s) proposed [6, Table 3.8-2,
 
page 3-115] by the Ku-band contractor appears to meet the above-stated
 
requirements. Furthermore, the selection of the first IF frequency of
 
647 MHz permits the receiver filter to provide at least 60 dB attenuation
 
at the image frequency of about 12.48 GHz.
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4.0 TDRS ANGULARSEARCH ACQUISITION AND TRACKING
 
4.1 Angular Search and TDRS Acquisition
 
The first step in establishing the two-way Ku-band link between
 
the Shuttle Orbiter and the ground station is to perform the angular
 
search and to acquire the TDRS. Following the initial acquisition, the
 
TDRS isthen used as a relay for the forward and return links. The
 
requirements for TDRS signal acquisition as stated inthe equipment speci­
fication [3] are summarized inTable-5.
 
Table 5. TDRS Signal Acquisition Requirements Summary
 
Conical angle uncertainty
 
(maximum) 80 200
 
Maximum search time 1 	min 3 min
 
-126.9 dBm/m2
 TDRS signal level 

(EIRP = 36.6 dBW)
 
Probability of acquisition (PD) 0.99
 
-6
 
Probability of false alarm.(Pfa) 10

The requirements listed inTable 5 must also be met under the
 
condition when the TDRS istransmitting a PN code signal to the Shuttle.
 
After correction at TDRS, the total frequency uncertainties, doppler and
 
oscillator drift, of the TDRS signal are reduced to about ±7.5 kHz from
 
the uncompensated uncertainty of ±1 MHz. The compensation reduces the
 
code clock doppler to a negligible value (<2 Hz), but the frequency uncer­
tainty of the Orbiter receiver's oscillators remains to be dealt with.
 
Thus, the TDRS acquisition has to be performed with a residual frequency
 
uncertainty of about ±150 kHz.
 
The results of trade-offs carried out by Axiomatix [8], as well
 
as other investigators [6], indicate 	that, to meet the requirements of
 
Table 5, the presence of TDRS signal 	within the Shuttle antenna's beamwidth
 
must be based on detection of the energy due to the spread TDRS signal.
 
Inother words, the-antenna angular search is terminated when the "signal­
plus-noise" level within a certain detection bandwidth exceeds the level
 
of the "noise alone" inthe same bandwidth. Because the actual signal-to­
noise ratio (SNR) may be negative inthe IFbandwidth matched to the spread
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signal, the signal detection threshold levels are set to the output of the
 
video filter which provides a large amount of post-detection integration.
 
The typical values for.the predetection bandwidth (IF)are in the
 
order of 3 MHz, while the post-detection (video) bandwidth may be only
 
several Hertz. Such a high ratio of IFto video bandwidth insures that
 
the statistical requirements of Table 5, i.e., P D= 0.99 and Pfa = I0­
can be met despite negative SNR ratios in the IFbandwidth.
 
The C/N0 values at which these acquisition statistics must be met
 
are indicated inTable 4. The two lower acquisition values of C/N0 are
 
60.4 dB-Hz and 60.2 dB-Hz. Considering the 60.2 dB-Hz as the acquisition
 
threshold value, the relationship between the acquisition time* and the
 
gimbal rate can be determined. Such a relationship is based on the assump­
tion of constant velocity spiral scan [8,9] and the statistics specified
 
inTable 5. Figure 26 shows the relationships between various parameters
 
which determine the antenna scan performance. The data shown isfor an
 
antenna having a 3 dB beamwidth of I..60 [6] based on a 36-inch diameter
 
antenna. Also, the spiraling out is such that the antenna advances radially
 
0.720 per revolution and the TDRS signal is never less than 0.6 dB down
 
on the antenna beam shape.
 
From the data in Figure 26, it is evident that, with the constant­
frequency spiral scan, the time required to search the 20'uncertainty
 
depends primarily on the gimbal rate. With the nominal communication
 
gimbal rate-of 102°/sec [6, Table 3.4-1], the search time isabout-50 sec.
 
With the gimbal rate reduced to 90°/sec, the 200 uncertainty can be
 
searched out in 55 sec.
 
Because the statistical requirements of the TDRS acquisition
 
= =
(PD 0.99, Pfa 0-6) can be met at C/N0= 60.2 dB-Hz with a low-pass 
filter bandwidth (B ) of 20 Hz [4], one is not constrained to using a 
narrower bandwidth, such as shown in Figure 26. Inother words, the search 
time is determined not by the requirements to keep Bv less than 11 Hz, but
 
by the gimbal rates. The gimbal rate limitation is a fundamental one,
 
and thus one concludes the antenna and the gimbal dynamics are the factors
 
which set the lower limit on the TDRS search time. The 55 seconds, however,
 
are well within the 3 minute (180 sec) specification set by Table 5.
 
Also referred to as area search time.
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Figure 26. 	Area Search Time, Minimum Dwell Time, and Low-Pass Filter Bandwidth
 
as.Functions of Gimbal Rate (constant frequency spiral scan)
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4.2 Angle Tracking
 
Once the angular acquisition of TDRS iscompleted, the PN code
 
=
 
and carrier acquisition take place (within less than 10 sec at C/N0 

60.2 dB-Hz) and the angular tracking of the TDRS commences. The tracking
 
isperformed by an amplitude monopulse antenna and the corresponding AZ
 
and EL servo loops. To minimize the number of the receiver channels
 
required to implement the monopulse angle tracking functions, the AZ and
 
EL channels are time-multiplexed. Such multiplexing reduces the number
 
of receiver channels from three to two: one for the sum (E)channel and
 
one for the multiplexed AAZ/AEL channel. The simplified block diagram
 
for implementing such a system isshown in Figure 27.
 
As shown in Figure 27, the A outputs of the monopulse comparator
 
are time-multiplexed prior-to first conversion and then applied to the
 
first A-channel mixer. Simultaneously, the sum channel undergoes a first
 
conversion in a separate channel. At the second IF, a portion of the sum
 
channel signal iscoupled to the A-channels, thus providing a carrier on
 
which the multiplexed AAZ and AEL signal are superimposed. The composite
 
signal, consisting of z ± AAZ ± AEL vectors, isthen envelope detected
 
at the first IFfrequency. The output of the envelope detector isthen
 
applied to a baseband AZ-EL switch, where the two A signals are demulti­
plexed and-applied to their respective antenna control loops.
 
Interms of the pertinent parameters, the expression for the vari­
ance of the angle tracking error is 
Bli(A) 
222 
I + 
C+_A 
4B A (2 (L3 
where 0a = rms value of angle tracking error 
=antenna 3 dB beamwidth 
Bs = angle servo loop noise bandwidth 
Km = antenna tracking slope coefficient 
A = coupling factor for the monopulse channel
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D o effective increase in thermal noise N due to coupling 
of noise from A channel 0
 
BIF(A) = IF bandwidth of the angle tracking channel
 
C/N0 = carrier-to-noise ratio (dB-H2) at receiver input.
 
The angle tracking performance can be estimated using the param­
eters proposed by the Ku-band equipment contractor [6, p. 3-37]. These
 
parameters are as follows:
 
1.60
 
B 1.0 Hz
 
Km = 0.5 (worst case)
 
A = 2 dB or 1.585 numeric
 
D = 2.1 dB or 1.622 numeric
 
BIF(A) = 30 MHz.
 
=
Substituting these values into (13) and solving2 =a for a2 at2 CAN0 60.2 dB-Hz0.024de ate 60.2
./ coBrHz
 
(acquisition threshold), one obtains ra =0.0024 degrees The corre
 
sponding pointing loss due to this random angle error is
 
12 a 2 
M(dB) a (12)(0.0024) = 01 dB . (14)B2 (1.6)2
 
This loss is negligible compared to RF and servo bias error which may be
 
expected in the system. An estimated pointing loss due tothese bias
 
errors is about 0.14 dB [6] and iswell within the 0.3 dB pointing loss
 
specification [3]. One therefore concludes that the thermal noise is not
 
a limitation for the angle tracking subsystem if one takes into account
 
the unavoidable bias errors.
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5.0 OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY AND PHASE STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
 
5.1 General
 
The oscillators used for generation of the transmit and receive
 
LO carrier frequencies of the Ku-band communication equipment exhibit both
 
the long-term (drift) and short-term (jitter) instabilities. The long-term
 
instability contributes to the frequency uncertainty, which affects the
 
initial carrier frequency search and acquisition performance. Excessive
 
short-term instabilities degrade the performance of the coherent carrier
 
tracking and data demodulator loop and, consequently, the bit error rate
 
is increased. Below, we consider oscillator stability requirements for
 
the Orbiter communication system.
 
5.2 Long-Term Instabilities
 
Within the Orbiter receiver, the long-term instabilities affect
 
the frequencies of the local oscillators and, as a consequence, the
 
coherent Costas data demodulator has to be swept over the range of the
 
frequency uncertainties. For the receive frequency of 13.755 GHz and
 
the second IF being less than 55 MHz, the total LO drift can be referred
 
to 13.70 GHz. Using this assumption, one can estimate the total frequency
 
drift budget for the receiver. Based on the estimates provided by the
 
Ku-band equipment contractor [6, p. 3-137], the LO frequency drift budget
 
can be constructed. This budget is shown inTable 6.
 
Table 6. Orbiter Receiver LO Frequency Drift Estimates
 
Absolute Drift
 
Type of Drift PPM (Referred to 13.7 GHz)
 
Long-Term 	 . ±5x 10-6 ± 68.5 kHz 
(per year) 
Temperature Range ±4x 10-6 ± 54.8 kHz
 
(0 to 140'F)
 
Small Aging Effects ±I x 10-6 	 ± 13.7 kHz
 
Total ±137.0 kHz
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The long-term component of the drift can be controlled by proper
 
selection of crystals. Therefore, the actual LO instability may be only
 
about ±70 kHz. To this must be added the drift-due to the carrier loop
 
VCO. If a VCXO is used for the carrier tracking loop for a typical sta­
bility of 5xlO 5 and the second IF of 55 MHz, the drift will be only
 
±2.75 kHz. On the other hand, if one assumes a VCO which is not crystal
 
controll6d, the typical stability may be only 1xlO -3 . The corresponding
 
drift range is ±55 kHz. The comparison is then as follows: 
Drift 
Type PPM (Referred to 55 MHz) Total Drift 
VCXO . 5x 10-5  ± 2.75 kHz ± 72.75 kHz 
VCO I x 10-3  ±55 kHz ±125 kHz 
From this comparison, we conclude that, depending on the type of VCO used,
 
the total frequency uncertainty may either exceed or be below the 108 kHz
 
value at which the first false lock occurs. However, as pointed out in
 
Section 2.3, the control over the first false- lock-up can be achieved by
 
keeping the bandwidth of the Costas loop arm filters sufficiently wide.
 
Thus, it appears that the expected Ku-band receiver instabilities are
 
within the ±150 kHz estimate used for PN despreader IF bandwidth calculations.
 
5.3 Short-Term Instability/Oscillator Phase Jitter Considerations
 
Local oscillator (LO) frequency jitter may degrade the receiver
 
data detection performance significantly if the receiver bandwidths are
 
not chosen appropriately and if the frequency synthesizer design generates
 
excessive phase noise. The following discussion develops the relationship
 
between the LO noise and front end noise, the receiver carrier tracking
 
bandwidth, and the degradation to BER. The conclusion is reached that,
 
for the particular phase noise spectrum considered, there is an optimum
 
bandwidth but the degradation to BER is so small that the bandwidth can
 
be chosen to satisfy other criteria. Furthermore, a frequency synthesizer
 
designed according to good engineering design practice, i.e., crystal
 
oscillators followed by multipliers followed by adequate filtering, will
 
suffice; in other words, synthesizer phase noise is not a critical factor.
 
The frequency translation scheme being utilized is shown in
 
Figure 28. The phase jitter is introduced by the LOs and causes the
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Costas loop to develop a phase error. Itcan be shown that this phase
 
error isgiven by
 
J ' S,(f) IH(Jw)I 2 df (15) 
0
 
where
 
S1(f) = one-sided spectral density of phase noise
 
H(jw) = phase lock loop error transfer function
 
(f/fn)4
 
IH(j-) for a second-order loop with 0.707 (16) 
1 + (f/f )4 damping 
Typically, the phase.noise spectrum can be treated as being composed of
 
several segments,
 
S (f) = A/f4 0 < f fI 
= B/f3 f1< f ! f2 
= C/f2 ff < f f3 
= D/f f 3 < f f4
 
< f
= E f4 (17) 
where the coefficients A, B, C, D, and E are determined by the particular
 
frequency synthesizer implementation.
 
The loop mean square phase error due to the receiver front end
 
noise (Gaussian noise) can be shown to be given by,
 
2 BL NO + N0 
2 s (18)
 
S/2 NoBL
 
and we define L as the squaring loss
 
Ls a1 + -f-s (19) 
where 
w = one-sided arm filter bandwidth = 500 kHz 
a = 0.68 for 216 kbps 
BL = 0.53 n"
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The total mean square phase jitter in the loop is given by
 
2 2 2
aT = a + a . (20) 
This has been evaluated as a function of loop bandwidth, with S/N0 (signal
 
power to front-end noise density) as a parameter.
2
 
The phase jitter component a was evaluated for the frequency syn­
thesizer implementation shown modeled in Figure 29. The resulting total
 
phase jitter versus loop bandwidth BL is shown-plotted in Figure 30 for
 
S/N0 = 64 dB-Hz and 61 dB-Hz. The crossover point of the two curves can be
 
considered to define an optimum loop bandwidth. This bandwidth is 5 kHz
 
and the corresponding total phase jitter is 6.7 degrees.
 
The effect of loop phase jitter oq the probability of bit error
 
(BEP) has been determined and is plotted in Figure 31 [10]. The curve for
 
a= 0 is the case of no loop phase jitter and the case considered (a= 6.7)
 
=
lies between this curve and the a 8 curve. It can be seen that, for the
 
-
range of BEP= 10-2 to l0 , the degradation is negligible. At the higher
 
values of Eb/No, where the phase jitter due to phase noise is the control­
ling factor, since the loop signal-to-noise ratio is high, the phase jitter
 
does not exceed the 8* shown in Figure 30. Furthermore, if the loop is
 
narrowed, it is seen from Figure 30 that the maximum phase jitter is
 
approximately 7.3 degrees. Thus, it can be concluded that selection of
 
loop bandwidth to accommodate LO phase jitter is not critical. The loop
 
bandwidth can be selected according to other criteria. Such other-criteria
 
may be thermal noise performance requirements.
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6.0 SIGNAL LEVEL VARIATION EFFECTS
 
6.1 Sources of Signal Level Variations
 
Disregarding signal level variations caused by Orbiter maneuvers,
 
the primary source of signal level variation at the Orbiter receiver is
 
expected to be the EIRP of the TDRS. Secondary sources of signal level
 
variation will include the path loss variation and, during the TDRS acqui­
sition, the antenna pointing losses. Thus, for TDRS alone the following
 
range of EIRP is expected:
 
Nominal: 48.0 dBw
 
Minimum: 36.6 dBw
 
Maximum: 53.5 dBw
 
The terms contributing to the difference between the maximum and nominal
 
levels are estimated as follows:
 
Life: 1.0 dB
 
High Power: 3.0 dB Total of 5.5 dB
 
Miscellaneous: 1.5 dBI
 
Thus, the estimated range of the TDRS EIRP variations is 16.9 dB.
 
The variation due to path loss is expected to be 2.8 dB (208.5 dB
 
versus 205.7 dB) and the antenna pointing loss variationis-estimated at
 
3 dB.
 
Another way of looking at the possible level of signal variation
 
isto consider the range of workable C/N0 and the associated margins. The
 
zero link margin operation occurs at the acquisition threshold C/N0 of
 
60.2 dB-Hz and corresponds to a bit error rate (BER) of 10-2. The nominal
 
operating point for the forward link is at 66.3 dB-Hz, which corresponds
 
to a BER of 10-6 . Thus, based on the BER curve alone, the difference is
 
6.1 dB. But, considering a margin of 8.5 dB at the BER= 10-6 operating
 
point and the estimated 5.5 dB power variation (upward) ftom the nominal
 
EIRP value, the maximum expected C/N0 is:
 
C/No0(max) = 60.2 dB-Hz + 6.1 	dB + 8.5 dB + 5.5 dB 
-(minimum) (10-2 lc 6) (margin) (power)
 
= 80.3 dB-Hz. 	 (21)
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Consequently, the possible variation in C/N0 over which the Orbiter
 
receiver must operate may be as high as 20.1 dB. As shown in the.following
 
section, such a wide range of variation may require special precautions
 
to insure reliable spatial and carrier acquisitions.
 
6.2 Effects-on Spatial and Carrier Acquisition
 
The spatial search for TDRS is based on detecting the TDRS signal
 
within the main beam of the antenna. The detection, however, must.take
 
place at the worst case C/N0 of 60.2 dB-Hz and, thus,.all the acquisition
 
thresholds are set to provide a reliable-detection at this value of C/N .
 
But if the high level operation is encountered, the antenna's sidelobe
 
suppression may not be adequate and a lock indication may occur within a
 
sidelobe. Table 7 shows the-factors which contribute to the degradation
 
of the effective sidelobe degradation.
 
Table 7. Factors Contributing to Sidelobe Suppression Degradation
 
Parameter Maximum Minimum Degradation (dB) 
TDRS EIRP 48.0 dBw 36.6 dBw 11.4 
Path Loss 208.5 dBw 205.7 dBw 2.8 
Pointing Loss 3 dB 0 dB 3.0 
(GPC designate) Total Degradation 17.2 dB-
Therefore, if the measured sidelobe level of an antenna is 22 dB
 
down (baseline value), the effective level during TDRS acquisition is
 
only
 
Aeff 22 dB - 17.2 dB = 4.8 dB. (22)
 
Furthermore, if we consider the fact that the TDRS EIRP may be higher by
 
another 5.5 dB, we obtain a negative margin of 0.7 dB for the spatial
 
acquisition!
 
To offset this margin, the sidelobe suppression must be increased
 
to the goal value of 24 dB. But, even with this sidelobe level, the
 
remaining effective sidelobe suppression is only 1.3 dB. Thus, special
 
methods must be employed to eliminate sidelobe lock-up. Possible methods
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-include:
 
(I) Using the wide beam horn in the receive mode during acquisi­
tion to provide sidelobe discrimination, and
 
(2) Carrying out a miniscan at each signal detect point and pro­
viding comparisons of amplitudes at various points, thus driving the servo
 
in the direction of the largest'signal.
 
From the standpoint of reducing spatial TDRS.acquisition time, the
 
first technique appears more promising, provided that the associated micro­
wave circuitry is not overly complicated.
 
The problem associated with the carrier acquisition over the 20.1 dB
 
variation in C/N0 value has been discussed in-Section 2.3: There, it was
 
pointed out that, to insure that no false carrier lock occurs at 108 kHz
 
(a subharmonic of the 216 kbps data rate), the bandwidth of the arm filters
 
of the Costas loop must be at least nine times the data rate. This criterion
 
implies the arm filter bandwidth of about 2 MHz for the 216 kbps data. The
 
effect of this requirement on carrier tracking performance is considered
 
in the next section.­
6.3 TDRS Signal Variation Effects on Tracking Functions
 
The variation of TDRS EIRP will result in changes in the effective
 
C/N0 at the input to the Orbiter Ku-band receiver. Thus, one has to examine
 
the effect of the signal change on various tracking functions of the Ku­
band receiver. Of specific interest is the behavior of the tracking func­
tions in the 57 to 63 dB-Hz C/N0 region,-a region within which the acquisi­
tion and tracking threshold are located.
 
Consider first the carrier tracking function. The carrier tracking
 
device is typically a Costas loop which also provides the function of data
 
demodulation. Figure 32 shows the Costas loop signal-to-noise ratio,
 
SNRL5 as the function of the C/N0 at the system. Note that the data shown
 
includes a 1.5 dB despreader implementation loss. .Curve 1 of Figure 32
 
shows the SNRL for the arm filter bandwidth of 679 kHz, which is a noise
 
bandwidth of a single RC filter having a cutoff frequency of 412 kHz.
 
Such a bandwidth would be used if there was no' threat of a false lock.
 
However, as stated in the previous section, to avoid a false lock at C/N0
 
of 80.3 dB-Hz, the arm filter bandwidth must be widened to about 2 MHz.
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NOTES:
 
1. Data shown includes 1.5 dB
 
21 
oTdespreader loss
 2. Arm filters are I-pole RC type 
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Figure 32. Carrier Tracking (Costas) Loop SNR Versus C/N0 
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Curve 2 shows the SNRL for the latter case. The comparison of
 
the two curves indicates that widening the arm filter bandwidth to-prevent
 
false lock may cause 4.2 dB SNRL degradation at 57 dB-Hz ahd 2.3 dB degra­
dation at 63 dB-Hz. However, Curve 2 indicates that, at the acquisition
 
threshold of 60.2 dB-Hz, the SNRL is 13.9 dB, a value which is quite ade­
quate for providing reliable carrier acquisition.
 
To determine the thresholding behavior of Curve 2, let us compute
 
the SNRL at which the mean time to unlock is 100 minutes [4]. In terms of
 
loop parameters, this time is
 
= eI .5P (23) 
where T =-mean time to unlock
 
BL = carrier loop noise bandwidth (one-sided)
 
p = loop signal-to-noise ratio.(SNRL).
 
Substituting the appropriate values into (23) and solving for p, one obtain
 
(60)(100)'(4)(2500) = e.5p (24)
 
e1 . 5 p1.91x 107 =-
16.8 = 1.5p 
or
 
-p = 11.2 or 10.5 dB.
 
According to Curve 2, the SNRL= 10.5 dB occurs at C/N0 of about 58 dB-Hz.
 
This C/N0 is higher than the estimated system threshold value of 57 dB-Hz.
 
However, the loop noise bandwidth can be narrowed after acquisition to
 
improve threshold performance. Thus, as shown by Curve 3, narrowing the
 
noise bandwidth after acquisition to.1500 Hz will permit the threshold
 
criterion of 57 dB-Hz to be met with a loop designed to prevent false lock
 
at C/N0 of up to 80.3 dB-Hz.
 
Figure 33 shows the contribution of various tracking losses as a
 
function of C/N0. The rms angle tracking error is also shown. The data
 
shown indicates that there is no precipitous increase in the pointing loss
 
and code loop degradation losses. The contribution of the carrier track
 
noise at 57 dB-Hz is also relatively small, less than 0.2 dB.
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The-bit synchronizer threshold isexpected to be-in the region of.
 
about 'Eb/N0 of -5 dB. For 216 kbps data rate, this corresponds to
 
C/No dB-Hz = 53.3 dB-Hz - 5 dB
 
= 48.3 dB-Hz. (25)
 
Itappears, therefore, that the bit synchronizer threshold isnot the limi­
tation on any of the other system subunits.
 
The maximum specified rms value of angle tracking error isat about
 
54 dB-Hz. This is 3 dB below the 57 dB-Hz at which the phase lock loop
 
SNRL drops to 10.5 dB. 'Thus, one may conclude that the previously dis­
cussed mean time to unlock (the Costas loop) criterion may be the one that
 
sets the overall system threshold at about 57 dB-Hz.
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7.0 	 SIGNAL DISTORTION CONSIDERATIONS
 
7.1 	 Sources of Signal Distortion
 
The sources of signal distortion may involve both the passive cir­
cuits, such as filters, and active devices, such as logic gates and other
 
digital devices. Filter losses are generally due to bandpass character­
istics, such as insufficient bandwidth, excessive ripple, and phase non­
linearities. Thus, at least in principle, they can be controlled.
 
The distortion due to active devices generally involves the basic
 
characteristic of the devices and is therefore more difficult to control.
 
Inthe following subsections, we consider briefly the possible effects of
 
filtering distortion, but special consideration is given to the estimate
 
of the bit error rate degradation due to NRZ data symbol asymmetry inthe
 
100 Msps return link channel.
 
7.2 	 Receiver Filtering and Mistuning-Effects
 
The filtering distortion in the receiver is not likely to be
 
severe because of the relatively low 216 kbps data rate. The effect of
 
mistuning, however, has to be considered. Figure 34 shows such an effect.
 
The data shown there isbased on the analysis by Jones [11]. The effect
 
may take place inthe post-correlation IFfiler. The mistuning shown is
 
due to residual carrier uncertainty of ±150 kHz. The loss shown for this
 
mistuning isabout 0.3 dB and isfor BIF of 1.2 MHz.
 
7.3 	 Transmitter Filter Distortion
 
The transmitter signal filtering may introduce some distortion
 
into the return link signal. The filter under consideration is the 300 MHz
 
transmitter output filter, which actually can be a set of cascaded diplexer
 
filters. Using the data-given by Jones, we estimate the loss at 0.75 dB
 
for the worst case of 100 Msps rate. Jones' data, however, isfor a Cheby­
chev filter with 0.1 dB ripple and BER of 10-6. Therefore, we expect that,
 
for our case, i.e., passband ripple of 0.01 dB and BER of 10-5 , the loss
 
will be significantly smaller than the projected 0.75 dB value.
 
7.4 	 Bit Error Rate Degradation of the Return Link Channel
 
Due to NRZ Data Symbol Asymmetry
 
The high data rate link from the Shuttle Orbiter through the TDRSS
 
to the ground takes NRZ symbols at 50 Mbps and convolutionally encodes them
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Figure 34. Effect of Forward Link Signal Mistuning
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with a rate 1/2, constraint length 7, convolutional code. The bit error
 
rate performance of the convolutional decoder depends, among other things,
 
on the symmetry of the modulation. Any asymmetry inthe NRZ symbols enter­
ing the symbol synchronizer causes a misalignment in the symbol synchroni­
zation cldck which degrades the integrate-and-dump output and any soft or
 
hard decisions derived from itfor input to the decoder. For a specified
 
degree of asymmetry (interms of a fraction of a symbol interval), the bit
 
error rate degradation isdependent on the transition probability of the
 
data. Clearly, ifthe data transmitted was -either all ones or all minus
 
ones, then misalignment of the bit sync clock would have no degrading
 
effect on the integrate-and-dump output since, for each symbol, this cir­
cuit would integrate up to its maximum value before being dumped. On the
 
other hand, when the data is an alternating sequence, then the worst case
 
degradation results since the transition which occurs at the end of each
 
symbol in combination with the symbol sync clock misalignment prevents the
 
integrate-and-dump output from reaching its maximum value.
 
To quantitatively determine the degrading effect of NRZ symbol
 
asymmetry on error-rate performance, consider first the alternating NRZ
 
sequence illustrated in Figure 35(a), where the +1 symbols are elongated
 
by AT/2 (relative totheir nominal value of Tse) and the -I symbols are
 
shortened by the same amount. Thus, AT represents the relative asymmetry
 
between the +1 and -1 symbols. Inthe absence of noise, the timing instants
 
for the in-phase integrate-and-dump (i.e., the epoch of the symbol sync
 
clock) aredetermined as follows. The mid-phase integrate-and-dump in the
 
symbol synchronizer integrates across the transitions in the data symbol
 
stream and determines the magnitude of the symbol sync error signal. In
 
the steady state, this error signal must have zero value on the average.
 
Letting AT denote the misalignment of the symbol sync clock, then from
 
Figure 35(b), we see that, when integrating across a negative data tran­
'sitio, the output of the mid-phase integrat&and-dump is given by
 
V -)T + ')T (26) 
Equating (2=6) to zero gives e - e A/2. Also from Figure 35(b), we 
observe that the output of the mid-phase integrate-and-dump when integrat­
ing across a positive data transition isgiven by
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V+ 1 + (I+ (27)
 
Equating (27) to zero gives : -2 ' = 0. Thus, since the symbol sync loop
 
bandwidth is much narrower than the data rate, the symbol sync clock mis­
alignment e is determined by the average of El and e2 or
 
A(28)
 
Assuming then a clock misalignment as in (28), Figure 35(c) illustrates
 
the in-phase integrate-and-dump output for the two types of data transition
 
(negative and positive). For the negative data transition, we notice that
 
the in-phase integrate-and-dump output reaches its maximum value and thus
 
no degradation results. For the positive data transition, this same output
 
is degraded by the factor (l-3A/4). Thus, if Es denotes the symbol energy
 
and N the'channel noise spectral density, then the average symbol error
 
probability associated with hard decisions made on the in-phase integrate­
and-dump outputs is given by
 
P 1 erfc (E/N) + - erfc [, (I (29) 
where
 
-t 2 dt
erfc x E (30)
Yxe

and the "A"superscript on PE refers to the result for an alternating data
 
symbol sequence.
 
Since we have already mentioned that there is no degradation when
 
there are no transitions in the data, then for an arbitrary transition
 
density pt' the probability of error would be given by
 
P P A + (- Pt) (31) 
where
 
= y erfc (Es/) (32) 
is the symbol error probability performance in the absence of any degrada­
tion and the "0" superscript denotes the absence of data transitions.
 
Finally, then, for random data wherein pt= 0.5, we have from (31) that
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P . 1PA +l-P0 33(33)
E Y 
or,substituting (29) and (32) in (33),
 
E 8erfc (YEs/N) +-.erfc[E-N (I----) . (34)
 
In (33) and (34), the "R" superscript refers to the fact that the result
 
is for random data.
 
Tables 8 and 9 contain the symbol energy-to-noise tatio degradations 
(indB) due to asymmetry for values of A= 0.03, 0.07, and 0.10, and Es/N 0 = 
0, 0.75, and 1.5 dB. The values of Es/No selected correspond to bit energy­
to-noise ratios Eb/NO= 3, 3.75, and 4.5 which, respectively, correspond
 
10-3 10-4
 to decoder bit-error probabilities Pb= , , and 10-5 . The degrada­
tions are obtained from (29) and (34) by computing the additional Es/N0
 
required due to asymmetry (A) to produce the same value of symbol error
 
probability when A=0, i.e., P of (32).
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Table 8. Alternating Data
 
Degradation (dB) 
E IN (dB) - A=0.03 A= 0.07. A0.I
sO0
 
0 0.07865 0.1 0.24 0.35
 
0.75 0.06157 0.1 0.24 0.35
 
1.5 0.0464 0.1 0.24 0.35
 
Table 9. Random Data
 
Degradation (dB)
 
E IN (dB) P0
 
s 0 E A0.03 =O0.07 A0.1 
O 0.07865 0.05 0.12 0.175
 
0.75 0.06157 0.05 0.12 0.175 
1.5 0.0464 0.05 0.12 0.175
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS
 
A number of advanced analytical and design tasks have been presented 
inthis report. Based on the results of these tasks, recommendations have 
been made with respect to the optimization of the Ku-band communication ­
equipment for the Space Shuttle. The results also indicate that a commun­
ication system incorporating the recommended features will meet the speci­
fied performance requirements with a minimum amount of additional complexity. 
Of particular importance are the Costas loop parameters which provide false 
lock immunity for the Ku-band receiver. The technique of employing a 
sinusoidal subcarrier waveform, rather than square-wave, plays a major 
role in optimizing the performance of the phase-multiplexed three-channel 
return link. 
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APPENDIX A
 
FALSE LOCK PERFORMANCE OF COSTAS RECEIVERS
 
APPENDIX A 
FALSE LOCK PERFORMANCE OF COSTAS RECEIVERS 
by Marvin K. Simon 
In this appendix, we first demonstrate that a Costas loop can exhibit 
a false lock condition in the sense that the loop can lock up on a data side­
band. In particular, for the case of random data, the loop can theoretically 
lock at a frequency which is any integer multiple of half the data symbol 
rate. An expression for the dc output of the lock detector is then'derived 
in terms of the Fourier transform of the symbol pulse shape, the squared 
magnitude of the lowpass arm filter transfer function and the loop phase 
error. This expression is then evaluated at the true lock and false lock 
conditions and numerical results are given for the case of Manchester coded 
data and a single pole (RC) arm filter. 
Consider the Costas loop and associated lock detector illustrated in 
Figure A-1. The input signal s[t, 8(t)] is a bi-phase modulated carrier of 
the form 
s[t,O(t)] =, 4"- - r(t) sin [wo0t + e(t)] (1) 
where S is the average signal power, m(t) is a binary modulation (a ±iI 
digital waveform), w0 is the radian carrier frequency, and 0(t) A 0 + 0t 
is the received carrier phase. The total received signal x(t) is then 
x(t) = sft, e(t)] + n.(t) (Z)1 
where n(t) is the additive channel noise which can be expressed in the1 
form of a narrowband process about the actual frequency of the observed 
data, viz., 
n.(t) = 4W{(t) Cos [W 0 t + o)(t)] - N (t) sin [wm0t -8()}(3) 
(t) 
c 0 
Low Pass 
Filter 
z (t) 
c ---A__ 
Low 
Pass 
9(s) Filter 
n (t) 
r (t) 
c+ 
s7t , Filter(s Threshold 
SAt 8() Looosp'zIt +o 
~ FVs)Fle Comarso 0 
Figure A-1. Gostas Loop r (t)and Associated Lock Detector 
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where N (t) and N (t) are approximately statistically independent, stationary,
C S 
white Gaussian noise processes with single-sided noise spectral density
 
N0 w/Hz and single-sided bandwidth B H< w02 

For the true lock case; the in-phase and quadrature reference
 
signals r st) and r (t), respectively, would be given by
 
r (t) = 4K 1 sin [w0t + '0t)] 
tr (t) \ -K 1co s 0 + GCt)] (4) 
where 0(t) is the VCO's estimate of 0(t) and KI is the reference signal
 
power. In the false lock mode, one would have
 
rs(t) = '- sin [(W - Wf)t A(t)]+ 
rc(t) = NTK1 cos0[ 0 - f)t+±it)] (5) 
where wf is the false lock radian frequency as yet to be determined. 
Denoting the in-phase and quadrature phase detector (multiplier) 
gains by Kn, then using (3) and (5), the output Ec(t) of the quadrature 
phase detector is (ignoring second-harmonic terms) 
E(t) K x(t) FZ Ki cos [( 0 - Wf)t + (t)] 
K Km [ Tm(t) - N (t)] sin[wt +5(t)] 
+ KI§K Nc(t) cos [W ft+ (t)] (6) 
while the in-phase arm phase detector output is
 
E (t) = K x(t) J12K sin[(0- W)t+ t)J
s m10 r 
= KIK rS - cos[ m(t) Ns(t)] [Wft + g(t)] 
-K K M Nc(t) sin [cot+ 95(t)] (7) 
4
 
where 0(t) 21 0(t) - 9(t) is the lobp phase error. After lowpass filtering 
with the in-phase and quadrature phase arm filters, these same signals 
become, respectively, 
__ A A 
m £;Wl0 ss (t f 
z(t) KKK{f G(p)[mct) *sin [wy + S5(t)]] G(p) [ N(t) sin [wft + (P(t)]1 
A
 
N--N(t;W,95)
 
+ K 1 K MG(p) FNc(t) cos [Wft + O]t)]} 
A A 
k- m (t; wf), 9 -) -N (st;'o, 95)-H 
z(t) K 1K G(p) [m(t) cos [tft + 95(t)]] G(p) [Wft+ Cos 9t)]- Ns( 
-N (t; wf95)-~ 
- KIKm {G(p) [Nct) sin.[wft + 95(t)]]} (8) 
Here, the signals 1is(t;A cofp) A­and m c(t; w f , are the quadrature and in­
phase signals emerging from passage of the data modulated false lock sinu­
soids, m(t) sin [wf + 0(t)] and, m(t) cos fWt + 0(t)], respectively, through 
A Athe lowpass arm filters G(s), and likewise, Nss(t; Wf, 0), Ncc(t; f, 95), 
A AS5CNs(t ; wf , 9 ) , and N (t; w,95) are the equivalently filtered versions of the 
noise components. 
Squaring z (t) and z (t) and differencing these quantities producesC 
-a process whose statistical mean (over the data sequence) and time average 
gives the dc voltage at the'lock detector output. From (8), the normalized 
signal component of this dc voltage is' 
In what follows, we shall write differential equations in compact
form by introducing the Heaviside operator p 4- d/dt. 
For convenience, we drop in our notation herein, the dependence 
of 95 on time. 
5 
= fT 0 /Z rAt2 A 2 1dc dTOUrn-- Tm0 J-.To/a/(a;wq - m (t; w,,9) dt (9) 
where the overbar denotes statistical mean. It now remains to characterize 
V in terms of the statistical characterization of the modulation m(t) and 
dc 
the filter transfer function characteristic G(jw). 
The digital modulation r(t) maybe represented as 
m(t) = an p(t - nT) (10)
= ­n , 
where a = ±1 is the data symbol sequence and p(t) is the symbol pulse 
shape, .g.., for Manchester coding, 
T 
2 
p(t) (11) 
2 
A A 
Substituting (10) into the definitions of m c(t; wf, 9) and ms(t; Wf,) given in (8) 
results, after considerable manipulation, in 
As(t;Wf,) - G(p)[m(t) sin (wt +)] 
1 
- ar {G(jw)1'[p(i -nT) sin (woft + q) 
n=-mD 
na p(t-nT) Zj 
n=-mn
CO A e (Wft + ) -( 
O Ae -j(Wft +€ 
Fan pZ(t-nT) zj (Z 
n= -w 
where denotes Fourier transform with its inverse and 
6
 
A f G[j(w+ W)] P(jW) eJt dc 
p~~~~ J(t 	 r­1 1T 
(t) =f G[j( wf)] P(j)ejwt ' dwa 	 Zr (13) 
Similarly, 
m (t- ) = c (p)[m(t) co (wft +0)1 
A3 ej(Wt +0) 
n 1( t - n T ) 2 
ZA e - Wt+0 
+ a p 2(t-nT) 2 	 f4 
n=-c 
Squaring (12) and (14) and taking the difference of their statistical means 
gives 
j(zwft±2)+m 
2m(t;cf,4) - m (t;,) - Z Z a a p (t-nT pl(t-mT) 
_________ 	 n m 1 1n=-co m=-w 
+ 	 E Z aa p (t-nTp)(t-mT) 
n=-M m=-m 
(15) 
Finally, taking the time average, we get 
W 1 	
.f T0/ZeZj(ft+Sb )A Adc= m- n mTJ 0T 0/aam 	 1e_aZ 1im 	 (t-nT)p (t-mT)dt 
n=- n _F T 0/ 
lIr T 0 / z-Zj(wft-+P) A 
+ Trm 	 e p 2 (t-nT) p (t-mT)dt 
(16) 
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where 
liT 12 ±A A 
o 0T eP~-TT0-Mlir i0 TZ 0 /Z  2Jicft 1 n)'(t-mT)dt 
ej li f G[j(w+f)] P(jw) G[j(-,'+wf)] 
T -Wc 
0 
sin [w -, +2Wf)(T 0 /2)] -j(wn-u'm)T dw dw' 
X P(-jfw') (w-w' + )(T 0/Z ) e 
(17)and 
1 T0 I -Zj(ft+) Alira T e
 
p2 (t-mT) dt
TlmT0 T/Z ep(t-nT) 
e- jZ+lim f MG[ j ( (u- c )] P(jco) G[j(- Q-wf)]
T0-m'-wjGic-f) 
X P(-jW') sin [(CO-o' - ZCOf)(T/2)] ej(wn-w'm)T w dw) 
(co-o, -2cof)(T0/2 ) 27Zr 
(18) 
In order to simplify (16) any further, we must consider a specific statistical 
characterization of the data sequence lan For the case of random data, 
i.e.,
 
aa m= 6 =i (19) 
n0m mn 0; : 
the double sum of (16) reduces to a single sum. Recognizing further that 
Me -j(W.-W')nT Z 2k 
e-T_6(W-W,- T (20) 
then, 
T l rc 2T G[j(wo' +Wf+ Z) 3 P[j(' ,Ik), 
x G[j(-W, +1f)] F(-jw,) s m Zwf)(T0 /Z) _'. 
(2rT + 2,f)(T/2) Zr 
2-J > "G[j(wt'-W+ Z- )] p[j( , + 2T-k 
-jQ 
-- +-f-T 
2Trk)G~j(-u' 
-wi)] P(-jw') 
-- k--- 2'sin[(Zb )(TQ/2)J ±521 ' 
-k. J( 0 2 Zr Wi21 
-- I2 )(O 
.NOW? suppose that 
-of2rkZ where k = 0,1i,2, . .. is apriua
value off k. Then, the-value of Vd. Vk0,, namely T at this frequency is 
given by0
 
2 
 fk0 T a aticla 
Vk j25 tji 1 22)rk\ t 
zor equivalntl
 
eqia Reentlyrk T
 
k 0 = 1,Z,3,... (z3) 
where Re } denotes the real part of what is contained within the braces. 
Note that, for the case of true lock, i.e., Wf = 0, we get 
V 0 f IG(jw) !P(jw)I 2 IT c6s 2fp Sr (wo) JG(j5)c do 
(24) 
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( is the-power spectral density of the modulationwhere S W) = ¥ IP(jw)I 
m(t). For any of the false lock frequencies ff = wf /Z- = k0/ZT, the corre­
sponding lock detector output (signal component) is given by (23). 
-A particular example will now be given to illustrate the theory just 
developed. Consider the case where r(t) is a Manchester coded data mod­
ulation and G(s) is a single pole RC filter for which 
G(jw)l 2 = I z(25) 
1 + (to/Wo 
c 
where w = Znf is the radian 3 dB cutoff frequency of the filter and is c c 
related to its two-sided noise bandwidth B.1 by 
(26)= ZB..C 1 
its Fourier transform is.For the Manchester pulse described by (11), 
given by 
[sinZ2 W 
PO5W) jT-(27) S 4
 
we
 
arrive at the following results
 
After considerable algebraic manipulation and integral evaluations, 
V0 = cos 2(Pl - - [3 - e7 +e 2 fT 
Zu7fcT (8 
V- k = C o s k = 1, 3, 5 , . . . (29 ) 
Vk -cos Vq 1 3 +4et 0 + e 
VCos Z~p__ fkTfL 
zkj +(~T2 [3 +4e0 77c+ 0 
c 
k 2, 6,10,.. (30) 
10
 
CoZ9 1-
- 4e - f c T + -Z n f c T jVVk = - cos~ Ig ----~ T 
k +(zfk)ZIr cT 
k = 4,8,lZ, ... (31) 
At this point, it should be mentioned that, if one was to consider 
the error signal into the loop filter F(p), i. e., 
z (t) = zc(t) z (t) (3Z)0s
 
where z (t) and z (t) are given in (8), then the dc value of the normalized 
c s 
signal component in z 0 (t), namely, 
1 f~/ Agtf] AnA- lim T--- 0ct0,At(3 
dc n T - go'2 (33)
T-- 0 J-.oIC 
~00 
would be given by (28) through (31) with dos 295 replaced by (sin 20)/2. 
In view of this, we may reach the following concluision. Since, for any 
T
fc , the braced quantity'in V 0 of.(28) is positive, then as is well known, 
true lock corresponds to the lock points 95 = 0,4 77, Z, +3n...... Further­
more, since the remaining braced quantities in (29) through (31) are also 
always positive for any f T, then in the false lock mode, we must-havec 
cos 2 95 = -1 or 0 = ± 7/Z, ±3n/2, ±57r/2, ..... Thus, the lock points for any 
false lock condition are interleaved midway between those for the true lock 
state. 
Figure A-Z is a plot of Vk (in dB; k=0, 1,2,3,4, versus fcT for 
the example given above (assuming , = 0 for k = 0 and Tr=/2 for k 10). 
We note that, by continuing to widen the arm filter bandwidth beyond the 
optimum value which yields minimum squaring loss (f T= 1.4), the separa­c 
tion between V 0 and the false lock values continues to increase. This 
property is desirable from the standpoint of distinguishing false lock 
from true lock. However, widening the arm filter bandwidth allows 
more noise to pass through, thus degrading the signal-to-noise ratio at 
0 
.V 0O(true lock) 
-2-
Figure A-,). True Lock and False Lock Signal 
-4 Components vs. the Ratio of 3 dB Cutoff 
Frequency to Symbol Data Rate; Manchester 
Code, RC Filter 
-8 
-10" 
-14. 
-16­
-18 
0 
I 
1 2 3 
fT 
c 
4 5 6 
" 
7 
12 
the input to the threshold detectdr. Thus, in conclusion, widening the arm 
-filter bandwidth is potentially a solution to the false lock detection problem 
up to the point where the signal-to-noise ratio whidh distinguishes between 
true lock and out-of-lock (as opposed to false lock) becomes too low for a 
specified level of lock detection performance. 
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Marvin K. Simon
 
A frequency domain approach to predicting the false lock performance
 
of conventional Costas receivers was presented in Appendix A, along with
 
specific results (analytical and numerical) for the case of random data.
 
We recall that equations (1)through (18) of the development were independent
 
of the statistics of the data symbols. Thus, to avoid duplication of effort,
 
we shall begin here from that point in the development and indicate how
 
the ensuing results would be modified for the case of alternating data
 
symbols.
 
Since the data is now deterministic, i.e., an = +1 for n odd and
 
an = -1 for h even, .then the statistical average over the data in equa­
tioh (16) of Appendix A is no longer needed. Thus, combining equations (16),
 
(17) and (18) of Appendix A gives
 
_V1 2 eJ2' 1imii f G[j(-' P(-jw')Vdc TO G[j(w+f)] P(jw) +wf)] 
sin [(w -w'+2 f) TO/21 jw'mT dw dw'
 
+ I a e-n T am e 
x(- , + 2wf) To/2 n=_ m=-2 w 
+ Ie-j22 TO.+lim L-J L- G[j(O-wf)] P(jw) G[j(-w' -W)] P(-jw') 
Xsin [(r-L'-2wf)TO/2] a e-J nT am eJ'mT do dw' (1)
 
m=_(=- 2f) T/2 n n 2 2 
For the case of alternating data, we have that
 
-j nT T e-j nT  
a e nT -n - (2) 
nn=n od e -n 
n odd n even
 
2
 
Letting n=2m -1 in the first summation and n= 2m in the second summation gives 
"

an e
-j nT = (ejwT - 1) e 2jwmT 
=­n=-. 

fl-co 
= (ejw T 6(w - k .)(3) 
Similarly, 
Z am eJw'mT = (e --j i'T - l) T ( - 2) 
Thus, substituting (3)and (4)in (1), we get
 
Vdc" li ( eJ2 (eJTk-1l)(e-jz-l) G[j(!+ + )]
1)2 1 : TTO2 2T e k=-w [=-M ±f 
sin [(w kTz+ 2of)T 0/2]P ( - jI'×P1-k-) G[j(- ! + wf)] 4Z) T 
T(lT z)+ 2of)To/2 
+ (J k)(e-j1 I) G[j 
•x P(j )G[j(- p - w ) P(-j.rz") sin [(Y T 2wf)T0/2] (5) 
T T f T ( (kT - 2wf)T 0/2 
Letting 2wf = T; m=0,1,2...; and noting thatV T
 
k even
 
_ 
0 
(-2 k odd 
(6)
 
- j - I 0 m odd, k odd e T( K = 
-2 m even, k odd
 
we get the following result:
 
3
 
V' Vdc =~'-2 2 eJ2k,=_ G[j 1(2k' -I + .]2 p[jT (2k'-I) 
AI Vdc fr2 . T *f(Tlm) -)
2Tf T 
IT
 
P[-j (2k' -I + 2m')J 
+ e G[j ,(2k' -I -m')] 2 PjI (2k' -I)] 
P[-j-(2k' -I -2m')] ; m' =0,1,2,... (7)
 
T
 
=
where we.have in addition made the substitutions k 2k' -1 and m=2m'.
 
Finally, after some additional simplification and leaving off the
 
prime superscripts on k and m for simplicity of notation, we-arrive at
 
the final results, namely,
 
__ 2 k2T'- TV) T1 Re (et2 IG(j i-I pLk- !] 2k+ L)-
m T2 k=-- .\ ~ LK\ 
for m odd (8) 
and
 
ei2fk P[j#Vm T Re IG[jTI(2k-l) 2=_ (2k-l) -TM P[-J(T (2k-1) LED) 
for m even
 
(9)
 
where, again, Vm is the dc component of the lock detector output.at the
 
false lock frequency ff = m/2T.
 
Comparing (8)and (9)with equation (23) of Appendix A, we observe
 
a similarity in form. To demonstrate this further, equations (8)and (9)
 
could alternately be written in the form.
 
7Re fe2G(jw) 2 P[j(w- 2 M)1 P[-j(W+I)i 
6( -k) 

T k=T 27T
 
X I di for m odd (10) 
'4
 
and 
2
v -I Re eJ2" E IG(j.) V p[j(WT) ] P[-j(w+T 1 )]
m T T T
 
k=-Tok=-!(2k-1) dL fior.m even , (l1) 
As for the case of random data, we shall now present specific results
 
for a Manchester coded data modulation and a single pole RC filter.
 
Using equation (27) of Appendix A, one can show that
 
p[j(-ff--)] pf-j(---+ a-)] =f m odd (12)T T T T IT Lk<~ 
and
 
(2k-l)P Cj -2 h] P[-j(i (2k-l) +-- ] = 2 tt (2jk 
m even . (13) 
Similarly, from equation (25) of Appendix A,we have that
 
(4T + kf-2JG(j T') (14) 
fCT
 
Thus, substituting (12) and (14) in (8), and (13) and (14) in (9), we obtain,
 
after considerable algebraic manipulation and power series evaluations, the
 
following results:
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V = cos 2 I tanh if T-i 
0 Truf c I
 CT 

Vk coc 
k = 1,3,5,... (15) 
Vk = -cos 2ck(.f-f)[ k2j tanh 7f T 
k 2,4,6,... 
Figure 1 is a plot of Vk (indB); k=0,1,2,3,4, versus fcT for-the
 
example given above (assuming =00 for k=O and 4=900 for k#0). As -for
 
the random data case, we note that the separation between the true lock
 
output V0 and the false lock outputs Vk, ktO, increases as the arm filter
 
bandwidth is widened. Also in the limit as fcT approaches infinity, the
 
false lock signal components at odd multiples of the half symbol rate are
 
twice as strong for the alternating data case than they are for random data.
 
On the other hand, in the same limit as above, the false lock components at
 
even multiples of the half symbol rate are, for alternating data, only three­
quarters as strong as they are for random data. These. limits are trivially
 
-obtained from equation (15) of this appendix and equations (29) through*(31)
 
of Appendix.A.
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Figure 1. Alternating Data -Manchester Code, RC Filter
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INTRODUCTION
 
In a recent paper [I], Cahn suggests that the frequency acquisition
 
capability of a conventional Costas loop (see Figure 1) can be improved by
 
augmenting itwith an automatic frequency control (AFC) loop. Such a com­
posite AFC/Costas loop is shown to provide a pull-in range much greater than
 
than achie~ed by a conventional Costas loop which is typically on the order
 
of the loop bandwidth. In the most general configuration, the AFC transfer
 
function and Costas loop transfer function may be designed and adjusted inde­
pendently of'one another.
 
Quite often, such additional implementation complexity may not be
 
justified and thus a simpler version of a composite AFC/Costas loop, which
 
still -yields improved acquisition performance with negligible degradation
 
to phase tracking performance, is desirable. Such an implementation simpli­
fication can be achieved by merely removing the low-pass arm filter in the
 
quadrature phase detector channel (see Figure 2). The resultant loop (called
 
a modified Costas loop by Cahn) has a frequency restoring force approximately
 
equivalent to that produced by half of abalanced frequency discriminator
 
commonly used for AFC. The improved acquisition performance obtained from
 
this simple modification gives a pull-in from initial frequency errors on
 
the order of the in-phase arm filter bandwidth which, for optimum tracking
 
performance design, is on the order of the data rate.
 
In addition to the improved acquisition performance offered by the
 
modified Costas loop, it has the further advantage of significantly lessening
 
2 
6() Low Pass z (t) 
FilterG(s) 
c 
n (t) 
s[t, 0t) X t) L o | p z ( 
s Low Pass z (t) 
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the false lock tendency of the-loop. Ordinarily, a conventional Costas loop
 
can lock to a data sideband-such that the VCO frequency is offset from its
 
nominal value by an integer multiple of half of the-data rate. When this
 
occurs, stable lock points occur at values of phase error (i.e., 900, 2700,
 
540', ... ) which are midway between those values corresponding to a true lock
 
condition. Removal of the quadrature channel arm filter produces, under false
 
lock conditions, a dc voltage at the error control point (loop filter input)
 
which, when added to-the sinusoidal restoring force, which isnormally present
 
here, reduces the stability (innoise) of these false lock points. In the
 
true lock condition, this additional dc voltage has zero value and thus the
 
stability of the true phase lock points is unaffected.
 
These and other false lock properties of the modified Costas loop
 
relative to the conventional Costas loop were demonstrated by Cahn [1],
 
primarily with a computer simulation approach. The purpose of this appendix
 
is to present an analytical verification of these false lock phenomena, along
 
with a complete analysis of the phase tracking performance of the modified
 
Costas loop' Once again, as in previous analyses of this type [2,3], the
 
bandlimiting effects of the in-phase arm filter will be taken into account.
 
Ignoring these effects leads to an inaccurate assessment of loop tracking
 
performance and, in addition, the erroneous conclusion that the loop does
 
not false lock.
 
SYSTEM MODEL
 
Consider the modified Costas loop illustrated in Figure 2, whose input
 
signal s[t,e(t)] is a bi-phase modulated carrier of the form
 
s[to(t)] : fm(t) sin [w0 t + e(t)] , (I) 
4
 
where S is the average signal power, m(t) isa binary modulation (a±1 digital
 
waveform), w0 is the radian carrier frequency, and e(t) A e0 + Q0t is the
 
received carrier phase. The total received signal x(t) is then
 
x(t) = s[t, e(t)] + ni(t) , (2) 
where n.(t) is the additive channel noise-which can be expressed in the form
 
of a narrowband process about the actual frequency of the observed data, viz.,
 
ni(t) = 1 Ncjt) cos [mot_+ e(t)] -.Ns(t) sin [wot + 
(3)
 
where N (t) and Ns(t) are approximately statistically independent, stationary,
C 
white Gaussian noise processes with single-sided noise spectral density
 
N w/Hz and single-sided bandwidth BH < WO/2.
 
For the true lock case, the in-phase and quadrature reference signals
 
rs(t) and rc(t), respectively, would be given by
 
rs(t) = V2K1 sin [wot + 6(t)]
 
rc (t) = VrK 1 cos [w0t + 6(t)] , (4) 
• KI2
 
where 6(t) is the VCO's estimate of e(t), and K 2 is the reference signal
 
power. Inthe false lock mode, one would have
 
rs(t) : K1 sin [(i0 - f)t + 6(t)]
 
r (t) = 7K1 Cos [(W0 - Wf)t + 6(t] , (5) 
where wf is the false lock radian frequency as yet to be determined.
 
Denoting the in-phase and quadrature phase detector (multiplier) gains
 
by K., then using (3)and (5), the output c(t).of the quadrature phase
 
detector is (ignoring second-harmonic terms)
 
5 
sct) 	 K X(t) V'Z K1 cos f(W0 -Wf)t + 
K1 Km [vS m(t) - Ns(t)] sin [wft + (t] 
+ K Km Nc(t)cos [wft+ (-t)] , (6) 
while the in-phase arm phase detector output is 
Es(t ) = Kmx(t) V2K sin [(wo-Lf)t + 6(t)] 
= K,KjvTm(t) - Ns(t)] cos [&ft+(t)] 
-KI KmNc(t) sin [wft+O(t)] , (7) 
where (t)A a(t) - 6(t) is the- loop phase error. After lowpass filtering 
with the in-phase arm filter, equation 	(7)becomes*
 
-- c(t;wf, ) -- Nsc (t;Wf @
-

z (t) =K,Km vS G(p)[m(t) COS [aWft+ dt)1j G(p)[j t) Cos_[wftlt)j 
- K1 Km 	 G(P)[c(t) sin [tft+O(t)]jl (8). 
-N --(t;wf , o )-

Here, the signal c(t;-fo) is the in-phase signal emerging from passage of
 
the data modulated false lock sinusoid m(t) cos [ft+0(t)] through the low­
pass arm filter G(s) and, likewise, Nsc(t;wfj) and Ncs(t;wf,4) are the equiv­
alently filtered versions of the noise components.
 
Inwhat follows, we shall write differential equations in compact
 
form by introducing the Heaviside operator, p A d/dt.
 
6-

The error signal into the loop filter is then given by*
 
z0(t) = z(t) ct)
S 

,= KK 2 S m(t) Mc (t;wf 1) sin (Cft+) 
- Nc (t;f,p) Nc(t) cos (wf) + 
- Ncs(.t;wf,4) Nc(t) cos (wft + 
- Nsc(t;wf, ) [Sm(t) - Ns(t)] sin (ft +) 
- Ncs(t;of,¢) [v m(t) - Ns (t)] sin (wft + 
+ 	F c(t;f,) [Nc(t) cos (wft + N)- )]}
s(t) sin (wft + 

(9)
 
ERROR CONTROL SIGNAL ANALYSIS
 
Using previously derived results (see equation (14) of Appendix A),
 
j(ft+ )
 
c(t;wf,1) = Z an Pl(t-nT) e
 
n= -  2 
2 (t-nT) eiC(ft++ 	 an 

n=-
 2 
+@)j
Liwbft+44 -i~lft 

m(t) sin (wft+ ) = an p(t- nT) 	 (0)
= ­n w 	 2j
 
Thus, using (10), the-normalized signal component of z (t) is
 
For convenience in our notation herein, we'drop the dependence of
 
on time.
 
7
 
SO(t) A m(t) ic(t;mwf,) sin (oft +
 
2j(wf t+ @) 
-5 an am Pl(t-nT) p(t-mT)e -1
 
n=-o m=-o 4 i
 
+ a  am P2(t-nT) p(t-mT) -e-2j(wft+) ( 
=­n - m=-w 4
 
Taking the statistical expectation over the data, and the time average gives
 
j2 TO/22jwft 
(s(t)>= l To/2 lf(t-nT) p(t-mT) e dt 
n=-' m aa 4j 0-/2 To 
-

- m aa -Jim 00 Pl(t-nT) p(t-mT) dt 
n=-o m=-o M"\i T0 O 10/ 
TO-> T-T/2
 
+ m= am IJim 0-L)f P2(t-nT) p(t-mT) dt 
n=-o m=l- " 4j1 T0 o 0 J T / 
a. a e- lim 0/2 T0 A - nT) p(t- mT) e-2jftn=-w m. n m 4ji T0 0 _T p/2 
(12)
 
Analogous to equations (17) and (18) of Appendix A, we have that
 
lim 100 -To/2 Pl(t-nT) p(t-mT) e2jwft dt =
 
T0* 0OJT/
 
IPsin
Jim [(w-w' +2df)(To/2)]limjj G[j (w+wf)I]POW ) P(-jw') (- +2fTo2 
To L L0 0 f (W-id' + 2ot)CTo/2) 
-j ( n -
x e w w'm)T du dw'
 
• 2T TT 
and 
r 
Ii 
1 p tmT0e12t 
0-0 J o02 P2(t-nT) p(t-mT) e-2jwft dt = 
Tclim 
T6+- L 1. 
G[j(,w -wf)] P(jw) P(-jw') sin [(w-w' -2wf)(T0/2)] 
(W- W'-2wf)(T0/2) 
x e-J(wn-'m)T dm dw' 
2 2w 
(13) 
For the case of random data wherein 
I] 
an am mn 10 
m 
m 
n 
n 
, 
-(14) 
and recognizing further that 
-(W- W')nT 
n=--
= 2 
T k=-. 
( 
( 
k 
-W21 ) 1(15)T 
equation (12) simplifies to 
9 
<so(t)) = lii- 4 - =_ G[j(w' +wf+-] P[j(' + )]
TTo T k Lf 
sin [(-+2f)(To/2)] d'
x P(-.-jm')T f 0 w
2c-#+2 f)(To/2 ) 21
 
e-J2 fG[J(w'-of+ -L)]p[j(.&+2Tk)] 
k=- T T 
sin [ 2 f)(T/2)
] de' 
2( T/2) 2 7(?i 

x P(-jw') T
 
+ k:rG[J(W'+m +?!k)] P[j(&' +2k)]
k-ctof T T 
sin [T-hk (To/2)] d,
x PF j') T 0 lZ 
T 0 
x P(jm') 27k (To/2) 2-H 
sin [271k (T0 /2)] OU(5 
2irTk (T10 2) 

Now-suppose that 2wf (2ko)/T, where k =0,1,2,... isa particular value 
of k. Then, the value of <s0(t)>, n~mely, ko(fl, at this frequency is 
given by 
10
 
- " 1 " 	 ko
 
j ej2  
2 k 	 ('S) A <So(t)> G[j(w' - -)]
0 	 Trk0 4jT Lc 
T
mfT
 
2rkn
 
P[j(w' --- 0---)]P(-jw) du'
 
T 27
 
G j (WI + "0)
-. .2

- Tk 
2nk0T dw'
 
PUN~'+-f)]I P(-j ) _ 
12 + 	 Gj( Tk0 di' 
+~ ~ ~m 1~ G1~'--) 2-ff 
Gf( + A02 dw'l 
P(j 	') -I (17)+ -	 ) 1 

or, 	equivalently,
 
{m 	jei ) ko 0
fUo(Jinf 	 irk ddw 
: Uk (W + Wk ; 0 = 0,1,2,3,... (18) 
0 0 
where Im { } denotes the imaginary part of what is contained within the braces.
 
Note that, for the case of true lock (i.e., f=0), we get
 
0(nU0() 2 [ feRn tG(ji))IP(jw)1 2 d 
or oi sio2 	 dw

n2* Sm(w) Re{G(jw)} l (19)
 
1I
 
.2
 
where Sm(w) = I/T IP(j) is the power spectral density of the modulation 
m(t) and-we have also used the fact that Im {G(jw)} isan odd function of 
frequency for any real fi.lter. What is important about this latter fact is 
that W 0 = 0, ie., for true lock, the error control.characteristic (loop 
S'curve) as specified by (19) does not possess a dc component and is thus 
symmetric about the lock points at 00, 1800, 3600, .... Furthermore, com­
paring (19) and equation (24) of Appendix A with cos 2p replaced by (sin .2)/2,
 
we observe that the effect of removing the quadrature arm filter isto replace
 
IG(J)iI 2 by Re {G(jo)}. As we shall see shortly, this simple replacement
 
follows through inthe noise analysis.
 
Returning to equation (18), we have now verified part of a statement
 
made in the introduction, namely, that inthe false'lock mode, a dc vol'tage,
 
namely; Wko, exists at the error control point inaddition to the sinusoidal
 
restoring force normally present there. It now behooves us to evaluatethe
 
magnitude of this dc voltage relative to the amplitude of the sinusoidal
 
error component to determine to what extent the false,lock sensitivity of
 
the loop has been reduced.
 
FALSE LOCK PERFORMANCE
 
As was done inAppendix A, we shall consider a specific example to
 
illustrate the general theory; namely, the case where m(t) is a Manchester
 
coded data modulation and G(s) is a single pole RC filter for which
 
G(jw) = 1 (20) 
C
 
where wc =.21rfc isthe radian 3 dB cutoff frequency of the filter. We note
 
from (20) that
 
12
 
Re {G(jw)} IG(jw) 12 	 21Gi)(1),)2 	 (21+ 	 (21) 
tc
 
- Thus, the 	first term in (18), namely, Uk () is identical to equations (28)
 
through (31) of Appendix-A when cos .24 is replaced by (sin 24)4/2, i.e.,.
 
(0) 	 sin 2' 1 [3 4e- fcT +e 2fcT]( 
2 2fT 
- e +e 
U 
 si;24 + (e21 ][F 2 fcT " k= 1,3,5,... 
2 f cF 	 T+- l 
Uk.(4) sin 24 ( k + ; 
2 + -cT2 iL 27fcT 
k= 2,6,10,... 
kw2 2' + (k__) 
- .2ifcT 1 
f ] L2cT 
k=4,8,12,...
 
(22)
 
Writing Uk() as k sin 24, Figure 3 is a plot of 
I'kI '(in dB), k=0,l,2,3,4,
 
versus fcT for the above example. Note this plotis identical to Figure 2
 
of Appendix A except for a vertical displacement of 3 dB. We now turn to an
 
evaluation of Wk.
 
From (20) 	and (18),,we get
 
- Wk 1 (/c) IP[J(w + ak)] 12d (23)
o+ a(ci / )2 -n 2om 
For a Manchester pulse, with Four-ier transform,
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P(j) = jT 4 (24) 
we have that
 
[n4 4wT+ 7 (25)
4
T2
pj()]12 

=
Substituting (25) and making the change of-variables x T gives
 
x k
 
k= +7J 1+ ( 2 [IT dx . (26) 
'Evaluation of Wk as given by (26) requires considerable algebraic manipulation
 
and integral evaluations. The results are as-follows:
 
Wk (k )2[1- 2 + k 2I
 
j "cL2-2f
2fcT 2 cT +2fcTl J
F T
 
L2 T 2,1 0fffcT
12( (k )/2 1 
27rfj 21
 
L 2fcTJ
 
-1-2_f_+ k 1 1 [FCT)'2YfaT)L + (ttk2I e2fT 
k=l1,3,5,7,... 
I __1_fT i -1fc.c -21TfCT1 
= [fc+ -1 ](f3) + 4e e jk~2\ + 
L 2fcT~J( 2fcT'-
k= 2,6,10,.... 
f15
 
V ­f TfcT + -2ifeT, 
+ 4e + 
2fj ] (497 2ftr~( xfT 2rfTT -
k= 4,8,12.... (27)
 
Figure 4 is a plot of Wk (indB), k= 1,2,3,4, as determined from (27) versus
 
fcT. If the value of fcT is fixed at 1.4 (i.e., the optimum in-phase arm
 
filter bandwidth in the sense of minimum squaring loss), then one can plot
 
the error control characteristic of (18) using (18) together with (22) and
 
(27). In particular, Figure 5 plots sin 2 +W, versus
,(,),l p for this
 
case. This corresponds to the situation that exists at the first false lock
 
frequency away from the carrier, i.e-, ff=I/ 2T. Also plotted in Figure 5
 
is the same result for the conventional Costas loop with identical RC arm
 
filter whose-bandwidths are optimized as above. This result ismerely
 
l(@) = sin 2@. We observe from this figure that removal of the quad­
rature arm filter from the conventional Costas loop has theoretically elimi­
nated the possibility of false lock at the frequency ff = 1/2T. 
TRUE LOCK NOISE AND TRACKING PERFORMANCE
 
Having thus far concluded that the modified Costas loop offers superior
 
acquisition and false lock performance relative to the conventional Costas
 
loop, what remains is to determine the penalty paid in true lock tracking
 
performance. To do this, we begin, as in previous analyses of this type,
 
with-a statistical characterization of the noise process at the input to the
 
loop filter. From (9), the normalized noise component of z0(t) is (assuming
 
&f= 0)
 
-8 
-12
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Figure 4. 	DC Signal Component at Error Control Point vs. Ratio of 3 dB Cutoff Frequency
 
to Symbol Data; Manchester Code, RC Filter, Random Data
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v2[t,2 4] [-Nc(t) fc(t)+Ns (t)Ns(t) - FmS (t)f15(t)- Af(t)Ns(t)]sin 24 
+ [t-m(t) Nc(t) + 7 i(t) Nc(t) - Nc(t) Ns(t) - Nc(t) Ns(t)] Cos 2 
+ [,A 6(t) Nc(t) - r m(t) Nc(t) +Ns(t) Nc(t) - Ns(t) Nc(t)] , (28) 
where we have made use of the fact that,'for wf=0, 
Nsc(t;of,4) = -Ns(t) cos 0 Ns(t) = G(p) Ns(t) 
N (t;W,' = hNc(t) sin Nc (t) = G(p) NC(t 
Mc(t;,4,) = t(t)cos 4 (29) 
Since the bandwidth of the Costas loop is ordinarily designedto be narrow
 
with respect to .the equivalent noise bandwidth of v2(t,24), we can approximate
 
v2(t,2o) as a delta correlated'process with equivalent single-sided noise
 
spectral density
 
Nsq A 2 (T) d, (30)
f 
where
 
Rv(r) v2(t,24) (31)
V v2(t+T,2f)l 

With v2(t,24) as functionally defined in ('28), it is relatively straightfor­
ward to show (analogous to Appendix A of Reference 4, Chapter 2) that
 
R (T) = 4RNr) RN() + 2S [Rm() Rj(r) + RJ(t) RN(T ) ] V2 0c NN 
+ 2S[R-(r) RN(r) - Rm() RN(T)] cos 24 (32) 
.where
 
Rm( T)
==fjSm(f) e27 df 
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R(T): Sm(f) IG(j2mf)l2 ej2 f df
 
RN(T)N 2o
N  6(T)
 
2
 
IN - f) 2 1j2j2Trft
 
RAH = - i-co e df (33)
 
2
 
Substituting (32) along with (33) into (30) gives
 
Nsq 4SN ) IG(j2f) 2 df + (f) IJG(j27rf)I 2 d (34) 
s 2S 
or 
Nrsq 4S~oLE 'i+ D , 	 (35)
 
where
 
Dm P Sm(f) IG(j27rf) 12 df 	 (36) 
and the two-sided noise bandwidth of G(jo) is given by
 
8Bi IG(j27rf) I' df., 	 (37) 
In the linear region of operation, the mean-squared tracking jitter of
 
a Costas loop has the well-known form (References 2 and 4)
 
2 4 	 (38)
 
where*
 
p = 	equivalent loop signal-to-noise ratio in the loop bandwidth
 
of a phase-locked loop = 2S/NoBL
 
2
4SN D
 
SL = loop-squaring loss- 0 ms .(39)
 
The expression for SL in (39) is approximate in that the self-noise of
 
the modulation process is ignored. This is shown in Reference 2 to yield
 
negligible error,
 
and
 
(40)

m( S(f).Re {G(j27rf)} df 

Substituting (35) in (39) gives
 
DD2/Dm 
SL + 1 (41) 
PiDm 
where pi A 2S/NoB, is the signal-to-noise ratio in the in-phase arm filter 
bandwidth. Alternately, in terms of the data (symbol) signal-to-noise ratio 
Rd = ST/N 0 and the ratio of two-sided arm filter bandwidth to data rate Bi/R s 
(Rs = I/T), equation (41) can be rewritten as 
SL = Dm 2 /Dm (42) 
L = B/R 
2RdDm
 
Comparing (36) and (40), we observe that, if Re {G(j2 f)} :&IG(j2f)I2 (such 
is the case for an RC filter), then Dm = D and (42) simplifies tom 

... Dm
. 
jL DB/R (43) 
1+ 1 S2RdDm
 
For pi small (the usual case of interest), we see bycomparing (43) With
 
equation (46) of Reference 2, and making use of (38), that
 
2
o

2jmodified loop ~ 1 2. (44)
 
2 jconventional loop KL
 
Thus, complete removal of the quadrature RC arm filter results in approxi­
mately a 3 dB penalty in tracking performance. This is the price paid for
 
21
 
improved acquisition and false lock performance. As pi is increased, the
 
tracking performance difference between the two loops diminishes.
 
THE CASE OF ALTERNATING DATA
 
'By analogy with the development leading to the result presented in
 
Appendix B (in particular, equations [8] through [11]), one can readily show
 
that, for the case of alternating data, equation (18) isreplaced by
 
k
(4 -k mj2 j 2TeT4~ J6 ) 
and
 
P j(2k-T)+--)k0 
+ 7j 2jS - +(2kl ) 
for k even . (46) 
Evaluating (45) and (46) for the Manchester code, RO filter case yields the
 
following results'
 
k = Uk(@) + Wk 
s2fT tanh 2cT}k k0 
22
 
.k()= Uk() + Wk 
(sin1) 1c 	 coth wfcT
hf 
+ 1 + (T)2 - ( [ + (;C)I coth fcT ; k= 1 3,5,...
+f-	 kc+ 
-4(0)= Uk( .+ Wk 
sin 1 "r 1 tanh ifcT
 
+ 	 1~C ~ i 1 tanh ~fffT; 
2fIs fcTCT 
=
k 2,4,6,... (47)
 
The first terms, i.e., Uk(6), in (47) are obtained from equation (15) of
 
Appendix B. The latter terms again represent the additional dc voltage
 
present at the error control point in the loop, in addition to the sinusoidal
 
=
restoring force. For the true lock case, i.e., k 0, this dc term is absent
 
as was true for random data; whereas, for the false lock situation, its value
 
is of an order of magnitude necessary to significantly reduce the false lock
 
sensitiity of the loop (see, for example-, Figure 6).
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INTRODUCTION
 
Appendixes A, B, and C studied the false lock problem in conventional
 
Costas loops with both random and alternating data, and the false lock and
 
tracking performance of a modified Costas loop [1] in which the quadrature
 
arm filter is absent. In this appendix, we examine the false lock and
 
tracking performance tradeoffs of the more general composite AFC/Costas
 
loop configuration suggested by Cahn [1]. It is shown herein that, for
 
single pole- (RC) Butterworth arm filters which are shared in common'between
 
the AFC and Costas loop portions of the overall hybrid configuration, the
 
tracking and false lock performances are identical to those of the modified
 
Costas loop (Appendix C). The composite AFC/Costas loop has the advantage,
 
however, of being a balanced configuration and, further, the degree of
 
tradeoff between tracking performance degradation and false lock perform-­
ance improvement is continuously variable depending on the relative gains
 
of-the two error signal components.
 
SYSTEM MODEL
 
Consider the composite AFC/Costas loop illustrated in Figure 1. The
 
error signal into the loop filter has two components, one due to-the conven­
tional Costas loop denoted by zo(t) and the other produced by the AFC portion
 
and denoted by wo(t). The behavior of zo(t) for -both the true lock and
 
false lock modes of operation is well documented in Reference 2 and Appen­
dix.C, respectively. Briefly reviewing these results, we have for true
 
lock that
 
2 
01 2 2 N2 
+ K 2K% 
- , (1)c(t) [VW-i(t) N(t)] cos 20(t) 
s
 
whereas for the false lock mode, the signal component of z0(t) is
 
2
zMK 2S .(p; 3 (t;w ( 
o signal f' c (2)
 
lonly 
On the other hand, the corresponding behavior of wo(t) has been studied
 
only in part inAppendix C. Following the approach given there, we get
 
that, for true lock,
 
Wo(t) Zs(t)ec (t) - zc(t)Es (t)
 
= K2K 2 I{Nc(t) [Sii(t) - I(t)] 
- Nc(t) [/Sm(t) NSMs1)] (3). 
Note the lack of dependence of w (t) on the phase error 4(t). In the false
 
lock mode, the signal component of wo(t) is
 
m
wo(t) signal K, K S{m(t) ii(t;mf,4) sin (wft + 0) 
lonlyI
 
-m(t) rsjt;tf,o) cos (wft + 0)} (4)
 
Finally, the total error signal u(t) is,from Figure 1,
 
UM z + I Wo M (5)u(t) = 0ot 27wt  
The factor of one-half in (5) or, equivalently, the 3 dB loss following wo(t)
 
in Figure 1, is arbitrarily chosen here to allow A direct comparison with
 
the results obtained for the modified Costas loop (Appendix C). The latter,
 
rc(t) Wo0(t)
 
zsu~t) 
VCO Lo op Filter 
Figure 1. A Composite AFC/Costas Loop & 
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in effect, employs one-half of the AFC portion of the composite loop of
 
Figure 1. Substituting (1)and (3) into (5)gives
 
u(t) = KIKq {Si 2 (t) sin 2 + v2(t,2)}', (6) 
2
 
where
 
v2 (t,2@) = [-N2 (t) + Ni(t) - 2vW(t)Ns(t)] sin 2p 
+ [2FSfi(t) Nc (t) - 2 Nc(t) Ns(t)] cos 2 
+ SM(t) Nc (t)- Nc(t) 
 7s(t)
 
--m(t) Ac (t)+ Ac(t) Ns(t) (7)
 
As before, we are interested in the autocorrelation function R (t,2) of
 
V2
 
v2(t,24). Following an approach similar to that used in Reference 2, we
 
obtain
 
RV(t,2$) 4 v2(t,2f)v2(t+T,2f)
 
4S R (T) R(T) + 4Rl2()
 
m NT 
+ S R-(T) RN(r) + S Rm(),R(-r) 
-S RMI(-) RNN(T) - S Rm(T) RNh(_T)
 
+ 2 RN(T) R(-c) - 2RNA(t) RNh(-T) 
+ 2 [S R(T) RN(-T) - SRI6(-T) R(T) 
+ S RI(-) RNI)N Rmm(T) RA(T)] cos 2 , (8) 
where
 
RA(T) SI J Sm(f) IG~i2nf)I 2 ej2nft df
 
5
 
=N
R-t) IG(j2mf) 12 e-j2 fT df
 
2
RN(T) 2 
RNh(t) N0 G(j2xf) ej21ft df
 
Rm(T) L SJm(f) G(j2frf) ej2XfT df. (9) 
The equivalent single-sided noise-spectral density, Nsq, of the delta corre­
lated process v2(t,2) is then
 
Nsq A 2 JR (T,2) dT (10)
 
sq V2
 
Substituting (8) into (10) and-makinguse of (9), we obtain, after much
 
simplification,
 
Nsq 8 0 J Sm IG(j2 l4 df 
*8(f) 2 f IG(j2xf)14 df
 
+ 8 [Im {G(j2wf)}]2 d 
8S N0 Sm(f) [Im {G(j2irf)1]2 df11
 
In arriving at (11), we have evaluated the following integrals: 
LR 2 N 2 
RR(TT = (Tv') f IG(i2irf)1 4 di' 
NR 2, I fGjs~] d
(j2itflhJ2 
.joRN&(T) RN (-T) dT = P(-Q) Lo [ef(~r)J l i 
FRN(T) Rh(T) dt = 
6 
f IG(i2f df 
=(0--)2 J [Re {G(j2xf)1J2 + [Im {G(j2rf)} 
RIjjt R"'o dM-(T) h(-c) x 
L aLRm(-) R (T).dT 
_ISf)2 S ('d 
Sm(f) 
IGCj2ff)1 
IG(j~f) 12 df 
= 
No2 
rmRf-T) RN(T) d 
SRWT) RNi(-T) dT = Sm'(f) IG(j2wf)I2 Re {G(j2nf)1 df 
=L:R-(-T) Rh(T) dT (12) 
Employing notation similar to that used previously (see Appendix C and 
Reference 2), equation (11) can be rewritten as 
r (K N4BS i K 
sq 4 SN0 D(K D+ ) 2S L L 
where, as before, 
0 : S(f) IG~i2 rf)I 2 df'Dm A Sm f)2d 
Z: IG j2 7Tf)f 
(13) 
KL = L IG(j2mf)1 df 
7
 
4 df
fSm(f) IG(j2ff)
K0 

t': m(f) IG(j2ff)12 df
 
Bi = IG(j2ff) 12 df (14) 
and now,. in addition,
 
'2
 f Sm(f) [Im {G(j2nf)} 2 df 
DSm(f). IG(j2 f)1 2 df
 
k'L L[Im {G(j2nf)}]2 df
 
).12fl
2 df
 
Since, from (3), wo(t) has no signal component for purposes of tracking,
 
then the composite error signal u(t) of (6)has an identical signal com­
ponent to that of a conventional Costas loop. Thus, analogous to equation
 
(31) of Reference 2, we have that the "squaring loss" of the composite
 
AFC/Costas loop is given by
 
.Z 4SNo DL 

Om
 (16)

= N 

sq
 
Substituting (13) and (14) into (16), we get the final result, namely,
 
L 
 K+ 

(17)
 
(K +*'& + L L
 
where Pi A 2S/NoB i is the signal-to-noise ratio in the arm filter bandwidth.
 
For pi small (the usual case of interest), we see by comparing (17)
 
with equation (36) of Reference 2, and recognizing that for either case,­
8
 
2 4 S 
L ; 
 (L
 
where BL isthe single-sided loop bandwidth, that
 
2 lcomposite loop KL +kL-
K_ (19) 
2jiconventional loop L
 
Itremains now to evaluate k L for the case of an RC arm filter and to
 
compare its value to that of KL for the same filter, -namely, KL = 1/2..
 
Since, for an RC filter, 
G(j2rf) - 11 + jf/fc 
then
 
2 (f/fc)2
Jim {G(j2 f)}] = [I + (f/fc)2]2 
and 
2 1 
IG(j2vf)I2 = 
1 + (f/fc)2
 
(20) 
2 4
(f/fc)2 jG(j2rf)[ (21)
 
(22)
 
Substituting (21) 
yields 
and (22) into (15) and carrying out the integrations 
'k 1=1/2. (23) 
Hence, we see from,(19) that, for an RC arm filter, 
-2 
2jcomposite loop 
c2 jconventional loop 
2 , (24) 
which isthe identical result obtained for the modified loop (Appendix C). 
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FALSE LOCK PERFORMANCE OF COMPOSITE AFC/COSTAS LOOP
 
From Equations (2), (4)and (5), the normalized signal component of
 
u(t) is
 
s (t) fic
s(t;wf,) (t;tf'O

0
 
+ 1 [m(t) lc (t;wf,@) sin ('wft + 
- m(t) s(t;wf,4) cos (tft + q)J (25) 
The first term of (25) comes from the conventional Costas loop, while the
 
latter bracketed term is contributed by the AFC component. As before, we
 
are interested in
 
<So > .= Ks(t;wf,0) 1ct; f>
 
+ I <m(t) mc(;Wff)sin (wt+
2 c i Ctt )fw4 

I <2e(t) 6s(t;wf,) cos (ruft + )> (26)
2sf
 
From Appendix A, equation (30), and the ensuing remarks, we immediately
 
have that
 
<ms(t;Wf, ) mc(t;Wf, ) 2T ej2
II Im f" IG(jw) 1
 
1 T
f~
XP i jk-)] [iw2l)t} (27) 
The second term in (26) is identical to equation (11) of Appendix C(except
 
for the factor of one-half) and is thus evaluated as (see equation (18) of
 
Appendix C):
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<m(t) mc(t;mf,) sin (wft+ )> = 
2- c 
I I {eJ2@ [' G(i ) 
+ Im { iG(j.) P[j(+.-)] I2 }]. (28) 
Similarly,
 
1<m(t) ms(t;mfo) cos (Wft +
 
1 [im {e j 2@ JG(j) P[nj(-)] P[-j(w+2] gn} 
4TLT 
m 4 G(jw) p~i(c+±)i 2±}j. (29) 
Substituting (27), (28) and (29) into (26) gives the final result, namely, 
A.<s Ct)> w
 
F-T
 
21 kim IeJ 2 i ( IG(J)1 P[j(w-S)] P[j(W+ __ )] } 
2T L T: T-T 
+ Im f'G(iw) lP[i(w+j!)] 12 lw](30) 
Comparing (30) with equation (18) of Appendix C,we observe that the modified
 
and composite loops offer identical improvement in false lock performance.
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INTRODUCTION
 
In Appendix D, we examined the improvement in protection against
 
false lock obtained by superimposing an AFC network on a conventional
 
Costas loop. In addition, the corresponding penalty in tracking per­
formance was assessed. Since a common loop filter was assumed in these
 
analyses for the purpose of comparing the results with those obtained for
 
the modified Costas loop (Appendix C), we lacked the complete flexibility
 
necessary to trade off acquisition and tracking performance.
 
In this appendix, we propose a composite AFC/Costas loop with inde­
pendent AFC and Costas loops in the sense that each has its own loop
 
filter. By varying the ratio of the two loop bandwidths, one now has
 
an additional degree of freedom available for performing acquisition and
 
tracking tradeoffs. We begin our analyses of this more general loop with
 
a characterization of the AFC discriminator (output signal amplitude versus
 
input frequency) characteristic. In particular, we determine the range
 
of linear operation and the equivalent discriminator gain (inthe presence
 
of a random data input) in this linear region. Following this, we derive
 
an upper bound on acquisition time as a function of frequency offset over
 
the acquisition range of the composite loop-. Finally, the tracking
 
behavior is analyzed by generalizing the results given inAppendix D
 
for mean-square tracking jitter and squaring loss.
 
AFC DISCRIMINATOR CHARACTERISTICS
 
Consider the composite AFC/Costas loop illustrated in Figure 1,
 
where the AFC discriminator is contained within the dashed lines. Note­
that the 3 dB attenuator following w0(t) in Figure 1 of Appendix D.has
 
been omitted here, since our purpose is no longer a comparison with the
 
modified Costas loop of Appendix C.
 
When the composite loop is out of lock, a radian frequency error
 
A(t) exists in the phase detector output signals ec (t) and Es(t). Since,
 
typically, the AFC loop bandwidth is small relative to the noise bandwidth
 
cst 
r 
RC zc :t 
FiltelterD 
ii 'sF 
c~t+ 
(s 
Loop 
Fil1ter 
Figure I. A Composite AFC/Costas Loop 
FlI(S) 
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of the RC arm filters, then the average AFC output signal <W(t> can be
 
computed, assuming Aw(t) fixed equal to aw. In particular, equation (4)
 
of Appendix D applies with wf replaced by Aw, i.e.,
 
Wo(t) = K2Km2 S jm(t) ffi (t;Aw,0) sin ( wt + 
- m(t)Ms(t;Awp) cos (Awt + 4)J , (1) 
where
 
ms(;m,@)=A G(p) 5 Cst) = G(p) {m(t) sin [Att+ @]} 
6c(t;m,f) = G(p) sc(t) = G(p) {rn(t) cos [Aot + 011 . (2) 
Substituting (10), (12), and (14) of Appendix A into (1)and (2)above
 
gives
 
w~t =1(2- 2 1l 
tn=K -=K2S anam 2 (t-nT) p(t -mT) 
0 1 j n1 n 
1 a p(t-mT)-amP(t-nT) (3) 
n=-. n=- n m 
where Pl(t) and P2(t)are defined in (13) of Appendix A with wf replaced
 
by Aw. Taking both the statistical and time averages of (3)and recalling
 
that, for random data,
 
anam = mn = O:;mn , (4) 
we get
 
<W0- > l 11 T/20- i p(t- nT)[ 2(t-nT) - P(t- nT')] dt 
K2 2 S 2j TO- 0 -TO/2 n=­
(5a)
 
4
 
and Irr
cWo-tt> l r 

2 21S. m 2 lir J G[j(w- AW)]P(jW) P(-jw')
T0 n­
× sin [(m-w')T 012] e-j(w-w')nT dw dw' 
'( -(w',T /2 27r 27r 
- -)la f G[j(w+Am)]P(jw) P(-j)')
TY TO . .
 
sin [(w-w')T 0 /2]e J(W-w,)nT W dw'
 
- (') To/2 2r Zr 
Recognizing, as in Appendix A, that 
x H'n Zr Z 6(-w'---- (
T k2 
 ( 2-nk)n=-

then (5)simplifies to.
 
sin ]d
 
T \2/ 
- T02 
li 4 Cj(w+ WlP ) P[ kmT9J 2ff To -* k=-eo -w A) ~w 
sin F T 2 iD dw (7)
 
T 2 
Since the only term in (7) which-yields a nonzero contribution is that
 
corresponding to k=O, then (7)reduces to
 
I Sm(. ) G[j (w-A)] - G(w+A w)} 
-2-2 - w2 ~ ~ +A )} 1rw~ 
Km 	 S7
 
= Sm5(w) Im {G[j(m-.Am)]} N 	 (8) 
or, finally,
 
f(AW) A 	 <w0)> Sw+Aw) Im {G(jt)} (9) 
K12 Km S 
where
 
Sm(w) A 	 IIP(jW)I 2 (10) 
is the power spectrum of the modulation m(t) and ImfG(jm)1 denotes the
 
imaginary part of the arm filter transfer function. Since G(s) is an
 
RC filter with transfer function
 
1. "(mc) W 1 
G(jw) 1 + j0m/w c 1 + / )2 (11)1) 
then
 
u/c 
Im {G(jw)} = c (12)-
1 + (/W )2
 
c
 
Furthermore, for Manchester coded data,
 
sin 4 cT
 
s(T) o T 	 (13)
 
Substituting (12)and (13) in (9) and letting Ax AwT, we obtain, after
 
considerable algebraic manipulation and integral evaluation, the desired
 
discriminator characteristic, viz.,
 
6
 
X 3) - LXcos Ax + sin A e- cT f(AX) (CT) 1 
e- (+4 LAX cos + 	 cT)/2sin 	AX 
[:-T 2 2 
Ax
wcT [VAX 2i 'AX' .1 eCT 
Ax + 2 (\-xT) sin.Axecos+ 	 w T L c 

(WT)E + X\2] LLCX c
 
4 A- - cos + 2/A ) sin Ax]e-(wcT)/2 
COST + YT sL2~ 
+3 L0; T i1 	 (14) 
Figure 2 illustrates f(Ax) versus Ax/wcT = A/w c for tcT =-2.8T 
(the optimum ratio of arm filter 3 dB frequency to data rate for small 
Tvalues of ST/N0 ; see [1]) and wc = 5.67r, respectively. The equivalent
 
linear gain, K4,, of these discriminator characteristics is indicated on
 
Figure 2 by dotted lines and is found analytically as follows. Assuming
 
AX/wc,T to be small, then from (14),
 
f(AX) 	 m T 3) A~+T. taCT c-0 T+ +-+wcT)T /lAXiro(I 3) e
(/- ­c11WcI e t T (C) 	 e/ 
- {AX e-C - 4e- (toc)/2 + 	 (15) 
or
 
AXT11- +i~)e (wT)/~2 + (1+iLC) e-wcT­2 ii
f(AX) AX 1 2 
T AcA 	 K w. (16)

ocT 
 Wc
 
0.5 
*- 0
 
4-
JcT 27r(1.4) 
wCT =27 (2.8) 
,I I
 
-0.5 , 
-4 0 4 
Ax/ cnT 
Figure 2. AFC Discriminator Characteristics
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Thus, 
e ( c T )/2 + (I + cT) e c ] (17)T=3s - 2 4 1-+ 4c T ) 
Figure 3 is a plot of Kp versus fcT =wcT/2r.
 
AFC LOOP RESPONSE - LINEAR MODEL
 
We observe from Figure 2 that, for a given value of wcT, the dis­
criminator characteristic islinear over a certain range of frequency
 
offset and, in particular, isdescribed by (16) inthis region. Moreover,
 
since (14) and hence (16) were derived under the assumption of a constant
 
frequency offset, i.e., w(t)- (t)= Aw, then from Figure 1, the closed
 
loop AFC response isdescribed by
 
2 2 *'(.(tg^t) KV F2(p) K, K SK0\I-kf(8 
or, inLaPlace Transform notation,
 
= S K KF ' 2(s/c (19) 
1 + SKK F2 (s)/w c 
where KV isthe VCO gain inrad/sec/v and K=KvKI2Km2. Assuming that
 
F2(s) isan imperfect integrating filter, i.e.,
 
1 + s -22 ( 0
 
F2(s) 1 + st12 (20) 
then
 
SKK@9(1+ s 22)/wc (21) 
1 + SKKo/Wc + s (T12 +SKK 0fr22/c) 
which implies a first-order loop response with radian cutoff frequency
 
WnF =TI K~T2m1 + S K Kp/( (22)c
 
Tli2 + S KK@ 22hoc 
Ko is not included inthe definition of K since it isactually
 
a function of wcT rather than a constant.
 
1.0 
0.353 
9
 
I I I J I '- i
 
0.8
 
0.6
 
KO,
 
KK
 
0.4 
0.2 
Tf 1.4 
1 2 3 45 6 7 8 9
 
fcT 
Figure 3. Discriminator Linear Gain vs. Ratio of Arm Filter 3 dB Cutoff
 
Frequency to Data Rate
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If a conventional Costa loop were to employ F2(s)of (20) as its
 
loop filter, then the loop response would be second-order and character­
ized by the following parameters:
 
A . 2
 
2 = SK mt22 F 02 ; F02  = 12
 
- T22 (23)mn2 

In (23), wn2 is the natural frequency of the loop, and for small Fb2 (the
 
usual case in design),
 
r ;442 , (24) 
where 2 is the loop's damping factor. Also in (23),
 
D A Sm(w) IG(jw) 12 2 (25)
 
is the data modulation distortion factor (equivalent power reduction due
 
to arm filters).* Using these definitions in (21), we obtain, after con­
siderable algebraic manipulation:
 
2
 
m ( n2 + s r2 2 (26) (U 
m 4F7 tn2) + s(+-(F 02  DWc WcJF7 (On2) 
F0 + KO 
n n2 02 D wCn2 t-m (27)
nF r +lfKO 
The function Kq/(Dm wc ) which appears in many places in (26) and (27) can
 
be evaluated as follows. For an RC arm filter and Manchester coded data,
 
one can show from (25) that
 
.
The parameter Dm, like KO, is a function of tcT
 
D = 1[T E4-P + exp (cTj . (28) 
Thus, from (17).and (28), we have that
 
K . /K(pcT
 
(29)
T KcT
Dmc DT = , 
with
 
wcjj

+ ieT )/2 + (I+ 4L1 

K (30)
.1 

-;T[ 4e-(cT)/2 e T 
For example, at the optimum design ratio of arm filter cutoff frequency
 
to data rate, viz., wcT = 2.8w, we have that Kc = 0.0605.
 
AFC LOOP RESPONSE TO AN INPUT FREQUENCY STEP
 
-Using (29), we can write (26) in the form
 
sT== KcT : + (31)
c 

where 
= n2AB 

mn r w.2 

C = -2 (F02+KcTjr2- D. 1 + KcT 4r-- 2 . (32)tn 2) ; = 
Ifw(t) is now a frequency step'A 0 U(t), i.e., o(s) = A0/s, then 
KC T[( ) +1 1=(s 

[A B ID_­
B/Uj 
K= T A A0 / (33)
C s + C/D]
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From (32),
 
I BID F02  l (34)1 + K.TJr 2 n2 I + KcTr 2 n2 
since F02 <.1. To simplify (33) any further, we must express KcT 4r2 %n2
 
in the denominator -of (34) in terms of the parameters of the conventional
 
Costas loop portion of the overall composite loop. Assuming for Fl(s) an
 
imperfect integration filter of the form
 
1 + s T21 
Fl(s) 1+ sl (35) 
then the Costas loop is second-order with parameters [analogous to (23)]
 
r FF a_K T21
 
1 SKDm 21 F01 ; FO A I
 
.Jri r + 1
 
nl T21 BLI
-- '  4 1 21 (36) 
where, in addition, BLI is the single-sided bandwidth of the Costas loop
 
portion alone. Thus, from (23) and (36), we have that
 
KcT 4r2ffln2 = Kc TS KDm F02 
F4r F0 2 
c _ KF(+ ) L (37)= K T / " kFo0201 / l )(F01 1 B I T121 
Since a conventional Costa loop is typically designed for critical damping
 
(r,=2) and BLIT << 1, then if we arbitrarily choose F02 F ,l, we have
 
that
 
mcm (O00)T 'I JLI gLl2 nh2 K J n8(06F_2_)- (-B T = 0.161 (F I02)B T <1 
(38)
 
or equivalently, from (32) and (34),
 
A/D 1 (39)
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Thus, (31) simplifies to 
=A ( 'on (40)1 2rF 

and accordingly, (33) becomes
 
(s) = K A s 	 (41) 
C	 A0 F+l1 ___ 
+ 	 F02  L s +-n 
Kc Tjr2 n2 
A0 
(42)
6.2 Fj
1
BLI 
 ] 
The equivalent time domain response isthen
 
AO [ 
 wn ] 
2(t) = 1+ i -wnF u(t) , (43) 
where we have defined
 
6.2 FO( 
BLI T 
The corresponding frequency error response, = w(t),( ) - 1(t), is given 
by 
A(__0_)U(t) +-TA _ e-.nFt u(t) (45) 
Furthermore, since from (40), the AFC acts like a first-order loop, its
 
two-sided noise bandwidth WLF is related to wnF by
 
1 W46) d 

-L 	 2ip () - (46a)
2
"LF0 

'14
 
or
 
WLF 1 j SnF)(-S nF ds T (46b) 
Alternately, the single-sided noise bandwidth BLF WLF/2 is related to
 
WnF by
 
B nF (47)

LF 
 4
 
Substituting (47) into (45), we obtain the desired radian frequency error 
response: 
A0 -4 BLFt 
0(t) = AO( 1 -jj)u(t) + -je u(t) .. (48) 
ACQUISITION BEHAVIOR OF THE COMPOSITE AFC/COSTAS LOOP
 
INTHE ABSENCE OF NOISE
 
It is well known that an imperfect second-order phase-locked loop
 
is characterized by a finite acquisition range (often called capture or
 
pull-in-range) which represents the largest frequency difference between
 
the frequency of the received'carrier and that of the VCO for which phase­
lock will occur. Typically for high-gain loops, this acquisition range
 
(relative to the loop-bandwidth) is solely a function of the loop damping
 
and the ratio of the time constants of the imperfect loop filter. In view
 
of the similarity between the differential equations of operation of the
 
conventional Costas loop and the phase-locked loop, one might expect the
 
two to have similar acquisition behavior. Since, in effect, a Costas loop
 
reconstructs and tracks a phantom carrier at twice the input frequency,
 
the above statement is indeed true, at least'for frequency errors on the
 
order of the loop bandwidth. The similarity to a phase-locked loop, how­
ever, tends to break down as the frequency error becomes large, due to
 
the tendency of the Costas loop to false lock to a sideband of the data
 
modulation.. Such a false lock phenomenon does not occur in a phase­
locked loop, since it tracks an unmodulated carrier. This false lock
 
tendency of the Costas loop often prohibits acquisition by sweeping the
 
VCO frequency over the range of frequency uncertainty, particularly if
 
the false lock frequencies, which otcur at integer multiples of half the
 
data rate, fall within the uncertainty regibn.
 
15.
 
The addition of an AFC network to a conventional Costas loop, as
 
we have already observed (see Appendix D), considerably improves the false
 
lock problem and, as we shall also demonstrate shortly, increases the
 
acquisition range to a value on the order of the arm filter bandwidth.
 
To begin our analysis of the acquisition behavior of the composite
 
AFC/Costas loop, we present (by analogy with the phase-locked loop) the
 
results for acquisition range and frequency acquisition time* for the
 
Costas loop portion alone.
 
For a phase-locked loop with frequency error Af, the loop will
 
lock if [2]:
 
-7-fr(l) 2 1 (49) 
and the corresponding time to achieve the frequency lock is [2]: 
,rT lT)(A -(rn BC1 -T 5f] 
Tf = t4B L F0O (r +l f )] 2F(50)
Tf (r&) 
1 -Fo t-L 
Since, as we have seen many times ([l], for example), the differential
 
equation of operation of the Costas loop is identical in form to that of
 
the phase-locked loop except that p is replaced by 2 and Af by 2Af, then
 
(49) and (50) apply for the Costas loop if Af is replaced by 2Af. In
 
particular, for the Costas loop portion of the composite loop of Figure 1,
 
we have that frequency lock is achieved if
 
Af <BLI l 1 ::2 1I (51) 
l ~\rl r+ F01 
and the time to reach this condition is
 
We shall ignore the phase stabilization time (the additional time
 
to reach phase lock once frequency lock has been established) since this
 
time has only a small effect on acquisition time for appreciable initial
 
frequency errors.
 
__ 
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[(r,,+1)(2)] ~In Err+ I 6f $ 
BL, [IT 
Tf = B2L) F0 - Ifir+12l (52) 
1 - F0l L 
where BL' rI , and F01 are the loop parameters defined in (36).
 
Since the AFC increases the acquisition range by producing a 
restoring force proportional to the frequency error [see (14) or its 
linear equivalent (16)], ituisessential that the value of initial fre­
quency error be such that the AFC can reduce this error to a value within 
the pull-in range of the Costas loop. Since, from (48), the initial 
radian frequency error can, in the limit as t approaches infinity, be 
reduced no further than A0 /(I + 0), then for acquisition of the composite 
loop, we require that 
A FL ( rl ) ( 
. (53)
T+Z < 27 1 
Letting r = 2 and using the corresponding definition of € given in (44), 
we arrive at the inequality
 
1
 
wL1). <6.2 ( F l T ) 12 Fo -Ft2 (54) 
F 42F0 1 -F0 1  (5401

1 + 6.2 ' 1T) 6.6 1 ) 
. 
For example, for Fol = 0.001, we find that
 
Fol
BL 
 < 0.0365 

BLI T' (55)
 
or equivalently,
 
BLIT > 0.0274 (56) 
Since, from Figure 2,the AFC discriminator characteristic is
 
approximately linear over the frequency range AW < Wc (for wcT = 2.8w)
 
with slope K4,, then the maximum acquisition range of the composite loop
 
isapproximately
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BLIl I < (%2UcT Li T 1.4BL I T (57) 
or, in view of (56), we have that, for rI =2 and F =0.001,
 (} )ma < 51.1 (58) 
1Ll~max 
The corresponding maximum acquisition range for the Costas loop alone and
 
the same loop parameters isobtained from (51) and is given by
 
9.488. (59) 
BLlmax
 
Thus, a modest improvement in acquisition range is possible through the
 
addition of the AFC. More important, however, this increased acquisition
 
range is accompanied by a considerably reduced acquisition time, as we
 
shall now demonstrate.
 
When the frequency error is large, the behavior of the composite
 
loop iscontrolled primarily by the AFC loop. Thus, the time t1 to reduce
 
the. frequency error from its initial value Af0 6 AO/2 to another value,
 
say Aft, can be determined from (48), viz.,
 
22Afo e-4BLFtl (60) 
2zr~~f1 +1+ 
or 
1l 413LF I + CI rAf 0 ] (I+ ) (61)I ILk 
When Af1 becomes within the pull-in range of the Costas loop, then the
 
time t2 to complete the frequency acquisition process is determined by
 
the combined action of the AFC and Costas loops. This time will, in
 
general, be less than that computed for the Costas loop alone attempting
 
to achieve frequency lock from an initial frequency error of Afl. The
 
latter is computed from (52) with Af replaced by AfI. Since an expression
 
for t2 is difficult to obtain, we shall upper bound t2 by the value t2
 
computed for the Costas loop acting alone as discussed above. Thus, we
 
propose to upper bound the acquisition time TACQ of the composite loop
 
1.8
 
by the sum of tI as determined 'by (61) and t2 as determined by (52) with 
Al1 replacing Af. Since AfI is thus far arbitrary, we shall choose its 
value so as to minimize TACQ = tI t2 ' Furthermore, if AfI is consider­
ably less than the pull-in range of the Costas loop, then the acquisition 
time formula of (52) simplifies to 
, rll = E rll12Afl 2 In /ll\2f4Bl I 7T(r +1~ 2 r_1 2/f\I
tri4BLI (r ]2 ilnL--i )YB--)jj*I4IL2 " (62) 
We shall nfake this assumption in what follows and check its region of 
validity later on. Since we wish to choose AfI so as to minimize 
TACQ = t1 +tf ,we can differentiate TACQ with respect to AfI and equate 
the resulting expression to zero. Letting 
(rl+l\ 
C r I B LI 
and (63) 
x 26f,
 
we have from (61) and (62) that
 
T CQ1 In (Cl+0x +d/r,+ JC,, I Cj (4TACQI - 4 BLF i 2Af+ 0 _ + 4L4O hln 2Cxj(64)-
Thus,
 
+ACQ c2x- = 0 (65) 
ax 4BLFjx " 2AfO + 4 BL L 
or, after simplification,
 
31A 02 [ Af0 
x 2Af 0 2 - + 1 B x + f 0 (66)C 2 2(r 1 +) 2C (I + )2C( r2 + I )  Ll -l 
x3A cubic equation of the form +px2 +qx+r = 0 may be reduced to 
y3 + ax + b = 0 (67)
 
by substituting for x the value of y-p/3. Here,
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a = - P 3 
b (2p3 -9pq + 27r) (68)
 
The case of interest here is where
 
b2 a3 
7T + 2-7 < 0 (69) 
for which there will be three real and unequal roots. These solutions for
 
y are obtained as follows. Compute the value of the angle e in the
 
expression
 
Cos = b/2 (70) 
3 
a
27
 
Then the three solutions y' Y2, and Y3 are
 
2 a
 
Y = 2 
- cos T
 
y2= 27-4 cos (-L (71)
 
Sa a + 4 
Cos
y3= 27- ± 
or, equivalently, thethree solutions for x are
 
x1 = 2 a Cos T -P3 
3 3 3 
2 a C - -P- (72)x2 = 2 T cos + 4 
3 3 3 3 
= 2 cos /-3*"
x3 -T 

Comparing (66) and (67) 'and normalizing x by 2Af0, we find that, corre­
sponding to (72), we have the three solutions
 
20 
Xl 
= 2Jr't~ cos5 u, 
2Af 0 3 33 +3(Fl c)
2 Cos (. + + 
0×3
 
where 
' cos f ' .j(74) 
4a'3
-27­
and
 
r 2 + (r I+-1)BLF 
a-' a- 2 B1+ +LI
.(2Afo)2 2y B 0 2 (rI BLF 3 rl--7)2
(2t2 (if) J +1) L 
L L 
9 2 (r+ ) BLF 
3' 27 ) 2 r B+ E.I- + 
b _ 2+ p Li-- (75)3
(2fo 7. f 2 
 j
4 fc Oj (r. +l) 
Letting rj= 2 and substituting the relation for E found in (44), we get
 
/ _ _ _o2 3Bb 2.+3 Fol 
1 +1. (BL j 6.2 BLIT 
b2l 
-_ _2 
I6.2 FO1F 
-L 
"BL1T 
i r- -l , 
F) 
A ""Li+222 RLo_ 
, 
- \2 
-
6-2.L I 
)'+ 1
-
+ 2 fo\20 
I 
1 3 LFF t8 Ll -1 (76)"T U_ 
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Although-it appears from'(73) that three solutions exist, inrea-lity only
 
the first, namely xl/2Af0 results in
 
Xl _
 
(I + X1 E > 0. (77)
 
-The inequality of (77) isnecessary to insure a real solution for TACQ, 

since we observe that the above expression isthe argument of the natural
 
logarithm inthe first term of (64). Finally, then, solving the first
 
equation in (73) using (74) and (76), we can compute our desired upper
 
bound on'TACQ from [see (64)]
 
F0 1 6.2 F012 
BLI TACQ - T )I 6.2 - BLlTJ 
(2~~~f(2) fnF( ) tf
9TC2 x1 2/ ffo 'Z2 1 x37T(8fo7 

0.7 -02o )2 1n -, (-BLl)]J(8 
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate BLI CQ as computed from (78)versus Afo/BLl
 
for F01 = 0.001, r1 = 2, and BLIT = 0.1 and BLiT = 0.05, respectively.
 
The parameter of variation in both of these curves isthe ratio of AFC
 
loop bandwidth BLF.to Costas loop bandwidth BLI. Also included on these
 
curves is the acquisition time performance of a conventional Costas loop
 
as computed from (52). The asymptote indicated-by dashed lines is the
 
pull-in range determined from (51) at which point the denominator of (52)
 
vanishes and the acquisition time becomes infinite.
 
One final point before leaving the discussion of acquisition per­
formance regards verification of the assumption made just prior to (62),
 
allowing use of this simplified acquisition time formula rather than (52)
 
in deriving the bound on acquisition time. The assumption made was that
 
the solution found for the value of Af1 which minimized T CQ would satisfy
 
AfI << (I(r 2 1 (79) 
or, equivalently,
 
xl Af< + rl1 y-l 
.(_f ( A _I (80)I}0
r F+ 
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Using x1/(2Af 0 ) as determined from (73), Figure 6 plots the left­
hand side of (80) versus Afo/BLI for r[=2 and FO1 = 0.001. For these 
parameter values, the righthand side of (80) equals 9.488. Since the 
denominator of (52) is computed as one minus the square of the.ratio bf 
the lefthand to righthand side of (80), we observe from Figure 6 that this 
correction factor is well within our approximation over most values of 
frequency offset within the acquisition range. 
TRACKING PERFORMANCE OF COMPOSITE AFC/COSTAS LOOP
 
In Appendix D, we considered the tracking performance of a composite
 
AFC/Costas whose AFC and Costas loops shared a common loop filter. When
 
separate loop filters are employed, as in Figure 1, the analysis is some­
what more complex due to the fact that the equivalent additive-Costas loop
 
noise and AFC error signal (which acts like additive noise when the loop
 
is,locked) are processed by different closed loop transfer functions insofar
 
as evaluating phase tracking jitter. To see this, we begin by relating the
 
VCO output phase to its two input signal components, i.e.,
 
Ky 
6(t) P [F(p)zo(t) + F2 (P) Wo(t)] , (81) 
where zo(t) and w5(t) are given by equations (1) and (3) of Appendix D,
 
namely,
 
zo(t) - K' {[S-6(t) - s(t)] - N2 (t)} sin 24(t) 
+ K 2 Af(t) [S-v (t) - s(t)] cos 24(t) (82)
 
and
 
W02(t) K 2 Nc(t) [vrS-m(t) - Ns(t)] - fc(t) [VS-m(t) - Ns(t)]}
 
(83)
 
Alternately, separating z0 (t) into its signal and noise components, we
 
can rewrite (81) as
 
(t) = *Kv KI 2 K2 JFCP) 2 (t) sin 2U + 1v 2 (t2) + F2 (P) w(t) (84)
Fl~p) s2 22(84) 
I 
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where
 
v2t2) [-N (2t) + N (t) - 2/ ffi(t) Ns(t)] sin 24 
+ [2vT ) )(t)t) ps(t)] cos 2 (85) 
and
 
w(t) 6 2w0(t) =2 7S-(t) Nc(t) - 2Nc(t) Ns (t) 
- 2 -m(t) c(t) - Nc (t)N(t) (86) 
Then, letting K A6Ky K2 2 -2 A 2 
KI2 , replacing'mi(t) by om. <m (t)>, and ignoring 
as has been done previously (see [1]), the self-noise of the modulation, 
we get 
26(t) Kp {FI(p) [S DM sin 2(t) + v2(t,2 )] + F2 (p)w(t)J - (87) 
Finally, letting 02(t) 2q(t) = 2[o(t)- 6(t)] e2(t)- 2(t)and taking 
the linearized case, i.e., sin 2(t) = 2(t), gives the desired differential 
equation of loop operation, viz., 
2t) 02(t) - K F (P)S t+ 1- FI(p) v2 (t'@ 2 ) +p F2 (P) w(t) (88) 
or 
S p K e2(t) I SDmKFI(P) v2(t,'2) 
02( t)  +SD m K Fl p p + SD0KFtp+ SDm 
S Dm KF2(p) w(t) (89) 
p + SDm KFF p m ( 
Defining, as is done for conventional Costas loops, the closed loop 
transfer function, 
HI(P) - p + S mKFp) ,S Dm KFl (p) (90) 
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equation (89) simplifies to
 
2t) [=1 - HpP)J 2(t)+ HI(p) v +t 1) Fl(P) SDm 
= [1 - H(p)] e2 (t) +'Ne(t) (91) 
where Ne(t) is the total equivalent noise and, as predicted, is composed
 
of the sum of the additive Costas loop noise v2(t,20) and AFC error signal
 
w(t), each processed by different closed loop transfer functions. To
 
evaluate the trackingperformance of the composite loop, we must find the
 
spectral density of Ne(t).
 
From the definition of Ne(t) given in (91), we see by inspection
 
that its power spectral density SNeM() is given by
 
Se(w) 2 IHI.(jiw)l2 + 12 H(jw),2 I2JW) 2 W)
+s NIn 2F ) w
(SD.sI (S*Cm))2 
+21"22F2 (j ) Sv (W ) + 2 F2*(Jw) W)
 
(92)
 
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate, Sv2(w)and Sw(w) are the
 
power spectral densities of v2(t,o
2) and w(t), respectively, and Sv2w(W)
 
and Swv2(w)are the corresponding cross-spectral densities. Since the
 
bandwidth of the Costas loop isordinarily designed to be narrow with
 
respect to the equivalent noise bandwidth of v2(t, 2) and likewise for the
 
AFC loop with respect to w(t), we can approximate v2(t,*2) and w(t) as
 
delta-correlated processes with power spectral densities Sv2() and Sw(O),
 
and cross-spectral densities$Sv2w(O)-and Swv2(O). From [1],
 
S,(0) =d N + '(N) 2 f I 4dwJ) 

V2 45 LC m~w JG(jnufl -, 4- Gjw f (3 
Similarly, from the definition of w(t) in (86) and the results of Appendix D,
 
we find after some algebraic manipulation that
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-

Sw(O) 16S 0 Sm(w) [Im {G(jo)1]2 dw
+ 	16 (N_2f Elm {G(jo) 2 2w227
 
Sv(o) = S (0) 0 .	 (94) 
Thus, substituting (93) and (94) into (92), and. using similar definitions
 
to those inAppendix D and [1], we get
 
12So(W) 1 IH( [2SNDK+ 2BK 
e 
- (SD) 2 	 oDmK. N0 BiKL] 
1 2 H (J)[2 F2(J) 2 + NJBi EL] (95) 
2S+No Dm(SDm) T[ L 
where 
K fsS(W)j( O4dI f. Sm (w) [Im {G(j)}]2 daKD = __S 	 " . 2d_ ; ED = - .2 dw 
fm( 	 f ~) -­
* ~ (w) IG(iw)I1 2dw DSmW G(jW)I -7 )G(j )
IG(j ) f. El'm 2 
KL Z GJ) 2 dwg' L -(~m'12 d_w•2 
Dm G(j()G2jd4[-2d (96) 
2D S (w) GG(j)l2 BI d( 
The total equivalent noise power, aN 2 can now be.obtained by integrating 
e
(95) 	between minus infinity and infinity, viz.,
 
SN ) 1 K N22 L )2 d
 
.N-e e (S 0m)2[S O K 
+ 	 4 [2SNoD 0 + 2 B I 21 F2(o)1 (97) 
(SDi) N0 iL J 1H+C0h I F(j-w) 21r 
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The first integral in (97) is the well-known relation for loop bandwidth
 
of a second-order Costas loop, i.e.,
 
I 412 d) 2B rI+1 	 (98) 
The second integral in (97) is evaluated as follows. Define
 
~ 2i_ ~ (jw) 	 d 
2( 1 dw

'3 __ oIHl(JW)12 
r (s) A3(-s) ds 	, (99) 
-where
 
A3(s) Hs F2(s)
 
SDm K + s[SDmK(T 22 +tI 1 )J + s2 SDmKT1 1 T2 2 
S mK+s[SDI K(Tr21 + r12)+1]+s2[TIl 1 21 +1)]+s 32 

2
 
cO + clS + c2s
 (100)
0 13 

d0 + dIs. + d2 + d3s
 
Integrals of the type given in (99) have been previously tabulated (see,
 
for example, Ref. 2, p. 135, Table 4-1). When the denominator of An(S
 
is a third-order polynomial, i.e., n=3, then the result is
 
2 d c2_ 	 2
 
c2 dd +1 (c1 2c o 2)d o d3 + Co d2d3 	 (101) 
13 2d0 d3(dId2 -dod 3) 	 (01)
 
Substituting (100) 	into (101), one obtains after considerable simplification 
13 r 121 + (Li 2
"F2 22/ (102) 
3 LL12 FO1) 21 
_ 
where we have made only the assumption that F01 ,F02 << 1. Further relating
 
BL1 2 to the bandwidth BLI of the Costas loop alone by
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BL12 YB BLI , (103) 
one can show, using (23), (27), (29), (36), (47), and (102), that
 
2 M_,I_ r_ +-___ (ril 
r _B 2 F01  1 (rl+ I 
kT) c K l' T+ 4r:B~l T+'014r, c L
(rI+IIiBLF2 
2
(BF (r - F+ 1 )/ - I Lc B 1T + 1 
L 4r KcBLI T(0 
For r,= 2 and cT = 2.8w, we recall that Kc= 0.0605. Thus, for these 
parameters, (104). reduces to 
LF
12 
"Ll1
 
YB B l Qf 2 (105) 
L6T2 (1 + 
where C isdefined in (44).. Figure 7 illustrates the bandwidth ratio B
 
as computed from (105) versus BLF/BL1 for F01 0.001 and BLI T=0.05, 0.1.
 
Finally, combining (97), (98), (102), and (103), the total equivalent
 
noise power, which isidentical to the mean-square phase tracking jitter
 
2 ­2-, isgiven by
 
2 4 4 
02 
 PSLl 
 L
 
-
2 + 2 (106)
 
where
 
S 
No BLI 
isthe signal-to-noise ratio of an equivalent linear loop, e.g., a phase­
locked loop, having a bandwidth equal to that of the Costas loop, SLI is
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the familiar squaring loss of the Costas loop, namely,
 
D 
m
L1 
KD + 
(107) 
PKL 
i m
 
and SL2 isthe squaring loss of the AFC loop which isdefined by
 
D
m
 
SL2 [K + L . (108)
4 B LD +P ] 
In (107) and (108), Pi __2S/NoB i is the signal-to-noise ratio inthe arm
 
filter bandwidth. For a single-pole RC arm filter as in Figure 1,we
 
have already shown inAppendix D that
 
KL = L 1 (109) 
Furthermore, for Manchester coded data, K and K defined in (96) can be 
evaluated as 
, +C4(3 e -wTT wcT/2 
-e+ )e + (3 tacT) 
K- - 2TcT (110)1 -3 - 4eC +-e C 
T
wc

and
 
CT _3 'T + + 4 e T] 
- CT/2 + e- c TKD - 4e ( 
T
cc

Figure 8 il-lustrates KD and KD a s defined in (110) and (111) versus
 
T
fc = wcT/2n-; At wcT= 2.87r, (110) and (111) are evaluated as KD=0 .766
 
and KD =0.234. Also, from (28)., Dm = 0.6645. Thus, the component of
 
phase tracking jitter due to the Costas loop is given by'
 
0.766 + 0.7524 ­2 4NOBLI Pi(112) 
°1 S 0.6645-
 I2
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=
Since for a single-pole RC filter, Bi 1c/2, we can express pi as 
6 S _ S B 1S2 NBi= N0 B (BLI T) BiT 
0 Li T)is5T 2 s__(BklT\ 
NOBLi (BLi CT NoBLi \1.411 
Thus, (112) can be rewritten as
 
2 NO BLI FNm3 
a. 153 +.8 Ol i) 	 (114)1 

Similarly, the AFC loop component of phase tracking jitter isgiven by
 
2 4N0B'I L.352 +9 NoBLl( 1T 	 (LF[035-S\La2 2 ++BiT 	 2F.98J\BI T]I Ll +.9+6.BBL 0 (T2]T.
o
Li 6.2FOBuT 
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the component mean-square phase tracking jitters
2 2 
1992 as computed from (114) and (115) versus S/NoBL1 indB for F01 = 0.001 
and BLlT= 0.1,0.05, respectively. The parameter in both of the figures is 
the ratio of AFC to Costas loop bandwidth. 'Comparing Figures 9 and -10 ­
with Figures 4 and 5,-one immediately observes the tradeoff between acqui­
sition and tracking performance of the composite loop as the above-mentioned. 
bandwidth ratio is varied. 
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INTRODUCTION
 
An important consideration in the design of Costas-type receivers
 
is the role played by the lock detector associated with the Costas loop.
 
In particular, the primary purpose of the lock detector is to identify
 
the locked state during the carrier acquisition process. Furthermore,
 
since carrier acquisition in the presence of large frequency uncertainties
 
caused by doppler shift and oscillator instabilities is commonly achieved
 
by sweeping the carrier VCO (either discretely or continuously). in fre­
quency, a secondary function of the lock detector is to kill this sweep
 
once carrier lock has been detected. By doing this, the Costas loop is
 
not required to track its own sweep, and thus the steady-state tracking
 
performance is not degraded by the loop stress which would accompany the
 
sweep waveform. Also, killing the sweep serves to minimize the acquisi­
tion time.
 
Lock detection in a Costas loop is most readily achieved by non­
linear processing the signals out of the in-phase and quadrature phase
 
channels, differencing the results, and comparing to a preset threshold.
 
The nonlinear processing is customarily accomplished using balanced
 
square-law devices, although an absolute-value type of nonlinearity,
 
e.g., full-wave rectifiers, has advantage when such effects as AGC gain
 
variations, phase detector dc offsets, and arm gain imbalance are other
 
than small. The threshold is fixed by the false alarm probability, i.e.,
 
the probability of deciding that the loop has achieved a locked state
 
'given that it is in reality out of lock.
 
When the loop is far out of lock, a double frequency beat note
 
appears at the input to the integrate-and-dump. For a stepped sweep
 
acquisition, the beat note will remain constant in frequency over the
 
duration in time of a single step. As the sweep continues and the loop
 
approaches a locked condition (either true or false lock), a point is
 
reached where the beat note becomes within the pull-in range of the loop
 
2
 
at which time the beat note disappears and a sync pulse whose amplitude
 
isproportional to the steady-state tracking loop jitter appears at the,
 
-input 
 of the integrate-and-dump. As soon as the sync pulse is sensed
 
by the lock detector, an action is taken to kill the sweep; however,
 
until such time the sweep continues to step along and, depending on the
 
sweep rate, the loop may break lock and resume beating. Since, as we
 
shall see, for a fixed data rate, signal power to noise spectral density
 
ratio, and specified probabilities of false alarm and false detection,
 
the integration time of the integrate-and-dump is determined, the sweep
 
rate is also set by these same quantities.
 
LOCK DETECTOR MODEL
 
Figure 1 illustrates a conventional Costas loop and its associated
 
lock detector. The approach taken inAppendix A to characterize the
 
false lock behavior of the loop can also be used here to good advan­
tage inderiving the performance of the lock detector. In particular,
 
starting with equation (8)of the above reference for zc(t) and zs(t),
 
we get after square-law detection and differencing the result:*
 
A 2(t) K2 [I 2 2t*tA
- 2(t) .2 

Zd~t 6 zs c K Km ["c'b"w s 0)-
+ K 2 K2 E 2 + 2 
' 1 m [Nsc(t;wb 4) + Ncs(t;wb 4)
 
-N (t;b,1)N 2 t 
cc(t;b)ss b 

+ 2 Nsc(t;tb,) fcs(t;wb,4)
 
- 2 Nss(t;tbO) Ncc(t;b, )]­
2K 2 V 2 /§^ . 4 .)+l 
2KiKS-mc(t;wb)[Nsc(t;wb) cs(t;b)
 
-m(t;wb,0)[Nss(t;wb,)- Ncc(t;wb,) ]1
 
(la)
 
Note that we are using wb instead of wf as was done in Appendix A,
 
since here weare concerned with the beat note frequency rather than the
 
false lock frequency. Also, the overbar in (1)denotes statistical expec­
tation with respect to the data sequence.
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Figure 1. Costas Loop and Associated Lock Detector 
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zd(t) s (t) s ,K- 2 c (t ; b ms )mc - (t). V Sm - (t;, 0, 

2 2
 
Z2^ 2 2 ^ 2 - 2 
(b)
1 2 U to(b~0) 1 
where the self-noise process nA(t;ub34) isdefined by
 
nA Ct;Uwib f A 2tw _- 2 _ -2t - 2 (2) 
AVtt~~, % (t;wOA) Em0 O (t;wb0t ] 
and u2(t;b,c) isthe total of the signal x noise and noise x noise
 
terms. When the loop is out of lock, the parameter wb denotes-the beat
 
-note radian frequency, i.e., the difference between the frequency of the 
Costas loop input signal and that of the swept VCO, and isthe loop 
phase error which may be assumed to be uniformly distributed between 
-i7and 7. When the loop is in lock, then wb = 0 for true lock or 
Wb = wf = irk/T for the kth falhe lock frequency, and 4 is the tracking 
phase error of the loop (see [1] for the statistical characterization 
of fl. 
The mean (signal) term in (1)can be derived starting with (15)
 
of Appendix-A and the assumption of random data with the result:
 
mc (tb,) -m s (t;b, f Ck cos + t + 2 
S-k 
 sin L2(tb++) 
where
 
+' +_ + P(J2)Ck Re {G[j(-w +4Lk + mbfI G[i (ti+ffWb)I u(  ) Poiw)4} 
S A ImT G -t+ 2k + wj G[J(w+wb)] PIi(W + 2T] P(itJL 
(4)
 
The self-noise term in (1) has only a continuous power spectrum. Analo­
gous with (17) of [11, the value of this spectrum at the origin isgiven
 
by
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SA (0) = 4TI R-2(£T;b) (5) 
where
 
(T = IG(jw)12 P[j(w- Wb)] P[-j(w+ bb)J eje T jW (6) 
or, equivalently,
 
Sa (0) T- IG(j) I2 P[J(w- fb)] P[-J(+b 
-
b1c T 
x T GjyT- tb'W [$jT Ldb)] 2nf 
(7).
 
Finally, we must characterize the additive noise u2(t;wb,) in (1). When
 
the loop is in a true lock condition, i.e., wb = O,then
 
u2 (t;0,p) = [2 2(t) + N2(t) - 2Vf-(t) N (t)] cos 2 (t) 
- [2v-M(t c(t) - 2 c(t) ts(t)] sin 2 (t) 
A 2( 2¢)  (8)
= u t,2 , 
which is identical to the total signal x noise and noise x noise at the
 
error control point z0(t) in the loop (see [I]). Thus, u(t,2¢) can be
 
characterized as a delta-correlated process with equivalent spectral
 
density
 
Nsq - 2 R (T) dT (9) 
where
 
Ru(T) u2"(t,2) (10)
 u2(t+,2) 

Since, when the loop is approaching true lock, the beat note frequency b
 
isquite small with respect to the data rate, the additive noise u2(t;ffb,)
 
is approximately characterized by (8)with 0(t) replaced by 0(t) + Wbt.
 
Thus, the equivalent spectral density of the out-of-lock total signal x
 
noise and noise x noise is also given by (9).
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Passing zd(t) through an'integrate-and-dump of duration Ti results
 
in an output random variable x which, for large T./T, is approximately
 
Gaussian distributed with mean 1x given by
 
= 2 ck cos + +)t + 2 dt
 
k=- 0 T] 
(11)
k=X-Sk fosin [2b+TJL + 2ap dt 
where the overbar now denotes statistical mean with respect to the prob­
ability density function (p.d.f.) of 4. When the loop is out of lock,
 
and p( ) is a uniform distribution on (- ,n) as previously assumed, then
 
x 0.L. - 0. (12) 
=
When the loop is in lock, i.e.- wb 0, then
 
X K K2S Ti Cl Cos 24- SO sin 2 • (13)

xI.L. I [ Wb=O001Wb
 
-Substituting wb= 0 and k= 0 in (4) gives
 
dS
C b 0 = } _ IG(j)1 2 Ip(jw)12 d S( )IG( )I2dw 
S "b=O = 0, (14) 
where Sm f) is the power spectrum of the data modulation m(t). Thus,
 
using (14), the mean Px of (13) simplifies to
 
K m cos 2p.
x =I.L. mKS Ti D (15)
 
The total noise out of the integrate-and-dump consists of three
 
components: -one due to the total signal x noise and noise x noise terms,
 
a second due to the self-noise of the modulation, and a third which, when
 
the loop is out of lock, is referred to as "beat note noise" and, when
 
the loop is in lock, is proportional to the loop tracking jitter. The
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variance of the first two noise components in x is then
 
4
+02 K +S 2 C(0) = 2 T. (16) 
The beat note noise is caused by the lack of coherence between the beat
 
note and the integrate-and-dump timing instants. In particular,
 j~x 442q2k cos Lv dt21 
Ti2
 
=-	 sin LK(b + T-t + 2 dt (17)k	 . k Ti 0b
 
which, for Ti/T >> 1, simplifies to
 
2 ]
{ L 	 sinx} KI 	 i 2 i 2
 
+ 	0 2 wbTi b (18)
 
=
For 0 uniformly distributed and px 0, (18) becomes
 
'
2 L K K4 STTi 2bTi)2 [I- cos 2wbTi] + 2 [I cos 2wTi
 
x 	.L 1 m 1(2 i (2wbTi) 2bij
 
(19)
 
'or
 
2 K41 Km4 S Ti (C0 2) /sin bi2 
x30.L. 2 2 0 22 bTi (20)
 
Letting k=0 in (4) and recalling that Sm(w) = lP(jw)2/Tiwe get
 
Sin2 + Sm2 = (w)G[J(-w+b)]'G[J(w+b L]2I 	 (1

(2])
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Ingeneral, the beat note noise is a function of the beat note frequency.
 
However, as the loop approaches true lock and the beat note frequency
 
becomes small with respect to the data rate lI/T, then
 
C2+S --+D M (22) 
and
 
2 K K4 S Ti2 . /sin bTi 2
 x3.. lm ~i )2 (23)
 
O.L. 
 2 bTi
 
When the loop is inlock, at2 is given by (17) with 0b=O
minus p of
 
(15) squared, or
 
2 K4K 4S2 T2D 2 2 (4
IL KI13m STDm ocos 24 (4 
where
 
2 2 2
 
acos 2 = cos 2 - (cos24) (25) 
Finally,the total variance of x is given by the sum of (16) and (23) or
 
(24), i.e.,
 
a x 2 x 2 + a X2 + a x2 (26)
 
Thus, for the out-of-lock case,
 
x O.L. 0
 
sq + S2 SA0(0)+ S2TiD2m (Wibj 
j -
N 

2~o = 14 L 2 w~ jqAcm(27)
 
For the true lock case, we shall assume that the loop signal-to-noise
 
ratio is sufficiently high that
 
2 
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cos 2$ 1
 
2 2 0 (28)

'cos 2 
Thus, from (15), (16) and (24),
 
2 2
 
VlL K,1 Km STi Dm 
2 4 4 TrN + 2 2 S_ (29)1K ( 
FALSE ALARM PROBABILITY
 
The false alarm probability a is defined as the probability of
 
deciding that the loop is in lock given that it is out of lock. For a
 
test against a threshold Th, we get
 
Prob lx>Thl = 1 exp * 2 ) dx (30)
,2Th (C1i ­
or
 
erfc Th (31)
h
 
where
 
A T h
 
h2 
xl0.L.
 
erfc x 4 2 exp (-t2) dt (32)
Vr- x
 
and a,2OL -isdefined by (27). Since a,!OL. is a function of the beat
 
note frequency, a question arises as to the value of mb at which to set
 
Tfor a given a. If the threshold is set based upon the standard devi­
ation of x when the loop is far out of lock, i.e., ox3 0 and axi 
N/G21 + Gx2 [see (16) and (20)], then as the loop approaches lock, axO.L. 
increases and the lock detector is likely to kill the sweep before lock
 
is actually achieved. In practice, a more reasonable compromise would
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be to set the threshold based upon a value of Ox3 computed from (20)
 
which corresponds to a beat note wb on the 6rder of the radian pull-in'
 
frequency of the loop.
 
FALSE DETECTION PROBABILITY
 
The false detection probability R is defined as the probability of
 
deciding that the loop is out of lock when in fact it is in lock. For
 
the same threshold as above, 8 is given by
 
= Prob Ix>Thl
 
r(T
2 0x1.L.x L.
 
= 2 erfc L( h 0X O.lL. 
_ F2xI.L.)j (3
 
Combining (31) and (33) gives
 
erfc 0 xL rfc-l 2aI.L. x (34)
 
axII.L. aZxjI.L.
 
where erfc- l is the inverse complementary error function.
 
TRUE LOCK PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS
 
Previous analyses of this type have demonstrated that the effect
 
of the modulation self-noise is negligible (see [1]). Thus, in what
 
follows, we shall ignore SAc(O) in equations (27) and (29).
 
The equivalent squared noise has also been previously evaluated
 
when studying the tracking performance of the Costas loop with the
 
result (see equation (32) of [1]):
 
+ - K
N 4 SN O mKD No--S (35) 
where KL is a constant dependent only on the filter type and is defined by
 
f'- IG(jw)I4 d(
 
KL L f' Ii 2 (36)
G(Jw)l 2 dw_
 W 72r 
KD is a constant dependent on both the baseband data power spectrum and
 
the filter type, i.e.,
 
dw
S~4Gi4
fI~~~1 
KD Sm(t)IG(Jw)i 2d (37) 
and B. denotes the two-sided noise bandwidth of the arm filter G(jw),

~1 
i~e.,
 
(IG 12 (38)

Bi = GJ) 2-8 
Alternately, in terms of the "squaring loss" SL' previously defined as
 
SL A D m ,(39)
 
we have
 
D2
4SN 
N - Om (40)sq SL
 
Substituting (40) in (27) and (29) gives
 
b i 2/ + S2T i \sin bTij. 
x' S+ D2 ( I . S 
.L mSTi sin W T.2S iGxll.L. - q Nsq i 
a II.L. N4s \No 41 wbTi 
sin wT.\
+ (TR S --- bi d(41)
 
where Rd _ ST/N 0 is the data signal-to-noise ratio. Also, from the above
 
substitutions,
 
FxjI.L. = T (42) 
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Finally, substituting (41) and'(42) into (34) gives the desired result 
- (for wb/2 << I/T): 
Rd T SL sin bT i 2
 (?T w "1Ti RdSL 
erfc-I 2o + + ( dSL ( bT i) erfc-I 2a (T) 
(43)
 
Recall that Ti/T is the number of symbol intervals in the integra­
tion time of the integrate-and-dump. For an RC (single-pole Butterworth)
 
arm filter with optimally designed bandwidth, and a Manchester coded data,
 
Figure 2 plots p versus R' in dB for fixed a and Ti/T varying between .50 
and 500. The value of fb= b/2 uis set equal to the loop bandwidth BL 
and BLT is fixed with BL = 500 Hz and I/T = 216 ksps. Also plotted in 
dashed lines on this figure are several curves corresponding to selection 
of the lock detector threshold based upon the loop being far out of lock. 
This is equivalent to ignoring.the beat note noise and assuming thatthe 
total variance of the integrate-and-dump output is identical both under 
lock and out-of-lock conditions. Clearly, from (23), the significance of 
the beat note noise diminishes as the integration time Ti increases. This 
fact bears out on Figure 2 by comparing the solid and dashed curves corre­
sponding to the same value of Ti/T.
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INTRODUCTION
 
Phase modulation (PM) mode 1 of the Space Shuttle Orbiter (SSO)
 
Ku-band downlink provides for simultaneous transmission of three asyn­
chronous data channels of information. Since the three data channels,
 
which have widely different data rates and power allocations, require
 
independent clocks, phase-multiplexing techniques are advantageous over
 
time-division and frequency-division multiplexing, particularly when the
 
data rates to be reclocked are high, and intermodulation products must
 
be avoided in the face of restricted bandwidths:
 
One such phase-multiplexing techniqueuses quadrature carriers
 
and subcarriers and has been shown [1, Appendix A] to have potential
 
implementation advantages over both a conventional PM approach (all three
 
data channels phase modulated on a single carrier) and a three-channel
 
interplex approach .[2]. The technique referred to above has been vari­
ously called quadrature multiplex [3], dual QPSK [4,5] and CPSK/QPSK [6].
 
In its original form (see Figure 1), the two lower data rate
 
signals were biphase modulated onto quadrature squarewave subcarriers.
 
This composite-signal 'was then amplitude modulated onto a quadrature
 
carrier and summed with the high rate channel which was biphase modu­
lated onto the in-phase carrier.
 
A recent performance.evaluation on a test link configuration of
 
dual QPSK at scaled-down bit rates and bandwidths was conducted in the
 
System Design Evaluation Area (SDEA) of the Electronic Systems Test
 
Laboratory (ESTL) at the NASA/Johnson Space Center. The results of
 
these tests [5] indicated among other things that when sinewave sub­
carriers were used in place of squarewave subcarriers, the small signal
 
limiter suppression of the lowest rate channel (approximately 1.5 dB
 
when squarewave subcarriers were employed) [1, Appendix C; 7] had virtu­
ally disappeared. Since the absence of small signal suppression in
 
• sin wct 
.A. (20%) 
@3(~sinewIst 
• / 
A23 (20% 
S't Linie -ar"or 
Upconverted and 
transmitted over 
link 
A2(80%) 
(Medium Rate: NRZ-L or Bi-
-L) 
Figure 1. Dual QPSK Configuration 
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comparison to previous low rate'channel squarewave subcarrier results­
was one of the more interesting results of the tests, the question was
 
raised as to whether this particular phenomenon could be verified analy­
tically. This report attempts to answer this question by presenting an
 
exact characterization of the dual QPSK signal with quadrature sinusoidal
 
subcarriers after it has passed through a bandpass (hard) limiter. This
 
work represents an extension of previous results of the author [I, Appen­
dix C] for the saturated dual QPSK signal with squarewave subcarriers.
 
Another phase-multiplexing technique referred to as modified
 
interplex [2,6] is derived from a modulation scheme originally intro,
 
duced at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and called interplex modulation
 
[8]. This configuration is illustrated in Figure 2, and differs from
 
dual QPSK primarily.in the fact that the two lower rate-channels are not
 
in phase quadrature. Rather, the medium rate signal alone is biphase
 
modulated on a subcarrier with cross coupling effectively minimized by
 
choosing the subcarrier frequency sufficiently far removed from the low
 
rate baseband signal. Theoretical analyses of this configuration with
 
a squarewave subcarrier and in both the presence and absence of bandpass
 
limiting are given in [2] and [6]. As before, one could easily replace
 
the squarewave subcarrier with a sinewave signal. The power division
 
structure of the modified interplex signal with sinusoidal subcarrier
 
after-passing through a bandpass limiter will also be derived in this
 
report.
 
POWER DIVISION ANALYSIS OF BANDPASS LIMITED DUAL QPSK SIGNAL
 
The signal generated by the modulator of Figure]l is
 
s(t) = 2 {C(t) cos ct + S(t) sin w t} (I) 
where
 
C(t) = 2P2 m2(t)sin tst + v'2P3 m3(t)cos Wst 
S(t) = P ml(t) (2) 
In (1)and (2), w c and ws denote the carrier and subcarrier radian fre­
quencies, respectively, and mi(t); i=1,2,3; are the data modulations in
 
order of decreasing data rate, i.e., ml(t) is the 100 Msps convolutionally
 
> (High Rate: NRZ-L) A, (80%) 
r , sin wct 
__r Liner or 
Limited 
7 
Upoonverted and 
transmitted overlink 
m > (Low Rate: Bi-@-L) 
(Medium Rate: NRZ-L or Bi- -L) A2 (1% 
sin w t 
Figure 2. Modified Interplex Configuration 
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coded data and m3(t)is the 192 kbpsoperational data, with respective 
powers P1 P2' and P3. Letting PT = I+ P2 + P3 denote the total power, 
then 
L P1
nl 	 P 0.8
 
PT2
 
: 	 = 0.16n2 	 PT (3) 
P 
A 3 	 = 0.04 
Rewriting (1) in polar coordinates gives
 
s(t) = V(t) sin (mct + (t)) 	 -(4)
 
where
 
V(t) = 7C2(t) + S2(t) 
0(t) = tan -I S) S~(5)	 (5) 
Because of AM to PM conversion which takes place in the power amplifier
 
and possibly in the TDRS repeater, we consider the effects on the signal
 
of (4)of first passing. it through a bandpass hardlimiter, thus producing
 
a constant envelope signal. Specifically, passing s(t) of (4)through
 
such a bandpass limiter preserves the phase i(t) and produces as its
 
first zone output the signal
 
zI(t) 	 = VP.sin (ct + @(t)) , (6) 
where P is the total power in the first zone. Alternately, in terms of
 
in-phase and quadrature components, (5)can be rewritten as
 
zl(t) = vr [PS(t) sin wct + E-t cos Wct]. 	 (7) 
Substituting (2)into (5), and using the definitions of*(3) gives
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V(t) = 
Plm2(t) + 2P 2(t ) sin2 w t+2P3m2(t) cos 2 wt+ 4 P2PY m2t)m3t) sin %tcos rst 
(8) 
Since mi(t); i=1,2,3,; are ±1 digital modulations, (8)simplifies to
 
V(t) 	 PT [1 - (n2 - T3) cos 2st + 2 n2n3 m2 (t) m3 (t) sin 2cot] (9) 
Taking the reciprocal of (9), we get
 
1 =_ 1 - -I (10) 
V(t) -PT[I- n- n3) cos 2wst] .+ X(t) m2 (t) m3(t) 
where 
2An2n sin 2wst 
X(t) = 1 - -n3) cos 2t (I) 
2For any value of t , we can bound X (t) by
 
X2(t) = 4n2n 3 sin2 2wst' 4 Tn2 n3 - (12) 
-n 2 -n 3 ) cos 2wst]2 E- (n2 -n ) 2 
Using the 	values of n2 and p3 of (3)gives
 
X2 (t) < 	4(.16)(.04) = 0.033. (13) 
[I - (.12) ]2 
Since, from (13)-, X2(t)< 1, we can expand the second square root in (10)
 
in a convergent power series, viz.,
 
1 1 - IX(t) m(t)m(t)
 
2
1+ X(t) m2 (t) m3(t) 2 2 
Ix3 X2(t) m2 (t) m32t) 
1x3x5 X3 ()3 3 
2x4x6 X3(t) m2 (t) m3 (t) 
+ .(14) 
7 
Again, since m2(t)and m3(t)are ±1 digital modulations, the power.series
 
of (14) can be expressed as the sum of two series, viz.,
 
1 (4 -I)!!x2n~t. 
_+X(t) m2(t)m3(t) nt)
 
- [: x2n+l(tij m2(tlm 3(t)
 
= 
(4n+ 1)!! nlt
 
A Cl(t) - C2(t)m 2(t)m3(t) . (15)
 
Fortunately, the power series for Ci(t) and C2(t) can be expressed in
 
closed form with the results
 
C(t) = I + 
C2(t) 2 L-A- Tt) (16)
 
Substituting (11) in (16) and simplifying gives
 
Cl(t)= -n 2-n3) cos 2mt F 1 
21(1)- (n2 -n 3 ) cos 2st +24n2r 3 sin 2mst 
+ ~1] 
4l-(n2-n3) cos 2 st -2 3 sin 2wt 
C2(t) 41- (n2 -n 3)cos 2nst L 1 
2 cos 2wst-2/nn sin 2t
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-(Tn 3 ) cos 2ost + 2/n2n3.sin 2tst2 ­
(17)
 
Comparing the expressions in brackets in (17) with (9), we can rewrite
 
(17) as
 
t
Cl(t) 4.- (n2 - n3) cos 2cstF. 1s 
2n + ( 2n2 sin wst + 2'3 c 1et2
 
I
I+ 

wst - 2-n Cos rest) 
2]
2v sin1nI + 2 

1-Cn2-n3) cos 2west Dl(t)
-
tI -(n2-n3) cos 20st I]C2(t )
 2 
 2
 cos3s et)2

-1+( k2n 2 sin wst
j nI
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1
CO Wt)Ti+ (P7n sin wst + cosr' 
- /1- (n2 - n3) cos 2(t 52 (t) (18) 
where 
D1lCt) = 1+1 
2jnI + 2(n2+n3) sin 2 (Wt+a) 2Jnl + 2(n2+n3) sin 2 (t ) 
(19)
 
with
 
a tan-1 3/n2
n, (20)
 
Combining (10), (15), and (18), we get the simplified result
 
1 F (t) - D (21)
 
-,pvt D2(t) m2(t) m3(t)].(1 
- -
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Finally, substituting' (21) into (7)and making use of the definitions of
 
C(t) and S(t) as given in (2), we get an expression for the bandpass
 
limiter output:
 
zl(t) = 2PPTT VI' ml(t)Dl(t) sin o)ct - vV7 D2 (t)m(t)m2(t)m3(t)sin ct 
+ [2P2 Dl (t)sin wst - 2 3 D2M(t) cos Wst] m2(t)cos Wflct 
+ [YFP Dl(t)cos tst - iP D2(t) sin wst] m3Ct) cos WCt} 
(22)
 
or
 
ct - ctzl(t) = YT,I I m1(t) D(t) sin. V D2(t)m (t) m2(t)m3(t) sin 
+-fvy m2 t E2 (t) sin [Est 0(t)] 
+ 27'3 m3(t) E3(t)cos [wst + s(t)j cosc 
(23)
 
where
 
E2(t) = JD12(t)+ (n2/n9D 2t) 
B(t) A tanl(A13 D2(t)(
 
Several interesting conclusions can be deduced from (23). .First, we
 
observe that, contrary to the squarewave subcarrier case, the various
 
data components out of the bandpass limiter are not simply reduced in
 
power by fixed (constant) limiter suppression factors proportional to
 
the input power apportionment (see Eq. (C-1l) of Reference 1,Appendix C).
 
Rather, each data component (including the cross-modulation-component)
 
isamplitude-modulated and, inaddition, the two lower rate channels are
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phase-modulated by waveforms which are periodic at twice the subcarrier
 
frequency. Figures 3 through 5 plot D1(t), D2 (t), and s1(t)versus 2wst
 
over one period. The corresponding curves for E2(t) and E3(t)are virtu­
ally identical numerically to that of Dl(t) versus 2wstt Thus, for all
 
intents and purposes, we shall assume that Figure 2 is also representative
 
of E2(t).and E3t) versus 2st. Second, all of the phase and amplitude
 
modulations are somewhat sinusoidal in behavior. Finally, and most
 
important of all, the peak-to-peak excursion of the amplitude modulation
 
Dl(t) [also E2(t)and E3(t)] relative to unity (the unmodulated amplitude
 
of the data signals) is quite small and thus it appears that each data
 
channel suffers essentially no limiter suppression. Furthermore, the
 
phase modulation 0l(t) has a peak value of about 0.04 radians or 2.3
 
degrees, which has an insignificant effect on performance degradation.
 
POWER DIVISION ANALYSIS OF BANDPASS LIMITED MODIFIED INTERPLEX SIGNAL
 
Corresponding to Figure 2, the signal at the input of the bandpass
 
limiter is also given by (1)with, however,
 
=
C(t) 2P m2(t)sin mst + VP m3(t)
 
S(t) = P,ml(t) (25)
 
Note that (25) differs from (2) in that the.lowest rate baseband signal
 
is not placed on a subcarrier. The envelope V(t) of the modified inter­
plex signal prior to bandpass limiting is now given by
 
V(t) = C2(t) + S2(t) 
S/Plm 2(t)+ 2P2m2 ( t) sin2 st+ P3m2(t) + 212P3_ m2 (t) m3 (t) sin wst 
= JPTEl -n2 cos 2est + 2 '-n2n3 mt) m3(t) sin £os t ]  (26) 
and its reciprocal by
 
The maximum discrepancy between Dl(t) and either E2(t)or E3(t)
 
over one period of the waveforms is in the third decimal place.
 
Figure 3. Amplitude Modulation Characteristic of Data Components - Dual QPSK 
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1 M 1 x 1 .(27) 
V t) JPT(l - n2 cos 2st) 41 + X(t) m2(t)m3 (t) 
where now
 
X(t) A -22nr (28)
2 3 sin L1st 
=1-. cos 2wst
 
Since for the values of ni; i=1,2,3; as given in (3), X2(t)isless than
 
unity, then following an approach similar to that leading up to (22), one
 
can show that, for the modified interplexsignal, the output of the band­
pass limiter is
 
zl(t) = 2P J Dt) ml(t) sin.wct D2(f)ml(t) m2(t) m3(t) sin wct 
+ [V2 2 D(t).sin wst - 93 D (t)lm2(t)cos 'ct 
+"j9 Dl(t) - 27P D'(t) sin ws m3(t) cos ct( (29) 
or, alternately, 
zT(t) - p " Dl(t) m(t)sin wct - PI D'2(t) ml(t) m2(t)m3(t)sin wct 
t

.+72P [Dl(t)m 2(t) sin ws D- (t)m3(t)sin wst] cos Wct
 
t
+ r- [o(t) m3(t)- D (t)m2(t cos  
(30)
 
where
 
ml(t) _l+ .
 
D2(t) _A 1_ 
2/n.+ (/2n2 sin st+ nj)2 2dm + (/2n2 sin st+ n3) 
(31)
 
2
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate D,(t) versus. wst and D (t)versus wst over
 
one period. Comparing these figures with Figures 3 and 4, we observe the
 
similarity between D (t) and D (t);.however, D5(t) is somewhat different
 
in shape than. D2(t), about twice the amplitude, and half the frequency.
 
We also note that, unlike the dual QPSK case.where the two lower rate
 
channels are both amplitude and phase modulated, here in the modified
 
interplex configuration, each of the two lower rate channels is amplitude

modulated by Dl(t) and, in addition, perturbed by a crosstalk component
 
from the other low rate channel with amplitude proportional to D5(t).
 
Since the peak of D;(t) is greater than 10 dB down from the average value
 
of D,(t), we once again have the appearance of'no,limiter-suppression.
 
Figure 6. Amplitude Modul'ation Characteristic of Data Components -
Modified Interplex 
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